TECHNICAL ROAD APPAREL
2018 COLLECTION

20

22

GP TECH v2 LEATHER SUIT TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

GP PRO LEATHER SUIT TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 44-58 / CODE: 315 6017 / BLACK WHITE RED FLUO YELLOW FLUO 1236 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE RED
123

SIZE: 44-58 / CODE: 315 5016 / WHITE BLACK RED 213 / BLACK RED 13 / BLACK WHITE RED FLUO YELLOW FLUO 1236

23

25

ATEM v3 LEATHER SUIT

GP PLUS v2 LEATHER SUIT

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 / CODE: 315 6518 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE RED FLUO YELLOW FLUO 1236 / BLACK WHITE RED
123 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 44-60 (46-64 BLACK WHITE RED FLUO) / CODE: 315 0518 / BLACK WHITE RED FLUO YELLOW FLUO 1236 /
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125 / WHITE BLACK RED FLUO 233 / BLACK WHITE RED FLUO 1231

26

27

MISSILE LEATHER SUIT TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 46-60 / CODE: 315 0118 / BLACK WHITE RED FLUO 1231 / BLACK RED 13 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125 /
BLACK WHITE RED FLUO YELLOW FLUO 1236

28

29

CHALLENGER v2 LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 48-60 ( 48-64 BLACK ) / CODE: 315 0617 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125 /
BLACK WHITE RED FLUO 1231

31

MOTEGI v2 2PC LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 46-60 (46 - 64 BLACK WHITE RED) / CODE: 316 1017 / BLACK RED
WHITE 132 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK ANTHRACITE WHITE 140

TALL SIZE: 50-56
CODE: 319 1017
BLACK WHITE RED 123

32

MOTEGI v2 LEATHER SUIT

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 46-60 (44-60 BLACK WHITE RED FLUO) / CODE: 315 1017 / BLACK RED WHITE 132 / BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
1231 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO RED FLUO 1253 / BLACK WHITE BLUE YELLOW FLUO 1275

ATEM v3 2PC LEATHER SUIT

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 / CODE: 316 6518 / BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
1231 / BLACK WHITE 12

CHALLENGER 2PC LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 48-60 ( 48-64 BLACK ) / CODE: 316 0617 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE
RED FLUO 1231 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125

33

30

GP PRO 2PC LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 316 5016 / BLACK WHITE RED 123

YOUTH GP PLUS LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 130 - 140 - 150 / CODE: 314 0518 / BLACK WHITE RED FLUO 1231 /
BLACK WHITE RED FLUO YELLOW FLUO 1236

34 GP TECH v2 LEATHER JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 / CODE: 310 8517 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK WHITE 12 /
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125

35

MISSILE LEATHER JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 / CODE: 310 0118 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO AIR 1260 /
BLACK WHITE AIR 1200 / BLACK WHITE RED FLUO AIR 1230 / BLACK 10

37

FUJI AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET

PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 (48-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 0418 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 /
BLACK 10

39

GP PLUS R v2 AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET

34

36

42

BRERA LEATHER JACKET

CORE LEATHER JACKET
PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 46-60 / (46-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 1316 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE 12

38

JAWS LEATHER JACKET

SPORT RIDING
SIZE: 46-60 (46-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 1016 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE
RED 123 / BLACK WHITE 12

39

SPORT RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 (48-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 0617 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE
RED 123 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125

40

ATEM v3 LEATHER JACKET

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 / CODE: 310 6518 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE
YELLOW FLUO 125 / BLACK WHITE RED FLUO 1231

SP-1 LEATHER JACKET

35

GP PRO LEATHER JACKET

PERFORMANCE RIDING
44-60 / (44-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 5016 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125 / BLACK WHITE RED 123

37

PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 (48-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 0318 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK 10 /
BLACK RED FLUO 1030 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125

38

40

SP-1 AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET
SPORT RIDING

SIZE: 46-60 (46-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 0817 / BLACK 10 / BLACK RED 13

BRERA AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET

GP PLUS R v2 LEATHER JACKET

SPORT RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 (48-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 0517 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK
WHITE YELOW FLUO 125 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK 10 / BLACK
YELLOW FLUO RED FLUO 1538

SPORT RIDING

41

FUJI LEATHER JACKET

SIZE: 46-60 (46-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 0717 / BLACK 10 / BLACK RED 13

42

TRACK LEATHER PANTS

ROAD RIDING / LIFESTYLE

ROAD RIDING / LIFESTYLE

PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 310 7016 / BLACK 10

SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 310 7116 / BLACK 10

SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 312 9015 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE 12

MISSILE LEATHER PANTS

PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 312 0514 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE
RED FLUO 1231
SHORT SIZE: 44-60
CODE: 312 0614 / BLACK 10
LONG SIZE: 44-60
CODE: 312 0714 / BLACK 10

43

MISSILE AIRFLOW LEATHER PANTS

43

JAGG LEATHER PANTS

PERFORMANCE RIDING

PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 312 1515 / BLACK 10

SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 312 2516 / BLACK BLACK 1100 / BLACK 10

44

HUNTSMAN LEATHER JACKET

45

WARDEN GLOVE
ROAD RIDING

SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 310 8314 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 8016 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 8216 / BLACK 10

ROAD RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 310 8118 / BLACK RED 13

50

ENFORCE DRYSTAR® JACKET
SPORT RIDING

46 CHARLIE LEATHER JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

48

44

SPORT RIDING

OSCAR ENDURO JACKET

47

CHARLIE LEATHER JACKET

48

ROAD RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 310 8016 / BLACK SAND 1250 / VINTAGE BROWN SAND
850

49

SHELLEY WOMEN’S LEATHER JACKET

BRASS LEATHER JACKET
ROAD RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 310 8515 / BLACK 10 / TOBACCO BROWN 810

50

RAYBURN LEATHER GLOVE

ROAD RIDING

WOMENS ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 330 8017 / BLACK 10 / TOBACCO BROWN 810

XS-2XL / CODE: 311 8315 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 350 8315 / BLACK 10 / TOBACCO BROWN 810

ROBINSON LEATHER GLOVE

51

CAFE DIVINE DRYSTAR® GLOVE

51

BANDIT LEATHER GLOVE

ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 350 8515 / BLACK 10 / TOBACCO BROWN 810

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 8318 / BROWN BLACK 82

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 350 8915 / BLACK 10

54 BIG SUR GORE-TEX® PRO JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

54

BIG SUR GORE-TEX® PRO PANTS

55 REVENANT GORE-TEX® PRO JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 360 3518 / BLACK YELLOW FLUO 155 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 362 3518 / BLACK YELLOW FLUO 155 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 360 3518 / BLACK 10 / BLACK MID GRAY ANTHRACITE RED 1193

55

REVENANT GORE-TEX® PRO PANTS

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 362 3518 / BLACK 10 / BLACK MID GRAY ANTHRACITE
RED 1193

56

MANAGUA GORE-TEX® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 360 4017 / BLACK 10 / LIGHT GRAY DARK GRAY
BLACK 9211

56

MANAGUA GORE-TEX® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 362 4017 / BLACK 10

SHORT SIZE: S-3XL
CODE: 362 4117 / BLACK 10

57

DURBAN GORE-TEX® JACKET

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: 48-60 / CODE: 360 1016 / GRAY BLACK SAND 918 / GRAY BLACK RED
913

59

PATRON GORE-TEX® JACKET

57

SIZE: 48-60 / CODE: 362 1016 / GRAY BLACK SAND 918 / GRAY BLACK 9010

59

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

BRYCE GORE-TEX® PANTS

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 362 6517 / BLACK 10

61 VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-6XL / CODE: 362 2718 / BLACK 10

62

VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® PANTS

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 4016 / BLACK GRAY 106 / LIGHT GRAY BLACK 9210
/ GRAY BLACK SAND 918

PATRON GORE-TEX® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 360 6518 / BLACK 10 / YELLOW FLUO BLACK 551

60

DURBAN GORE-TEX® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 320 4115 / BLACK 10

63

YOKOHAMA DRYSTAR® JACKET

58

GUAYANA GORE-TEX® JACKET

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-4XL (SIZE: S-6XL COLOR 10 - BLACK) / CODE: 360 2518 / BLACK RED
13 / BLACK 10

60

ARES GORE-TEX® JACKET

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 360 6017 / BLACK 10 / BLACK GRAY RED 131 / BLACK
GRAY YELLOW FLUO 175

62

VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® JACKET

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 4016 / BLACK GRAY RED 131 / LIGHT GRAY BLACK
RED 9213 / GRAY BLACK SAND 918

63

YOKOHAMA DRYSTAR® PANTS

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 6017 / BLACK 10 / DARK GRAY BLACK RED 1018

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 6017 / BLACK 10 / DARK GRAY BLACK RED 1018

SHORT SIZE: S-4XL
CODE: 322 4116 / BLACK GRAY 106

64

BOGOTA’ v2 DRYSTAR® JACKET

64

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 7018 / BLACK DARK GRAY 111 / DARK GRAY SAND
BLACK 935

66

ANDES v2 DRYSTAR® JACKET

BOGOTA’ v2 DRYSTAR® PANTS

65

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 7018 / BLACK 10

66

ANDES v2 DRYSTAR® PANTS

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-4XL ( S-6XL BLACK ) / CODE: 320 7517 / LIGHT GRAY BLACK DARK
GRAY 9219 / BLACK 10 / MILITARY GREEN BLACK RED 6083 / BLACK YELLOW FLUO 155 / BLACK CAMO RED 993

SIZE: S-4XL (S-6XL BLACK ) / CODE: 322 7517 / BLACK 10 / LIGHT GRAY
BLACK DARK GRAY 9219

SHORT SIZE: S-4XL
CODE: 322 7617
LONG SIZE: L-2XL
CODE: 322 7717

VENCE v2 DRYSTAR® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 7317 / BLACK YELLOW FLUO 155 / BLACK 10 / GRAY
BLACK 9010

67

VOLCANO DRYSTAR® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 3518 / BLACK 10 / BLACK DARK GRAY 111
/ BLACK YELLOW FLUO 155

67

VISION THERMAL LINER

THERMAL LINER
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 475 3718 / ANTHRACITE 114 / ANTHRACITE BLACK 141

70

RAIDER DRYSTAR® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING / TOURING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 4517 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE RED 123

71

FASTBACK WATERPROOF JACKET

68

T-GP R WATERPROOF JACKET

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 5515 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 /
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125

70

HYPER DRYSTAR® JACKET

68

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 1017 / BLACK 10 / BLACK ANTHRACITE 104 / BLACK
WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK YELLOW FLUO 155

71

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-5XL / CODE: 320 4718 / 10 BLACK / BLACK MID GRAY 1190 / BLACK
YELLOW FLUO 155 / BLACK MILITARY GREEN 1608

72

HYPER DRYSTAR® PANTS

T-JAWS WATERPROOF JACKET

GUNNER WATERPROOF JACKET
ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 6815 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE RED 123

72

RADON DRYSTAR® PANTS

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 0015 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK WHITE 12

SIZE: S-5XL / CODE: 322 4718 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 6916 / BLACK 10

73

EXPRESS DRYSTAR® OVERPANTS

73

PROTEAN DRYSTAR® PANTS

74

AST-1 WATERPROOF PANTS

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 322 2012 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 7916 / BLACK RED 13

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 6116 / BLACK 10

SHORT SIZE: S-4XL
CODE: 322 6216 / BLACK 10

75

LEONIS DRYSTAR® AIR JACKET

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-5XL / CODE: 320 6518 / BLACK YELLOW FLUO 155 / BLACK 10 /
BLACK MILITARY GREEN 1608 / BLACK LIGHT GRAY 1092

76

STRATOS TECHSHELL DRYSTAR® JACKET
URBAN ADVENTURE
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 9717 / BLACK LIGHT GRAY 1092 / BLACK 10 /
MELANGE GRAY BLACK 951

75

SONORAN AIR DRYSTAR® PANTS

76

LANCE 3L WATERPROOF JACKET

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING

URBAN ADVENTURE

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 6616 / BLACK 10 / LIGHT GRAY DARK GRAY 922

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 9117 / BLACK 10 / LIGHT GRAY DARK GRAY 922

77

SEKTOR TECH HOODIE

78 BRADFORD GORE-TEX® OVERCOAT TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

URBAN COMMUTING

URBAN COMMUTING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 420 0517 / BLACK RED 13

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 365 0518 / BLACK 10

78

WINSTON GORE-TEX® OVERCOAT

79

URBAN COMMUTING

MARSHALL DRYSTAR® JACKET

81

URBAN COMMUTING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 8318 / PEAT 69 / BLACK 10

T-GP PRO JACKET
SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 5016 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE RED 123

84

T-GP R AIR TEXTILE JACKET

SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 5615 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 /
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125

86

VIPER AIR TEXTILE JACKET

SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S - 4XL / CODE: 330 2716 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK
WHITE RED 123

87

RAMJET AIR PANTS

DUVAL DRYSTAR® JACKET
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 8117 / BLACK 10

83

T-GP PLUS R v2 JACKET

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 325 0016 / BLACK 10

81

T-JAWS v2 AIR JACKET

SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 1517 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 /
BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125

86

AST AIR TEXTILE JACKET

84

MILES DENIM PANTS

VIPER JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE
SPORT RIDING
SIZE: M-L-XL / CODE: 330 2815 / BLACK 10

85

T- GP PLUS R v2 AIR JACKET

SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 0617 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK WHITE
YELLOW FLUO 125 / BLACK ANTHRACITE 104 / BLACK WHITE 12

87

SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 4016 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK YELLOW
FLUO 155 / BLACK 10

88

LUC AIR JACKET

URBAN COMMUTING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 8815 / MOOD INDIGO 7014 / BLACK 10 / BLACK
LIGHT GRAY 1092

SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 0517 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK ANTHRACITE 104 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125 / BLACK WHITE 12

85

EDWARD DRYSTAR® OVERCOAT
URBAN COMMUTING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 325 1018 / TEAK 801 / MILITARY GREEN 608

URBAN COMMUTING

83

80

URBAN COMMUTING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 365 0016 / BLACK 10

80

GORDON DRYSTAR® OVERCOAT

A-10 AIR-FLO PANTS
SPORT RIDING
SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 332 608 / BLACK 10

89

CRANK DENIM PANTS

SPORT RIDING

ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 332 4517 / BLACK RED WHITE 132 / BLACK 10

SIZE: 28-40 US / CODE: 332 8917 / DARK RINSE 7009

SIZE: 28-40 US / CODE: 332 8616 / DARK RINSE 7009 / GREASER DIRTY 7012

89

COPPER OUT DENIM PANTS

ROAD RIDING
SIZE: 28-40 US / CODE: 332 8517 / BLACK WAXED 1080 / ROUGH BLUE 7006
/ DARK RINSE 7009

91

DUPLE DENIM PANTS WITH KEVLAR®
ROAD RIDING

SIZE: 28-40 US / CODE: 332 8717 / DARK RINSE 7009 / ROUGH BLUE 7006

92

HURRICANE RAIN JACKET

90

DEEP SOUTH DENIM CARGO

90

ROAD RIDING
SIZE: 28-40 US / CODE: 332 8817 / BLACK 10 / DARK SAND 899 / MILITARY
GREEN 608

91

DUBLE BASS DENIM PANTS WITH KEVLAR®

ROAD RIDING
SIZE: 28-40 US / CODE: 332 8516 / BLACK 10 / DARK RINSE 7009

92

ROAD RIDING
SIZE: 28-40 US / CODE: 332 8417 / MEDIUM WASHED 749 / GREASER BLACK
1081

93

HURRICANE RAIN PANTS

COPPER DENIM PANTS

HURRICANE RAIN SUIT
RAIN GEAR
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 326 4617 / YELLOW FLUO BLACK 551 / BLACK 10

93

FLARE HI VISIBILITY VEST

RAIN GEAR

RAIN GEAR

TOURING / SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 320 4617 / BLACK 10 / YELLOW FLUO BLACK 551

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 322 4617 / YELLOW FLUO BLACK 551 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 650 9014 / BLACK YELLOW FLUO 155

95

SUPERTECH GLOVE

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 355 6017 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE
RED 123 / BLACK YELLOW FLUO RED 1536

96

GP PLUS R LEATHER GLOVE

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 355 6517 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK
WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE RED YELLOW
FLUO 1240 / WHITE BLACK RED FLUO 233

98

SP AIR LEATHER GLOVE

PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL (S-4XL BLACK) / CODE: 355 8016 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE 12
/ BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125

95

GP TECH GLOVE

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 355 6613 / BLACK 10 / WHITE RED BLACK 231 / BLACK
RED YELLOW FLUO 136 / BLACK RED FLUO WHITE 1321

97

SP-1 LEATHER GLOVE

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 355 8115 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK
WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125

98

SP-8 v2 LEATHER GLOVE

PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL (S-4XL BLACK DARK GRAY ) / CODE: 355 8317 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW
FLUO 125 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK DARK GRAY 111

96

GP PRO R2 LEATHER GLOVE

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 355 6717 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK WHITE
RED YELLOW FLUO 1240 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125

97

SP-2 LEATHER GLOVE

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 355 8214 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125
/ BLACK WHITE 12

99

GP AIR LEATHER GLOVE

ROAD RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 7914 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE
RED 123

99

CELER LEATHER GLOVE

ROAD RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 7014 / BLACK 10 / WHITE BLACK RED 213 / BLACK
ANTHRACITE 104

102

103

MUSTANG LEATHER GLOVE

108

102

103

HIGHLANDS GLOVE

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 6617 / BLACK TOBACCO BROWN RED 1813 / BLACK 10

FIGHTER AIR GLOVE

JET ROAD GORE-TEX® GLOVE

SP-5 LEATHER GLOVE

PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 355 8517 / BLACK YELLOW FLUO WHITE RED FLUO 1503
/ BLACK 10 / BLACK YELLOW FLUO WHITE 158 / BLACK WHITE RED 123

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 610 / STEALTH BLACK 1000

BOOSTER GLOVE

101

ROAD RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 7316 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE
RED 123 / BLACK YELLOW FLUO 155

PERFORMANCE RIDING

ROAD RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 7514 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
RED 1053 / BLACK WHITE 12

107

SP X AIR CARBON GLOVE

ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 6917 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125 / BLACK
RED 13 / BLACK ANTHRACITE 104

105

101

104

MASAI GLOVE

SMX-2 AIR CARBON v2 LEATHER GLOVE

PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL (S-4XL BLACK) / CODE: 356 7717 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE 12
/ BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125 / BLACK RED WHITE 132 / BLACK RED
FLUO WHITE YELLOW FLUO 1325

104

SCHEME GLOVE

ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 7414 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE COOL GRAY 1531

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 350 2612 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125

105

SPARTAN GLOVE

ROAD RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 357 4714 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
RED 1053

107

POLAR GORE-TEX® GLOVE

108

WR-1 GORE-TEX® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 2016 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 5116 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 5016 / BLACK 10

WR-V GORE-TEX® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 4516 / BLACK 10

109

PATRON GORE-TEX® GLOVE
WITH GORE GRIP TECHNOLOGY

109

CELER GORE-TEX® GLOVE
WITH GORE GRIP TECHNOLOGY

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 6518 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 7115 / BLACK 10

110

111

113

GT-S GORE-TEX® GLOVE
WITH GORE GRIP TECHNOLOGY

M-56 DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 0016 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 6416 / BLACK 10

VEGA DRYSTAR® GLOVE

112

APEX DRYSTAR® GLOVE

112

C-10 DRYSTAR® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / URBAN COMMUTING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 5714 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 352 5616 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 7016 / BLACK 10

SR-3 DRYSTAR® GLOVE

BELIZE DRYSTAR® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 6718 / BLACK ANTHRACITE RED 1036 / BLACK
TOBACCO BROWN RED 1813

117

111

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 5214 / BLACK 10

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

116

C-1 WINDSTOPPER® GLOVE
ROAD RIDING / URBAN COMMUTING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 6016 / BLACK 10

114

110

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ROVER ST DRYSTAR® GLOVE

113

SP Z DRYSTAR® GLOVE

114

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 7917 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK 10 / BLACK
WHITE YELLOW FLUO 125

115

RAGE DRYSTAR® GLOVE

EQUINOX OUTDRY® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 5318 / BLACK 10

115

PRIMER DRYSTAR® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 6817 / BLACK RED 13 / BLACK WHITE RED 123

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 8418 / BLACK RED 13 / BLACK 10

116

VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® GLOVE

117

COROZAL DRYSTAR® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 5916 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 352 6014 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 352 5816 / BLACK 10

C-30 DRYSTAR® GLOVE

118

SANTIAGO DRYSTAR® GLOVE

118

SYNCRO DRYSTAR® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 8918 / BLACK 10 / BLACK CAMOU 990

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 8715 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 9117 / BLACK 10 / MELANGE GRAY BLACK 951

120

NOVUS SOLID HELMET
CITY

SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 810 0017 / WHITE PEARL 22 / BLACK MATTE 110 / SILVER MATTE 1098 / ORIGAMI WHITE MILK 810 0317 999

124

STELLA MOTEGI v2 LEATHER SUIT
WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING

125

STELLA MOTEGI v2 2PC LEATHER SUIT
WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 318 1017 / BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA 1239 / BLACK WHITE
RED FLUO 2331

SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 317 1017 / BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA 2331 / BLACK WHITE
RED 1231

127

127 STELLA GP PLUS R v2 AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET

STELLA GP PLUS R v2 LEATHER JACKET

WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 311 0517 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK WHITE 12 /
BLACK FUCHSIA 1039

128

130

VIKA LEATHER PANTS

129

STELLA MISSILE LEATHER PANTS

STELLA JAWS LEATHER JACKET

WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING
SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 311 1016 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA 1239 /
BLACK WHITE 12

128

WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 311 0617 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK FUCHSIA
1039 / BLACK WHITE 12

VIKA LEATHER JACKET
WOMEN’S URBAN COOMUTING
SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 311 5514 / BLACK 10

129

STELLA JAGG LEATHER PANTS

WOMEN’S URBAN COOMUTING

WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING

WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING

SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 313 5514 / BLACK 10

SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 313 0514 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA 1239

SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 313 2516 / BLACK BLACK 1100

STELLA ARES GORE-TEX® JACKET

131

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 361 6017 / BLACK 10 / DARK GRAY LIGHT GRAY RED
939

132

126

STELLA VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® JACKET

STELLA PATRON GORE-TEX® PANTS

131 STELLA VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 363 6517 / BLACK 10

132

STELLA VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® PANTS

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 321 4016 / BLACK GRAY RED 131

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 323 4016 / BLACK GRAY 106

SIZE: M-L-XL / CODE: 321 4116 / BLACK 10

133

STELLA BOGOTA’ v2 DRYSTAR® JACKET

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 321 7018 / BLACK DARK GRAY 111 / BLACK DARK GRAY
FUCHSIA 1139

133

135

STELLA BOGOTA’ v2 DRYSTAR® PANTS

134

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 323 7018 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 321 7317 / GRAY BLACK 9010 / BLACK 10

STELLA HYPER DRYSTAR® JACKET

135

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 321 4718 / BLACK FUCHSIA 1039 / BLACK YELLOW
FLUO 155 / BLACK MID GRAY 1190

136

STELLA ANDES v2 DRYSTAR® PANTS

STELLA STRATOS TECHSHELL DRYSTAR® JACKET

WOMEN’S URBAN ADVENTURE
SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 321 9717 / BLACK FUCHSIA 1039 / BLACK LIGHT GRAY
FUCHSIA 1095

139

141

KAI DRYSTAR® WOMEN’S TRENCH

STELLA HYPER DRYSTAR® PANTS
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 323 4718 / BLACK 10

137

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 323 7517 / LIGHT GRAY BLACK DARK GRAY 9219 /
BLACK 10

138

STELLA VENCE DRYSTAR® JACKET

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

138

STELLA PROTEAN DRYSTAR® PANTS

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING
SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 321 1017 / BLACK WHITE RED 123 / BLACK WHITE
FUCHSIA 1239 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK ANTRACITE 104

136

STELLA ANDES v2 DRYSTAR® JACKET

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 321 7517 / BLACK 10 / LIGHT GRAY BLACK DARK GRAY
9219

137

STELLA AST-1 WATERPROOF PANTS
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 323 7916 / BLACK PURPLE 1360

SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 323 6114 / BLACK WHITE 12

STELLA GUNNER WATERPROOF JACKET

139

ISABEL DRYSTAR® WOMEN’S TRENCH

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

WOMEN’S URBAN COMMUTING

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 321 6815 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK FUCHSIA 1039

SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 328 0216 / BLACK 10

140

RENEE TEXTILE/LEATHER JACKET
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 321 8117 / BLACK 10

SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 331 8013 / BLACK 10

WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING
SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 331 1517 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
1239

STELLA T-JAWS WATERPROOF JACKET

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING

WOMEN’S URBAN ADVENTURE

STELLA T-JAWS v2 AIR JACKET

134

141

STELLA T-GP PLUS R v2 AIR JACKET

WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING
SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 331 0617 / BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA 1239 / BLACK
WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE RED 123

140

STELLA T-GP PLUS R v2 JACKET

WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING
SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 331 0517 / BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA 1239 / BLACK
WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE RED 123

142

ELOISE WOMEN’S AIR JACKET

WOMEN’S URBAN COMMUTING
SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 331 8415 / BLACK 10 / BLACK LIGHT GRAY 1092 /
MOOD INDIGO 7014

142

RILEY WOMEN’S DENIM PANTS
WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING

SIZE: 24-26-28-30-32-34 / CODE: 333 9616 / BLACK 10 / 7011 RAW INDIGO

144

STELLA SP-1 LEATHER GLOVE

143

WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING
SIZE: 24-26-27-28-29-30-31-32-34 / CODE: 333 8516 / BLACK 10 / DARK
RINSE 7009

144

WOMEN’S RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: XS-L / CODE: 351 8115 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE 12 / BLACK WHITE
FUCHSIA 1239

145

STELLA SP-8 v2 LEATHER GLOVE

WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 351 8317 / BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA 1239 / BLACK DARK
GRAY 111 / BLACK WHITE 12

147

STELLA SMX-2 AIR CARBON v2 LEATHER GLOVE

146

150

STELLA M-56 DRYSTAR® GLOVE

STELLA SP-2 LEATHER GLOVE

147

149

145

STELLA SP AIR LEATHER GLOVE

WOMEN’S RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: XS-L / CODE: 351 8212 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE 12

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 351 8016 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE 12

STELLA BAIKA LEATHER GLOVE

WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING
SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 351 8916 / BLACK 10 / BLACK FUCHSIA 1039 / BLACK
GOLD 185

WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING
SIZE: XS-L / CODE: 351 7717 / BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA 1239 / BLACK 10 /
BLACK WHITE 12

148

DAISY WOMEN’S DENIM PANTS

STELLA ASAMA AIR GLOVE

146

STELLA SP X AIR CARBON GLOVE
WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 351 7316 / BLACK 10 / BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA 1239

148

STELLA SPARTAN GLOVE

WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING

WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 359 9414 / BLACK ROSE VIOLET 1327

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 359 4714 / BLACK 10 / BLACK ROSE VIOLET 1327

STELLA WR-V GORE-TEX® GLOVE

149

ISABEL DRYSTAR® GLOVE

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 353 6417 / BLACK 10

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 353 4516 / BLACK 10

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 353 8816 / BLACK 10

C-1 WINDSTOPPER® WOMEN’S GLOVE

150

STELLA SR-3 DRYSTAR® GLOVE

WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING / URBAN COMMUTING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 353 0016 / BLACK 10

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 353 6016 / BLACK 10

151

153

152

TRACK VEST 2

PROTECTION

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 650 8417 / BLACK 10

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 650 4718 / SMOKE BLACK RED 013

154

NUCLEON KR-2 PROTECTOR

ROAD BACK PROTECTION
SIZE: XS-S-M-L-XL / CODE: 650 4615 / BLACK SMOKE
RED 1113 / BLACK RED 13

155

157

152

NUCLEON KR-3 PROTECTOR

PROTECTION

ROAD BACK PROTECTION
SIZE: XS-S-M-L-XL / CODE: 650 4515 / BLACK WHITE 12
/ SMOKE BLACK RED 013

154 NUCLEON KR-Y YOUTH PROTECTOR

NUCLEON KR-CELL PROTECTOR

ROAD BACK PROTECTION
SIZE: XS-S-M-L-XL / CODE: 650 4018 /SMOKE BLACK
RED 013

156

NUCLEON KR-2i PROTECTOR

NUCLEON KR-1 PROTECTOR

157

TOURING KIDNEY BELT

NUCLEON KR-CiR PROTECTOR

SIZE: S/M-L/XL-2XL/3XL / CODE: 650 500 / BLACK 10

SIZE: XS/S - M/L/XL / CODE: 670 2015 / BLACK 10

NUCLEON KR-TB PROTECTOR

CHEST INSTERT

WOMEN’S CHEST INSTERT

PROTECTION

SIZE: XS/S - M/L/XL / CODE: 670 2115 / BLACK 10

SIZE: OS / CODE: 678 2115 / BLACK 10

SIZE: OS / CODE: 670 2515 / BLACK WHITE 12

158

BIO AIR PROTECTION KIT
PROTECTION
652 2516 30 - ELBOW SIZE: OS /
652 2616 30 - SHOULDER SIZE: OS

159 ELBOW SLIDER INSERT
PROTECTION
SIZE: OS / CODE: 645 0018
/ BLACK 10 / WHITE 20

158

158 NUCLEON RACING KR-HR HIP PROTECTOR

BIO ARMOR PROTECTION KIT
PROTECTION
651 200 10 BLACK (TYPE A - SMALL) SIZE: OS /
652 200 10 BLACK (TYPE B - BIG) SIZE: OS

159 GP PRO KNEE SLIDERS

NUCLEON KR-1i PROTECTOR
BACK PROTECTOR INSERT

SIZE: S-M-L / CODE: 650 1615 / BLACK 10

157

155

SIZE: S-M-L / CODE: 650 4115 / BLACK WHITE 12

CHEST INSERT

NUCLEON KR-CiW PROTECTOR

RACE BACK PROTECTION
SIZE: XS-S-M-L-XL / CODE: 650 5015 / BLACK WHITE
YELLOW FLUO 125

SIZE: OS / CODE: 654 4418 / BLACK RED 13

PROTECTION

157

NUCLEON KR-R PROTECTOR

ROAD YOUTH BACK PROTECTION

BACK PROTECTOR INSERT

NUCLEON KR-Ci PROTECTOR

153

157

NUCLEON KR-C PROTECTOR

CHEST HARNESS FOR BACK PROTECTORS
SIZE: XS/S - M/L/XL / CODE: 650 8615 / BLACK WHITE
RED 123

158

GP R PROTECTOR
PROTECTION
652 1716 10 SIZE: S-M-L / 652 1513 10
SIZE: S-M / 652 1614 10 SIZE: S-M

158

NUCLEON KR-H HIP PROTECTOR

PROTECTION

PROTECTION

SIZE: S-L / CODE: 652 5017 / BLACK WHITE 12

SIZE: S-L / CODE: 652 5517 / BLACK 10

159 GP RAIN KNEE SLIDER HARD

PROTECTION

PROTECTION

SIZE: OS / CODE: 640 5017 / BLACK 10

SIZE: OS / CODE: 640 1013 / BLACK RED 13

159

SPORT KNEE SLIDER HARD

PROTECTION
SIZE: OS / CODE: 640 304 / BLACK WHITE
12

159

GP KNEE SLIDERS HARD

PROTECTION
SIZE: OS / CODE: 640 207 / BLACK 10 /
WHITE 20

160

TECH LAYER TOP

160

BASE LAYER

TECH LAYERS

RIDE TECH SUMMER TECH LAYER TOP/BOTTOM

162

TECH LAYERS

163-164

BALACLAVAS AND SOCKS

TECH AERO BACKPACK
BAGS
SIZE: OS / CODE: 610 7115 / BLACK WHITE 12

168

162

RIDE TECH SUMMER SS TOP TECH LAYER

165

166

TOURING / ROAD RIDING
SIZE: S-2XL - WOMEN’S SIZE: S-M / CODE: 650 8015 / BLACK 10

SIZE: S/M - L/XL - 2XL/3XL / CODE: 475 1518 / LIGHT GRAY DARK GRAY 922

165

FORCE BACKPACK 25

ORBIT BACKPACK 35

BAGS

BAGS

SIZE: OS / CODE: 610 6516 / BLACK GRAY SILVER 1106

SIZE: OS / CODE: 610 6616 / BLACK GRAY SILVER 1106

167

CITY HUNTER BACKPACK

BAGS
SIZE: OS / CODE: 610 7717 / BLACK GRAY 106 / BLACK RED 13 / BLACK
WHITE RED 123

TECH-AIR™ STREET VEST

COOLING VEST
ACCESSORIES

SIZE: XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL / CODE: 475 2717 / BLACK RED 13

ACCESSORIES

166

SIZE: XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL / CODE: 475 2817 / 13 BLACK RED

TECH LAYERS

SIZE: XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL /
CODE: TOP 475 2517 / BLACK RED 13 /
BOTTOM 475 2617 / BLACK RED 13

RIDE TECH 1PC UNDERSUIT SUMMER TECH LAYER
TECH LAYERS

SIZE: XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL /
CODE: TOP 475 2117 / BLACK GRAY 106 /
BOTTOM 475 2217 106 / BLACK GRAY 106

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 475 3616 / BLACK 10

161

161

RIDE TECH WINTER TECH LAYER TOP/BOTTOM

169

TRANSITION XL GEAR BAG
BAGS
SIZE: OS / CODE: 610 1012 / BLACK 10

TECH-AIR™ RACE VEST
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: M-XL / CODE: 650 8016 / BLACK YELLOW FLUO 155

GP TECH v2 LEATHER SUIT
TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE
RACING/ PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 44-58 / CODE: 315 6017

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Evolution of GP Tech Suit design in order to
integrate Tech-Air™ Race airbag system:
LED display on sleeve easily indicating
airbag’s working status, plus internal
conduit for system vest’s ECU.
Internal hook and loop fixings in order
to house airbag system vest.
Accordion stretch inserts on
shoulder and underarm designed to
accommodate inflated airbag but which
also offers anatomical performance
while when riding without system.
Highly durable, premium kangaroo and
bovine leather multi-panel construction.
Strategic perforations throughout suit for
excellent levels of airflow and comfort.
Class-leading protective capabilities
- internally and externally.
Alpinestars race-derived, CEapproved internal elbow, shoulder,
knee and tibia protectors.
Alpinestars’ new, exclusive
shoulder GP Dynamic Fiction
Shield (GP DFS) friction slider
Innovative new elbow slider features
a removable and replaceable
screw-mounted insert slider for
unsurpassed friction management.
External (DFS) knee sliders offer additional
abrasion resistance in a key impact area.
Snap connection system allows
integration of CE level 2-certified

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Nucleon Race Back Protector.
Chest pad compartments with padding (CE
certified Nucleon chest pads available).
Garment comes supplied with
anatomically profiled and removable
CE Nucleon hip protection.
Ergonomically engineered Arshield
reinforcements, consisting of
aramidic fiber and polyamide.
Soft 3D mesh collar and cuff construction for
improved level of comfort and breathability.
Wrist and ankle cuff edges constructed
from stretch fabric for fit and comfort.
Newly evolved aerodynamic ventilated
back hump is designed to incorporate
hydration pack and features a conduit
opening for water hydration hose.
All leather accordion inserts are
perforated for comfort, airflow and
abrasion and tear resistance.
Extensive aramidic fiber stretch
panels on the underarms, shoulders,
crotch and thigh areas.
Removable inner stretch mesh
liner with multi-panel construction
and 3D mesh inserts.
Waterproof internal wallet pocket
for peace-of-mind storage.
Printed details and logos for a unique
aggressive performance riding look.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
TECH–AIR™ TECNOLOGY SEE PAGE 168

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO YELLOW FLUO
1236

20

BLACK WHITE
12

BLACK WHITE RED
123

GP PRO LEATHER SUIT
TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 44-58 / CODE: 315 5016

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Highly abrasion resistant construction
using premium, 1.3mm full-grain leather
for excellent comfort, fit and durability.
Alpinestars race-derived, external
Dynamic Friction Shield (DFS) protectors
in the knees, elbows and shoulders
feature injection-molded shells and
dual density foam padding.
Removable, internal CE-certified protectors
offer superior impact protection to
shoulders, elbows and knees.
Snap connection system allows integration of
CE level 2-certified Nucleon Back Protector.
Chest and hip pad compartments with PE
padding (Alpinestars’ Nucleon chest and
hip protection available as upgrade).
Replaceable Alpinestars PU knee
sliders incorporate hook and loop for
customized and secure fitment.
New performance engineered fit
design optimized for use with TechAir Race Vest and back protector.
Upper body incorporates accordion leather
stretch and aramidic fiber reinforced
inserts to accommodate Tech-Air Race®
system’s increased volume in the event
of a system-triggering incident.
Advanced poly-textile accordion stretch
inserts in key articulation areas on the back

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

and extensive advanced poly-fabric stretch
panels on crotch, underarms, calf and
knees for excellent range of movement.
Integrated PE comfort padding on the
chest, torso, coccyx and back further
enhances fit and comfort while riding.
Perforations on chest, arm and leg offer
airflow and help regulate body temperature.
Airprene collar and cuff for high levels
of comfort and breathability.
Moto GP-profiled, perforated, back
hump for improved aerodynamic
and ventilation performance.
Alpinestars-developed accordion
leather back panel and knee inserts
for comfort in riding position.
Multi-panel lining incorporates
3D mesh and stretch inserts.
Zippered rear calf expansion gusset
improves range of fit comfort and
Premium YKK fasteners and semi-auto
locking zips used throughout garment
Rear reflective details for improved
rider visibility and internal waterresistant wallet pocket.
Internal conduits for quick and convenient
connection of suit to airbag system.
Left sleeve features LED panel which
displays airbag system’s functioning status.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
TECH–AIR™ TECNOLOGY SEE PAGE 168

WHITE BLACK RED
213

22

BLACK RED
13

BLACK WHITE RED
FLUO YELLOW FLUO
1236

ATEM v3 LEATHER SUIT
RACING/ PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 / CODE: 315 6518

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

xx

Category 2 fully CE certified garment
under EU directive 89/686/EEC
(performance riding garment).
Premium leather main chassis constructed
from 1.3 mm genuine bovine leather.
Large accordion stretch panels help
movement and comfort on the bike.
Stretch fabric panels on sleeves, crotch
and chest further improve fit and feel.
Ergonomic back hump, sculpted for better
airflow and performance at high speed.
Pre-curved sleeves and legs construction.
Localized perforations highly.
improve ventilation.
Printed graphic details.
Aramidic fiber inserts on arm and leg
for critical seam reinforcement.
Patented one-piece knee stretch accordion.
Calf expansion gusset.
Chest pad compartments with PE
padding (Alpinestars Nucleon chest
pads available as accessory upgrade).
Multiple snap button system to
integrate the Level 2 CE certified

BLACK WHITE
12

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

Alpinestars Nucleon Back protector.
Innovative inner cuff and calf adjusters.
Integrated padding increase
comfort and protection.
Multi-layer, reinforced knee construction
and grip texture for bike contact.
Removable mesh inner liner for
convenience and breathability.
Inner waterproof wallet pocket.
3D textured fabric comfort
collar construction.
Knee multi-layers reinforced construction.
CE certified Alpinestars GP-R protection
on shoulders, elbows and knee.
Innovative new RR elbow slider is
anatomically contoured and features
a removable and replaceable
screw-mounted insert slider.
Alpinestars’ new, exclusively
S-MX slider on knee.
GP knee slider.
RR – external dual density
TPU sliders: shoulders.

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
YELLOW FLUO
1236

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

23

GP PLUS v2 LEATHER SUIT
RACING/ PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 44-60 (46-64 BLACK WHITE RED FLUO) / CODE: 315 0518

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

xx
xx
xx
xx

xx

Premium leather main chassis constructed
from 1.3 mm genuine bovine leather.
Large accordion stretch panels help
movement and comfort on the bike.
Stretch fabric panels on sleeves, crotch
and chest further improve fit and feel.
Ergonomic back hump, sculpted for better
airflow and performance at high speed.
Pre-curved sleeves and legs construction.
Localized perforations highly
improve ventilation.
Printed graphic details.
Aramidic fiber inserts on arm and leg
for critical seam reinforcement.
Patented one-piece knee stretch accordion.
Calf expansion gusset.
Reflective details.
Chest pad compartments with PE
padding (Alpinestars Nucleon chest
pads available as accessory upgrade).
Multiple snap button system to
integrate the Level 2 CE certified

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

Alpinestars Nucleon Back protector.
Innovative inner cuff and calf adjusters.
Integrated padding increase
comfort and protection.
Multi-layer, reinforced knee construction
and grip texture for bike contact.
Removable mesh inner liner for
convenience and breathability.
Inner waterproof wallet pocket.
3D textured fabric comfort
collar construction.
Knee multi-layers reinforced construction.
CE certified Alpinestars GP-R protection
on shoulders, elbows and knee.
DSF external dual density TPU
sliders: shoulder, knee.
Innovative new elbow slider is anatomically
contoured and features a removable and
replaceable screw-mounted insert slider.
SPORT knee slider.
RR – external dual density
TPU sliders: shoulders.

NEW ELBOW GP SLIDER
WITH INTEGRATED
REPLACEABLE SLIDER INSERT

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
YELLOW FLUO
1236

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

WHITE BLACK RED FLUO
233

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
1231

25

MISSILE LEATHER SUIT
TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 46-60 / CODE: 315 0118

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx
xx
xx

Compatible with Alpinestars’ classleading Tech-Air™ airbag system.
Category 2 fully CE certified garment
under EU directive 89/686/EEC
(performance riding garment).
Premium leather main chassis constructed
from 1.3 mm genuine bovine leather.
Large accordion stretch panels helps
movement and comfort on the bike.
Stretch fabric panels on sleeves,
crotch further improve fit and feel.
Ergonomic back hump, sculpted for better
airflow and performance at high speed.
Pre-curved sleeves and legs construction.
Large perforated leather panels
for maximum ventilation.
Localized perforations highly
improve ventilation.
Stitched leather graphic details.
Calf expansion gusset.
Integrated padding increase
comfort and protection.

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx

Chest pad compartments with PE
padding (Alpinestars Nucleon chest
pads available as accessory upgrade).
Knee multi-layers reinforced construction
and grip texture on the bike contact area.
Removable mesh inner liner for
convenience and breathability.
Inner waterproof wallet pocket.
Multiple snap button system to
integrate the Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon Back protector.
3D textured fabric comfort
collar construction.
Innovative inner cuff and calf adjusters.
CE certified Alpinestars GP-R
protectors: shoulders, elbow, knee.
Innovative new elbow slider is anatomically
contoured and features a removable and
replaceable screw-mounted insert slider.
DSF external dual density TPU
sliders: shoulder, knee.
SPORT knee slider.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
TECH–AIR™ TECNOLOGY SEE PAGE 168

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
1231

26

BLACK RED
13

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
YELLOW FLUO
1236

MOTEGI v2 LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 46-60 (44-60 BLACK WHITE RED FLUO) / CODE: 315 1017

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Constructed with premium 1.3mm
full-grain bovine leather.
Multiple-stitched main seam construction
provides maximum tear resistance.
High-density perforation zones
throughout suit plus perforated
leather panels on torso and arms.
Extended, reinforced stretch fiber
panels on arms, crotch and legs.
Accordion leather stretch inserts on lumbar,
knees, elbows and rear shoulders.
Removable, CE certified protectors
on elbows, shoulders and knees.
External Dynamic Fiction Shield
(DFS) shoulder sliders.
Integrated PE foam padding on the
chest, hips, coccyx, upper arms
enhances fit and comfort.
Snap connection system allows integration
with Alpinestars CE level 2 certified Nucleon
Back Protector for the ultimate in protection.
Chest pad compartments with PE padding
(Alpinestars Nucleon chest pads available).

BLACK RED WHITE
132

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Replaceable Alpinestars PU Sport
knee sliders can be positioned
according to riding style.
Removable mesh liner features
built-in stretch inserts.
Premium YKK fasteners used on
garment including flat-profile YKK®
semi auto lock wrist zippers.
Back hump is aerodynamically
sculpted for superior air flow and
performance at high speeds.
Soft, 3D textured fabric collar for
comfort while arm and leg cuffs
feature soft poly-fabric.
Striking printed graphic details
gives suit unique styling.
Lightweight, contoured stretch calf
panels, plus zippered expansion gusset.
Reflective details or arms and legs improve
visibility of rider in poor light conditions.
Interior waterproof chest document
pocket for safe, peace-of-mind storage.

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
1231

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
RED FLUO
1253

BLACK WHITE BLUE YELLOW FLUO
1275

27

CHALLENGER v2 LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 ( 48-64 BLACK ) / CODE: 315 0617

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Durable, premium 1.3 leather
main construction for abrasion
resistance and comfort.
Ergonomic chassis incorporates
perforation leather panels.
Multi-panel, body-mapped construction
incorporating stretch panels or
the arms, crotch and knees.
Leather accordion stretch panels on rear
shoulders, knees and lumbar rear.
Integrated PE foam padding on chest, hips,
coccyx and back for improved comfort fit.
3D multi-panel knee construction
with removable and adjustable
PU sport knee sliders.
CE-certified, internal protectors on
shoulders and elbows offer classleading impact protection.
One-piece, CE-certified internal
knee, tibia and shin protectors.

BLACK WHITE
12

28

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

New developed shoulder protection features
over-molded shoulder advanced TPU
guard layered under the outer fabric for
optimized levels of protection and comfort.
Snap button system to integrate
the Level 2 CE certified Alpinestars
Nucleon Back protector.
Chest and back pad compartments with PE
padding (Alpinestars Nucleon chest and back
protection available as accessory upgrade).
Aerodynamic ventilated backhump positioned with 3D mesh
panel for superb cooling.
Mesh liner for excellent
comfort and ventilation.
Inner waterproof pocket for safe storage.
Innovative calf expansion gusset improves
range of fit and riding comfort.

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
1231

ATEM v3 2PC LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 / CODE: 316 6518

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx
xx
xx
xx

xx

Category 2 fully CE certified garment
under EU directive 89/686/EEC
(performance riding garment).
Premium leather main chassis constructed
from 1.3 mm genuine bovine leather.
Large accordion stretch panels helps
movement and comfort on the bike.
Stretch fabric panels on sleeves, crotch
and chest further improve fit and feel.
Ergonomic back hump, sculpted for better
airflow and performance at high speed.
Pre-curved sleeves and legs construction.
Localized perforations highly
improve ventilation.
Printed graphic details.
Patented one-piece knee stretch accordion.
Calf expansion gusset.
Chest pad compartments with PE
padding (Alpinestars Nucleon chest
pads available as accessory upgrade).
Snap button system to integrate

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
1231

xx
xx

xx

xx
xx
xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

the Level 2 CE certified Alpinestars
Nucleon Back protector.
Innovative inner cuff and calf adjusters.
Integrated padding increase
comfort and protection.
Multi-layer, reinforced knee construction
and grip texture for bike contact.
Fixed mesh inner liner.
Inner waterproof wallet pocket.
3D textured fabric comfort
collar construction.
Knee multi-layers reinforced construction.
CE certified Alpinestars GP-R
protectors: shoulders, elbow, knee.
GP PRO protector cup on elbow.
Alpinestars’ new, exclusively
S-MX slider on knee.
SPORT knee slider.
RR – external dual density TPU
sliders on shoulders.

BLACK WHITE
12

29

GP PRO 2PC LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 316 5016

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Highly abrasion resistant main construction
using premium, 1.3mm full-grain leather
for excellent comfort, fit and durability.
Alpinestars race-derived, external
Dynamic Friction Shield (DFS) protectors
in the shoulders and knees/shins
feature injection-molded profiles
and dual density foam padding.
Removable, internal CE-certified protectors
offer superior impact protection to
shoulders, elbows and knees.
Snap connection system allows integration
of CE level 2-certified Nucleon Back
Protector for the ultimate protection.
Chest and hip pad compartments with
PE padding (Alpinestars Nucleon chest
pads available as accessory upgrade).
Replaceable Alpinestars PU Sport
knee sliders incorporate hook and
loop for customized and secure
fitment. A specific polymer compound
ensures excellent feel on track.
Advanced poly-textile accordion stretch
inserts in key articulation zones on the
back and elbows for excellent racing fit.
Extensive advanced poly-textile stretch
panels on crotch, underarms, calf and back
of the knees for range of movement.
Integrated PE comfort padding on the
chest, torso, coccyx and back further

BLACK WHITE RED
123

30

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx

enhances fit and comfort while riding.
High-density perforations on chest,
arm and leg offer airflow and help
regulate body temperature.
Airprene sleeve and ankle cuff edging
for breathability; cuffs incorporate
zip and hook and loop closures for
secure and customizable fit.
Zippered ventilation air-intakes on chest
offer personalized levels of airflow.
Moto GPa profiled, perforated, back
hump for improved aerodynamic
and ventilation performance.
Alpinestars-developed accordion
leather back panel and knee inserts for
superior comfort in riding position.
Zippered rear calf expansion gusset
improves range of fit and comfort.
Reflective details for improved rider visibility.
Premium YKK fasteners and semi-auto
locking zips used throughout garment.
Full circumference waist connection
zipper to securely fasten upper
and lower garments together.
Extended lower back profile for
increased lumbar coverage.
Internal water-resistant wallet
pocket, plus zippered jacket pockets
for peace-of-mind closure.

MOTEGI v2 2PC LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 46-60 (46 - 64 BLACK WHITE RED) / CODE: 316 1017

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Constructed with premium
1.3mm full-grain bovine.
Extended, reinforced stretch fiber stretch
panels on arms, crotch and legs.
Accordion leather inserts on lumbar area,
knees and elbows for excellent fit.
Removable, CE certified protectors
on elbows, shoulders and knees.
External Dynamic Fiction Shield
(DFS) shoulder sliders offer abrasion
resistance in a key impact area.
Integrated PE foam padding on the chest,
hips, coccyx, upper arms and torso.
Chest pad and back compartments with
PE padding (Alpinestars Ce certified
Nucleon chest and back protection
available as accessory upgrade).
Snap connection system for certified
Nucleon Race Back Protector.
Replaceable Alpinestars PU Sport
knee sliders can be positioned
according to riding style.
Full circumference zipper to safely and

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

securely attach jacket and pant together.
Fixed mesh liner ensures a
breathability and cooling comfort.
Premium YKK fasteners used
throughout the garment.
Ventilated back hump is aerodynamically
sculpted for superior air flow and
performance at high speeds.
Soft, 3D mesh and Neoprene collar
for comfort while arm and leg
cuffs feature soft poly-fabric.
Striking printed graphic details
gives suit unique styling
Hook and loop and D-ring waist adjustment.
Lightweight, contoured stretch calf
panels, plus zippered expansion gusset.
External zippered pockets and
interior waterproof wallet pocket for
safe, peace-of-mind storage.
Interior waterproof chest document
pocket for safe, peace-of-mind storage.

TALL SIZE AVAILABLE CODE: 319 1017 || SIZE: 50-56 (BLACK WHITE RED 123)

BLACK RED WHITE
132

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK ANTHRACITE WHITE
140
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CHALLENGER 2PC LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 48-60 ( 48-64 BLACK ) / CODE: 316 0617

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Durable, premium 1.3 leather main
construction for superb abrasion
resistance and comfort.
Multi-panel construction featuring
strategically positioned poly-fabric
accordion and stretch panels.
Leather accordion stretch panels on knees
and lumbar rear plus accordion poly-fabric
stretch inserts on back and elbows.
Integrated PE foam padding on chest, hips,
coccyx and back for improved comfort fit.
3D multi-panel knee construction
with removable and adjustable
PU sport knee sliders.
CE-certified, internal protectors on
shoulders and elbows offer classleading impact protection.
One-piece, CE-certified internal
knee, tibia and shin protectors.
New developed shoulder protection
features over-molded advanced TPU

BLACK
10

32

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
1231

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

guard layered under the outer fabric.
Chest and back pad compartments with PE
padding (Nucleon protection available).
Snap-button system for CE-certified
Nucleon Back protector.
Aerodynamic ventilated backhump positioned with 3D mesh
panel for superb cooling.
Mesh liner for excellent
comfort and ventilation.
External zippered pockets plus
inner waterproof pocket for safe
and convenient storage.
Innovative calf expansion gusset improves
range of fit and riding comfort.
Hook and loop and interior
D-ring waist adjusters, plus full
circumference waist zipper.
Comes in international sizes
48-60 (48-64 in Black).

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

YOUTH GP PLUS LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 130 - 140 - 150 / CODE: 314 0518

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

Premium leather main chassis constructed
from 1.3 mm genuine bovine leather.
Large accordion stretch panels helps
movement and comfort on the bike.
Stretch fabric panels on sleeves, crotch
and chest further improve fit and feel.
Ergonomic back hump, sculpted for better
airflow and performance at high speed.
Pre-curved sleeves and legs construction.
Localized perforations highly
improve ventilation.
Printed graphic details.
Chest pad compartments with PE
padding (Alpinestars Nucleon chest

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
1231

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

pads available as accessory upgrade).
Integrated padding increase
comfort and protection.
Knee multi-layers reinforced construction.
Removable mesh inner liner for
convenience and breathability.
3D textured fabric comfort
collar construction.
CE certified Alpinestars GP-R
protectors: shoulders, elbow, knee.
DSF external dual density
TPU sliders: shoulder.
SPORT - knee slider.

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO YELLOW FLUO
1236
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
TECH–AIR™ TECHNOLOGY SEE PAGE 168

GP TECH v2 LEATHER JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

ATEM v3 LEATHER JACKET

RACING/ PERFORMANCE RIDING

RACING/ PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE:48-60 / CODE: 310 6518

SIZE: 48-60 / CODE: 310 8517
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

34

Highly durable,
premium bovine
leather multi-panel
construction.
LED display on sleeve
easily indicating
airbag’s working
status, plus internal
conduit for system
vest’s ECU.
Internal hook and
loop fixings in order
to house airbag
system vest.
Accordion stretch
inserts on shoulder
and underarm
designed to
accommodate
inflated airbag
but which also
offers anatomical
performance
while when riding
without system.
Alpinestars racederived, CE-approved
shoulder and elbow
protectors.
Alpinestars’ new,
exclusively developed
shoulder slider
Elbow protectors
feature injectionmolded shells
and dual density
foam padding.
Chest and back
pad compartments

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

with PE padding (CE
certified Nucleon
protector inserts
available).
Soft 3D mesh collar
and cuff construction
for improved level
of comfort and
breathability.
Newly evolved
aerodynamic
ventilated back hump
with opening for
water hydration hose.
Fixed inner liner
with multi-panel
construction and
3D mesh inserts to
improve comfort
and ventilation.
Extensive Aramidic
fiber stretch panels
strategically
positioned.
Ergonomically
engineered Arshield
reinforcements,
consisting of aramidic
fiber and polyamide.
Hook and loop
and D-ring waist
adjustments for a
highly customized fit.
External hand pockets
are zippered.
Interior waterproof
wallet pocket and
interior pockets
with hook and

xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE RED
123
xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE
12

xx

xx

xx

loop for peace-ofmind closure.
Internal waist
connection zipper.
Reflective details
for improved
rider visibility.
Printed details
and logos.

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Category 2 fully
CE certified
garment under EU
directive 89/686/
EEC (performance
riding garment).
Premium leather main
chassis constructed
from 1.3 mm genuine
bovine leather.
Large accordion
stretch panels help
movement and
comfort on the bike.
Stretch panels on
sleeves and chest
further improve
fit and feel.
Ergonomic back
hump, sculpted
for better airflow
and performance
at high speed.
Pre-curved sleeves
construction.
Innovative inner
cuff adjusters and
hook and loop
waist adjuster.
Localized
perforations highly
improve ventilation.
Integrated padding
increase comfort
and protection.
Print logos and direct
print graphic details.
Zippered hand
pockets and
inner waterproof
wallet pocket.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Low profile collar
construction
with microfiber
comfort edging.
Innovative inner cuff
and calf adjusters.
Chest pad
compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars
Nucleon chest
pads available as
accessory upgrade).
Fixed inner liner
for breathability.
Multiple snap
button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.
3D textured fabric
comfort inner
collar lining.
CE certified
Alpinestars
GP-R protection
on shoulders
and elbows.
RR – external
dual density TPU
sliders: shoulders
GP PRO protector
cup on elbow.

BLACK WHITE
12

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
1231

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
TECH–AIR™ TECNOLOGY SEE PAGE 168

GP PRO LEATHER JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

1.3 mm genuine
cow leather
Removable CE
certified shoulders
and elbow protectors
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars
Nucleon chest
pads available as
accessory upgrade)
Dynamic Friction
Shield (DFS)
external dual
density TPU sliders:
shoulder, elbow
Large accordion
stretch panels helps
movement and
comfort on the bike
Stretch panels on
sleeves and chest
further improve
fit and feel
Ergonomic back
hump, sculpted
for airflow and
performance
Snap button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector
Pre-curved sleeves
construction
Localized

MISSILE LEATHER JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

PERFORMANCE RIDING

PERFORMANCE RIDING

44-60 / (44-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 5016

SIZE: 48-60 / CODE: 310 0118

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

perforations highly
improve ventilation
Multi-panel liner
construction and
3D mesh inserts to
improve comfort
and ventilation
Soft collar
construction for an
optimized comfort
Hi-frequency
reflective details
Hook and loop waist
adjustment for
improved riding fit
Microfiber comfort
edge on collar
and cuffs
3D textured fabric
comfort collar
construction
2 zippered chest
air intake vents
2 zippered
hand pocket
Inner waterproof
wallet pocket
Print logos
Direct print
graphic details
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125
xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE RED
123
xx

xx

xx

xx

Compatible with
Alpinestars’ classleading Tech-Air™
airbag system.
Category 2 fully
CE certified
garment under EU
directive 89/686/
EEC (performance
riding garment).
Premium leather main
chassis constructed
from 1.3 mm genuine
bovine leather.
Large accordion
stretch panels helps
movement and
comfort on the bike.
Stretch fabric panels
on sleeves, crotch
further improve
fit and feel.
Ergonomic back
hump, sculpted
for better airflow
and performance
at high speed.
Two zippered
hand pockets.
Pre-curved sleeves
and legs construction.
Large perforated
leather panels for
maximum ventilation.
Localized
perforations highly
improve ventilation.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Stitched leather
graphic details.
Calf expansion
gusset.
Integrated padding
increase comfort
and protection.
Chest pad
compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars
Nucleon chest
pads available as
accessory upgrade).
Fixed inner liner
for breathability.
Inner waterproof
wallet pocket.
Multiple snap
button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
3D textured fabric
comfort collar
construction.
Innovative inner cuff
and calf adjusters.
CE certified
Alpinestars
GP-R protectors:
shoulders, elbow.
DSF external dual
density TPU sliders:
shoulder, elbow.

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO AIR
1260

BLACK WHITE AIR
1200

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO AIR
1230

BLACK
10
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CORE LEATHER JACKET
PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 46-60 / (46-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 1316
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

36

Highly abrasion
resistant main
construction
utilizing full-grain
1.1mm leather for
excellent comfort,
fit and durability.
Alpinestars
race-derived,
external Dynamic
Friction Shield
(DFS) protectors
in the shoulders
feature injectionmolded shells
and dual density
foam padding.
Removable, internal
CE-certified
protectors offer
superior impact
protection to
shoulders and
elbows.
Snap connection
system allows
integration of CE
level 2-certified
Nucleon Back
Protector for
the ultimate in
protection.
Chest pad
compartment
with PE padding
(Alpinestars’
Nucleon chest
protection available
as accessory
upgrade).
Advanced poly-

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

textile accordion
stretch inserts in
key articulation
areas on back and
elbows for excellent
performance fit.
Extensive advanced
poly-textile stretch
panels on chest,
underarms and
waist for range
of movement.
Integrated PE
comfort padding
on the chest, torso,
coccyx and back
further enhances
fit and comfort
while riding.
Perforations on
chest and arms
offer airflow and
help regulate body
temperature.
3D mesh sleeve
comfort cuff edging
for breathability;
cuffs incorporate
zip closures
for secure and
customizable fit.
Soft, 3D mesh
and leather collar
construction
for breathability
and comfort.
Moto GP profile,
perforated, back
hump for improved
aerodynamic
and ventilation

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

performance.
Premium YKK
fasteners and semiauto locking zips
used throughout
garment.
Full circumference
waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.
D-ring waist
adjustments
feature hook
and loop straps
for secure and
personalized fitting.
Extended lower
back profile for
improved lumbar
coverage.
Reflective details
for improved
rider visibility.

BLACK WHITE
12

FUJI AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET

FUJI LEATHER JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Premium leather main
chassis constructed
from 1.3 mm genuine
bovine leather.
Large accordion
stretch panels help
movement and
comfort on the bike.
Stretch panels on
sleeves and chest
further improve
fit and feel
Hook and loop waist
adjustment for
improved riding fit.
Two zippered
hand pockets plus
inner waterproof
wallet pocket.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.
Print logos and direct
print graphic details.
Newly designed
zippered air intake
vents are strategically
positioned for
optimized airflow.
Localized
perforations for
excellent ventilation
and internal airflow.
Low profile collar

PERFORMANCE RIDING

PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 48-60 (48-64 BLACK)/ CODE: 310 0318

SIZE: 48-60 (48-64 BLACK)/ CODE: 310 0418

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

construction with
microfiber comfort
edging plus 3D
textured fabric
comfort inner
collar lining.
Pre-curved sleeves
construction
reduces fatigue.
Hi-frequency
reflective details.
Chest pad and back
compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars Nucleon
chest and back
inserts available as
accessory upgrade).
Multiple snap
button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
Microfiber comfort
edge on collar
and cuffs.
Inner removable
thermal liner.
CE-certified bio
armor shoulders and
elbow protectors.
Dynamic Friction
Shield (DFS) external
dual density TPU
sliders on shoulders.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE
12

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK RED FLUO
1030
xx

Premium leather main
chassis constructed
from 1.3 mm genuine
bovine leather.
Large accordion
stretch panels help
movement and
comfort on the bike.
Stretch panels on
sleeves and chest
further improve
fit and feel
Hook and loop waist
adjustment for
improved riding fit.
Two zippered
hand pockets plus
inner waterproof
wallet pocket.
Print logos and direct
print graphic details.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.
Low profile collar
construction with
microfiber comfort
edging plus 3D
textured fabric

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

comfort inner
collar lining.
Pre-curved sleeves
construction
reduces fatigue.
Hi-frequency
reflective details.
Chest pad and back
compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars Nucleon
chest and back
inserts available as
accessory upgrade).
Multiple snap
button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
Inner removable
windproof liner.
Microfiber comfort
edge on collar
and cuffs.
CE-certified bio
armor shoulders and
elbow protectors.
DSF external dual
density TPU sliders:
shoulder, elbow.

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125
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JAWS LEATHER JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Durable 1.2 /
1.4 leather outer
construction.
Removable CEcertified Bio-Armor
shoulders and
elbow protectors.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars
Nucleon chest
pads available as
accessory upgrade).
Strategically placed
poly-fabric stretch
panels helps
movement and
comfort on the bike.
Pre-curved sleeve
construction.
Elbow and rear
accordions for
increased comfort
in riding position.
Multi panels liner
construction to
improve comfort.
Removable
thermal liner.
Soft collar

GP PLUS R v2 LEATHER JACKET

SPORT RIDING

SPORT RIDING

SIZE: 46-60 (46-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 1016

SIZE: 48-60 (48-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 0517

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

construction with
snap button volume
adjuster for an
optimized comfort.
Hook and loop
and D-Ring waist
adjustment for
improved riding fit.
Hook and loop wrist
adjustment for
improved riding fit.
Reflective details
on sleeve and
back to improve
rider visibility.
2 zippered chest
air intake vents.
2 zippered hand
pocket.
Inner waterproof
wallet pocket.
Microfiber comfort
edge on collar
and cuffs.
Embroidered logos.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE RED
123
xx

xx

BLACK WHITE
12

xx

xx

xx

xx
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Highly durable and
technical premium 1.3
leather, multi-panel
construction.
Alpinestars racederived, CE-approved
removable internal
shoulder and elbow
protectors.
New shoulder
protection features
over-molded
advanced TPU
guard layered under
the outer fabric.
Chest and back pad
compartments with
PE padding (Nucleon
protection available).
Size-adjustable
snap-button system
for Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
Extensive, advanced
poly stretch inserts
on chest, underarm
and rear shoulder.
Extensive accordion
leather stretch panels
above elbow areas
allow greater range
of movement.
Perforated padded
panels integrated
into main shell
and sleeves for
improved fit.
Pre-curved sleeve
construction helps

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

reduce riding
fatigue and prevent
material bunching.
Combination snap
button and zipper
wrist closures
for secure and
customized fit.
Hook and loop
and D-ring waist
adjustments.
Ventilation inlets
on shoulders
are zippered.
Soft 3D mesh collar
construction plus 3D
mesh cuff edging.
Mesh liner
construction.
External, largeopening front hand
pockets are zippered.
Multiple internal
compartment
pockets feature
hook and loop for
additional security.
Interior waterproof
wallet pocket
for safe storage
of documents/
electronics.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.
Reflective details
for improved
rider visibility.

BLACK WHTE
12

BLACK WHITE YELOW FLUO
125

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK
10

BLACK YELLOW FLUO RED FLUO
1538

SP-1 LEATHER JACKET

GP PLUS R v2 AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Highly durable
premium 1.3
leather, multi-panel
construction.
Strategically placed
and extensive
perforated
leather panels.
Alpinestars racederived, CE-approved
removable internal
shoulder and elbow
protectors.
New shoulder
protection features
over-molded
advanced TPU
guard layered under
the outer fabric.
Chest and back pad
compartments with
PE padding (Nucleon
protection available).
Size-adjustable
snap-button system
to integrate Level
2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
Extensive, advanced
poly stretch inserts
on chest, underarm
and rear shoulder.
Extensive accordion
leather stretch panels
above elbow areas
Perforated padded
panels integrated
into main shell
and sleeves for
improved fit.
Combination snap

SPORT RIDING

SPORT RIDING

SIZE: 48-60 (48-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 0617

SIZE: 46-60 (46-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 0817

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

button and zipper
wrist closures
for secure and
customized fit.
Hook and loop
and D-ring waist
adjustments.
Ventilation inlets
on shoulders
are zippered.
Soft 3D mesh collar
construction plus 3D
mesh cuff edging.
Mesh liner
construction
for improved
breathability, comfort
and ventilation.
External, largeopening front
hand pockets are
zippered for peaceof-mind closure.
Multiple internal
compartment
pockets feature
hook and loop for
additional security.
Interior waterproof
wallet pocket
for safe storage
of documents/
electronics.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.
Reflective details
for improved
rider visibility.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE RED
123

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

xx

xx

Durable 1.3 mm
premium leather
construction
with flexible
leather accordion
stretch panels.
Removable CEcertified, racedeveloped internal
protectors.
New shoulder
protection features
over-molded
advanced TPU
guard layered under
the outer fabric.
Chest pad and back
compartments with
padding (Nucleon
chest and back
protection available).
Snap button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
Large accordion
leather stretch
inserts on elbows
and upper arms.
Strategically placed
stretch polytextile panels on

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

underarms, torso
and rear shoulder.
Inner waterproof
pocket plus internal
compartments for
safe and convenient
storage.
D-ring waist
adjustment helps
keep jacket firmly in
place and ensures
precision fit.
Internal mesh
inserts on collar and
cuffs for improved
comfort and airflow.
Cuff adjustment
includes snaps
and semi-auto
locking zips.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.
Fixed mesh lining
to improve comfort
and ventilation.
External zippered
plus inner waterproof
compartment.

BLACK
10

BLACK RED
13

39

BRERA LEATHER JACKET

SP-1 AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET
SPORT RIDING

ROAD RIDING / LIFESTYLE

SIZE: 46-60 (46-64 BLACK) / CODE: 310 0717
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

40

Durable 1.3 mm
premium leather
construction
with flexible
leather accordion
stretch panels.
Extensive highdensity perforation
panels on front
and rear.
Removable CEcertified, racedeveloped internal
protectors.
New shoulder
protection features
over-molded
advanced TPU
guard layered under
the outer fabric.
Chest pad and back
compartments with
padding (Nucleon
chest and back
protection available).
Snap button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
Large accordion
leather stretch
inserts on elbows
and upper arms.
Strategically placed
stretch polytextile panels on

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

underarms, torso
and rear shoulder.
Inner waterproof
pocket plus internal
compartments for
safe and convenient
storage.
D-ring waist
adjustment helps
keep jacket firmly in
place and ensures
precision fit.
Internal mesh
inserts on collar and
cuffs for improved
comfort and airflow.
Cuff adjustment
includes snaps
and semi-auto
locking zips.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.
Fixed mesh lining
to improve comfort
and ventilation
with multiple
compartment
pockets.
External zippered
plus inner waterproof
compartment for
safe peace-ofmind storage.

SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 310 7016
xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

BLACK RED
13

Full grain leather main
shell construction
with a natural
finish for abrasion
resistance, durability
as well as a soft,
luxurious feel.
Slim-fitting, CE
certified and
removable Bio
Armor shoulder and
elbow protectors
for optimized levels
of protection.
Back protector pocket
with comfort padding
can be upgraded with
Alpinestars Nucleon
back protector to
provide the ultimate
in protection.
Pre-curved sleeve

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

construction with
elbow gusset to
promote comfort and
range of movement
in the riding position.
Zipper and snap
sleeve cuff closure
and adjustment
for personalized
fit and security.
Zippered rear back
and shoulder gussets
for comfort and fit.
Zippered hand
pockets for peaceof-mind closure.
Interior wallet/
document
compartment pocket.
Embossed
shoulder details.

BLACK
10

BRERA AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET
ROAD RIDING / LIFESTYLE
SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 310 7116
xx

xx

xx

xx

Full grain leather main
shell construction
with a natural
finish for abrasion
resistance, durability
as well as a soft,
luxurious feel.
Extensively perforated
front, back and sleeve
panels offer excellent
internal airflow for
cooling comfort.
Slim-fitting, CE
certified and
removable Bio
Armor shoulder and
elbow protectors
for optimized levels
of protection.
Back protector pocket
with comfort padding
can be upgraded with
Alpinestars Nucleon
back protector to
provide the ultimate

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

in protection.
Pre-curved sleeve
construction with
elbow gusset to
promote comfort and
range of movement
in the riding position.
Zipper and snap
sleeve cuff closure
and adjustment
for personalized
fit and security.
Zippered rear back
and shoulder gussets
for comfort and fit.
Zippered hand
pockets for peaceof-mind closure.
Interior wallet/
document
compartment pocket.
Embossed
shoulder details.

BLACK
10

41

TRACK LEATHER PANTS

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

CE certified riding
garment. The pants
fully conforms to CE
standard: EN 13595-1
for riding safety.
CE certified hip, knee
and tibia protectors.
Extended rear waist
construction.
1.3 mm premium
grade leather for
high performance
impact and abrasion
protection.
Aramidic stretch
crotch and back knee
areas insert to further
improve fit and feel.
Ankle adjustment
improves range of
fit and comfort.
Perforated leather

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

MISSILE LEATHER PANTS

PERFORMANCE RIDING

PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 312 9015

SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 312 0514

panels on front
and back thigh for
improved ventilation.
Internally reinforced
seat area.
Large accordion
stretch panels help
rider movement and
comfort on the bike.
Removable inner liner.
Innovative calf
expansion gusset
improves range of fit
and riding comfort.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attaching to
Alpinestars jackets.
Alpinestars Sport
Knee sliders.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE
12

xx

xx

Premium leather main
chassis constructed
from 1.3 mm genuine
bovine leather.
Accordion leather
stretch zones above
the knee offer
improved flexibility.
Extended high rear
waist construction
provides greater
overlap with the
riding jacket.
Large accordion
stretch panels on calf
area for improved
fit and feel.
Pre-curved leg
construction helps
prevent riding
fatigue and aids
performance fit.
Waist circumference
Hook and loop
straps adjustment.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding jackets.
Reflective details
on front and back

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

for improved
rider visibility.
Internal mesh
lining with stretch
panel inserts work
in conjunction
with outer stretch
zones for freedom
of movement.
Internally reinforced
seat and knee
area aids abrasion
protection.
Replaceable foam
hip pad inserts
for comfort and
additional impact
performance
(CE certified hip
protector available as
accessory upgrade).
Extensive fiber
panels on the inside
leg and crotch
improve flex fit.
CE certified
Alpinestars GP-R
protection on knee.
Replaceable Sport
knee sliders for
excellent impact and
abrasion resistance.

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE
12

BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
1231

AVAILABLE IN SHORT SIZE VERSION - SIZE: 44-60 / 312 0614 10 BLACK
AVAILABLE IN LONG SIZE VERSION - SIZE: 44-60 / 312 0714 10 BLACK
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MISSILE AIRFLOW LEATHER PANTS

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Premium leather main
chassis constructed
from 1.3 mm genuine
bovine leather.
Accordion leather
stretch zones above
the knee offer
improved flexibility.
Extended high rear
waist construction
provides greater
overlap with the
riding jacket.
Large accordion
stretch panels on calf
area for improved
fit and feel.
Pre-curved leg
construction helps
prevent riding
fatigue and aids
performance fit.
Waist circumference
hook and loop
straps adjustment.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding jackets.
Reflective details
on front and back

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

JAGG LEATHER PANTS

PERFORMANCE RIDING

PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 312 1515

SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 312 2516

for improved
rider visibility.
Internal mesh
lining with stretch
panel inserts work
in conjunction
with outer stretch
zones for freedom
of movement.
Internally reinforced
seat and knee
area aids abrasion
protection.
Replaceable foam
hip pad inserts
for comfort and
additional impact
performance
(CE certified hip
protector available as
accessory upgrade).
Extensive fiber
panels on the inside
leg and crotch
improve flex fit.
CE certified
Alpinestars GP-R
protection on knee.
Replaceable Sport
knee sliders for
excellent impact and
abrasion resistance.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

Durable 1.2 /
1.4 leather outer
construction.
Fixed CE-certified
knee and shin
protectors.
Strategically placed
poly-fabric stretch
panels helps
movement and
comfort on the bike.
Pre-curved leg
construction and
high back profile.
Zippered volume
extender on calf area.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

Stretch accordion
on knees and back
for an optimized
comfort while riding.
Hook and loop
and D-Ring waist
adjustment for
improved riding fit.
Snap button and
hook closing zip fly.
2 zippered hand
pockets.
Reinforced seat area.
Reflective details
to improve rider
visibility.

BLACK BLACK
1100

BLACK
10
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HUNTSMAN LEATHER JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Constructed from
supple ‘distressed’
premium full-grain
leather for excellent
abrasion resistance
and comfort.
Removable CEcertified shoulder
and elbow protection
for class-leading
impact protection.
Pre-curved sleeves
design helps
reduce fatigue.
Back pad
compartments with
PE padding (Back
Armor available as
accessory upgrade).
Natural cotton lining
for comfort plus
advanced poly-fabric
inner sleeves for

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

ENFORCE DRYSTAR® JACKET

SPORT RIDING

SPORT RIDING

SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 310 8314

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 8016

easy in and out.
Low profile styled
collar plus snap
fastener.
Zippered cuff
offers versatile and
secure closure.
Waist adjustment
for improved range
of fit and comfort.
External zippered
pockets plus
internal zippered
waterproof pocket.
Vintage-effect
YKK fasteners
used throughout
to compliment
retro styling.
Subtle tone-on-tone
logo details on
back and front.

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

44

Three-layer main
material construction
consisting of a waterresistant and quickdrying PU-coated
outer shell, 100 per
cent waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
membrane and poly
lining; all seams
are tape-sealed
for guaranteed
weather-proofing.
Removable, thermal
full jacket liner (170g
body; 85g sleeves)
means overcoat can
be worn in a variety of
weather conditions.
Removable CE
certified shoulder
and elbow protectors
for class-leading
safety. Protectors are
anatomically profiled
to complement city
collection styling.
Chest and back
compartments
allow for upgrade of
Nucleon protectors
and a range of
other Alpinestars’

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

protector inserts.
Reflective details
on hood and back
improves rider’s
night-time visibility.
Zippered gussets
on waist allow
jacket to worn
comfortable while in
the riding position.
Removable storm
hood detaches via
zipper on the collar.
Knitted cuffs offer
comfortable, snug fit.
Removable thermal
collar features
poly-satin liner for
luxurious comfort.
Convenient,
waterproof exterior
pockets on arm and
chest, plus inner
wallet pocket.
Collar and sleeve
adjustments
offer highly
customizable fit.
Available in
international
sizes S-4XL.

BLACK
10

WARDEN GLOVE
ROAD RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 8216
xx

xx

xx

xx

Stretch polyamide
upper construction
with goatskin
leather used for the
palm and thumb.
Fabric molded hardknuckle protector
provides impact and
abrasion protection.
Thumb and palm
reinforcement for
a superior grip.
Leather
reinforcements with
foam padding on the

xx

xx

xx

palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
on index for use of
touch screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Hook and loop cuff
closure for easy
glove entry and
secure closure.

BLACK
10

45

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
TECH–AIR™ TECNOLOGY SEE PAGE 168

CHARLIE LEATHER JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE
ROAD RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 310 8118
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

46

Full grain leather
with for abrasion
resistance, comfort
and durability.
Compatible with
Alpinestars’ classleading Tech-Air™
airbag system.
Back expansion
stretch inserts to
accommodate
inflated airbag and
for comfort and
maneuverability.
Slim-fitting, CE
certified and
removable bio
light shoulder and
elbow protectors.
Side stretch panels
for optimized fit.
Zipper and snap
sleeve cuff closure
and adjustment
for personalized

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

fit and security
Zippered hand
pockets for peaceof-mind closure.
Pre-curved sleeve
construction
for comfort and
movement in the
riding position.
Removable thermal
liner offers versatile
weather protection
in colder climates.
Back protector pocket
can be upgraded
with Alpinestars CE
certified Nucleon
back protector insert.
Interior wallet/
document
compartment pocket.
Embossed OSCAR By
Alpinestars details,
zips and trims.

BLACK RED
13

CHARLIE LEATHER JACKET
ROAD RIDING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 310 8016
xx

xx

xx

xx

Full grain leather main
shell construction
with a natural
finish for abrasion
resistance, durability
as well as a soft,
luxurious feel.
Slim-fitting, CE
certified and
removable Bio
Armor shoulder and
elbow protectors
for optimized levels
of protection.
Removable flannel
liner is thermal
insulated offering
versatile weather
protection in
colder climates.
Back protector pocket
with comfort padding
can be upgraded
with Alpinestars CE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

certified Nucleon
back protector
as accessory.
Pre-curved sleeve
construction
for comfort and
movement in the
riding position.
Zipper and snap
sleeve cuff closure
and adjustment
for personalized
fit and security.
Zippered hand
pockets for peaceof-mind closure.
Interior wallet/
document
compartment pocket.
Embossed OSCAR
By Alpinestars
shoulder details,
zips and trims.

BLACK SAND
1250

VINTAGE BROWN SAND
850

47

BRASS LEATHER JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx

Hand-finished,
premium full grain
leather main shell,
which is treated
using a traditional
artisanal tanning
method to ensure
a unique vintage
look and styling.
Rear shoulder gussets
allow for unrestricted
freedom of movement
in the riding position.
Perforated leather
zones on sleeves
improve jacket’s
ventilation and
comfort.
Removable, classleading CE certified
shoulder and elbow
protectors for
impact protection.

xx

xx

xx

xx

OSCAR ENDURO JACKET

ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 310 8515

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 330 8017

Interior back
protector pocket
allows for accessory
upgrade of back
protector insert
to ramp jacket’s
protective
capabilities.
Accordion leather
waist inserts allow
for close and
comfortable fit.
Interior and exterior
compartment
pockets incorporate
zippers for safe
closure, plus
convenient coin
pocket on left arm.
Unique OSCAR-style
details, trims, snaps
and rivets complete
vintage look.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

TOBACCO BROWN
810

48

Heavy waxed
cotton main shell is
water-repellent and
durable; all seams
are triple stitched.
Removable CE
certified shoulder
and elbow protectors
is removable,
allowing jacket to be
worn in a variety of
outdoor situations.
Back pad
compartment
with (Alpinestars
Nucleon back
protector available as
accessory upgrade).
External cargostyle pockets with
tilted map pocket,
plus internal
document pocket.
Drystar® membrane
incorporated

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

between outer
shell and flannel.
liner for excellent
levels of weather
resistance.
Detachable (60g)
quilted thermal liner
means jacket can
be worn in various
conditions.
A storm-fly front
and high collar
plus a corduroy
collar lining and
cuffs for additional
levels of comfort.
Traditional style
belted waist
ensure perfect
and personalize
fitting of jacket.
OSCAR by Alpinestars
collar and sleeve cuff
snaps adjustments.

BLACK
10

TOBACCO BROWN
810

SHELLEY WOMEN’S LEATHER JACKET
WOMEN ROAD RIDING
XS-2XL / CODE: 311 8315
xx

xx

xx

xx

Premium full grain
leather main shell
designed and
optimized for a
slim women’s fit.
Removable, classleading CE certified
shoulder and elbow
protectors for
impact protection.
Perforated leather
zones on sleeves
and torso improve
jacket’s ventilation
anjd comfort.
Interior back protector
pocket allows for
accessory upgrade
of back protector

xx

xx

xx

insert to ramp
jacket’s protective
capabilities.
Removable cotton
flannel liner vest
jacket to be worn in
a range of weather
conditions.
Interior and exterior
compartment
pockets incorporate
zippers for safe
closure, plus
convenient coin
pocket on left arm.
Unique OSCAR-style
details, trims, snaps
and rivets complete
vintage look.

BLACK
10

49

ROBINSON LEATHER GLOVE

RAYBURN LEATHER GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

50

Supple goat’s leather
upper for a soft,
luxurious feel that
is also durable and
abrasion resistant.
Chassis top
constructed from
perforated leather
for ventilation
and comfort.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements on
palm, heel of palm,
side hand and pinky
for durability and
additional grip.

xx

xx

xx

xx

ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 350 8315

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 350 8515

Heel of hand
incorporates padding
for comfort and
addition protection.
Over-molded PU
knuckle protector
incorporated under
leather upper for
improved styling.
Zippered wrist
opening for ease
of entry; zip is
semi-auto locking.
Unique OSCAR-style
details complete
vintage look.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

TOBACCO BROWN
810

Supple goat’s leather
upper for a soft,
luxurious feel that
is also durable and
abrasion resistant.
Chassis top
constructed from
perforated leather
for ventilation
and comfort.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements on
palm, heel of palm,
side hand and pinky
for durability and
additional grip.

xx

xx

xx

xx

Heel of hand
incorporates padding
for comfort and
addition protection.
EVA foam padding
reinforcement
knuckle incorporated
under leather upper
for improved styling.
Hook and loop
wrist closure for
ease of entry and
secure closure.
Unique OSCAR-style
details complete
vintage look.

BLACK
10

TOBACCO BROWN
810

BANDIT LEATHER GLOVE

CAFE DIVINE DRYSTAR® GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Full leather glove
in the OSCAR By
Alpinestars range
with ‘heritage’
design styling.
Ergonomic stretch
insert between
thumb and palm
offers flexibility
to vastly improve
hand movement.
PU-coated
reinforcements on
palm and thumb
provides superior grip
on bike’s controls.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements with
foam padding on the
outer hand landing
zone to provide
abrasion resistance
on key impact zones.
Thinsulate thermal
insulation (80g)
for excellent cold
weather performance.
Alpinestars

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 8318

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 350 8915

Drystar® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
Hook and loop Wrist
adjuster with OSCAR
By Alpinestars
customized
detailed button.
Soft knuckle
protector
incorporated into
gloves leather
chassis.
Touch screen
compatible fingertips.
CE certified level 1.
Alpinestars’ newly
developed soft
viscoelastic PU
foam compound
knuckle guard which
is ergonomically
profiled for
performance,
comfort and
impact absorption.
Knuckle is covered
for durability.

xx

xx

BROWN BLACK
82

Supple goat leather
upper for a soft,
luxurious feel that
is also durable and
abrasion resistant.
Double palm for
padding, grip

xx

xx

and comfort.
Elasticated wrist
for ease of entry
and snug fit.
Unique OSCAR
heat-stamped logo.

BLACK
10

51

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
TECH–AIR™ TECNOLOGY SEE PAGE 168

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

54

BIG SUR GORE-TEX® PRO JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

BIG SUR GORE-TEX® PRO PANTS

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 360 3518

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 362 3518

Gore-Tex® PRO
Shell multifabric laminated
construction with
high abrasion
resistance fabric
on elbow and
shoulder areas.
Tech Air compatible:
- LED display on
sleeve indicating
airbag’s operational
status, plus internal
conduit for system
vest’s ECU.
- Internal hook and
loop fixings plus
cable conduits in
order to seamlessly
accommodate
airbag system.
Convenient storage
options with 2 front
WP hand pockets,
front chest pockets
and large rear
utility pocket.
Advanced ventilation
system on front
and back.
Waist adjustment
belt for custom fit.
Multiple fit and
volume adjusters
on sleeves.
New cuff adjuster
closure system,
features dual
hook and loop

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

securing system.
Accordions on elbow
and scapulae area to
improve movements.
Reflective details
on front back
and sleeves.
Important decorative
graphics on
front back and
bottom sleeves.
Magnet inserted
on collar to keep
the flap open.
Branded Hypalon
details on front and
back pockets.
Branded cuff
adjuster.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to riding pants.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars Nucleon
chest and back
pads available as
accessory upgrade).
Soft collar inner liner
with padded edging
to improve comfort.
Removable
thermal layer.
Alpinestars Bio Air CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.

xx

xx

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
155

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx
xx

New shoulder
protection features
over-molded
advanced TPU
guard layered under
the outer fabric.

Gore-Tex® PRO multifabric laminated
construction with
high abrasion
resistance fabric on
knee and inner legs.
Gore-Tex® stretch
inserts on waist,
crotch and back
knees to improve
movements.
Leather insert
on inner calf.
Convenient storage
options with 2 front
hand pockets and
a cargo pocket
on left thigh.
Large ventilation
system on front
thigh panel.
Waist adjustment.
New hook and loop
strap ankle adjuster.
Hook and loop strap
calf adjuster.
Accordion insert
on knee.
Reflective details.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

Decorative graphics
on front and thighs.
Waist connection
zipper for attachment
to Alpinestars
motorcycle jackets.
Removable bib
suspenders.
Branded Hypalon
detail on cargo
pocket.
Branded ankle
puller adjuster.
Removable
thermal layer.
Soft mesh lining.
Hip pad
compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars Nucleon
hip pads available as
accessory upgrade).
Soft waist inner
liner with padded
rear panel to
improve comfort.
Alpinestars Bio
Air CE certified
knee protector.

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
155

BLACK
10

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
TECH–AIR™ TECNOLOGY SEE PAGE 168

REVENANT GORE-TEX® PRO JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

REVENANT GORE-TEX® PRO PANTS

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 360 3518

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 362 3518

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Compatible with
Alpinestars’ classleading Tech-Air™
airbag system.
Adventure Rally jacket.
Gore-Tex® PRO
laminated material.
ARMACOR™
reinforcement on
shoulder and elbow.
Double wrist hook
and loop closure
and adjustment.
Upper sleeve and waist
buckle adjustment.
Featuring Jest
Ventilation System
large zippered air
intakes on chest for
cooling performance.
WP zippered sleeves
and rear air intakes.
Large accordion
stretch insert on back
shoulder and arms
to increase flexibility
and movement.
Stretch panel
on sleeve.
Hydration back
pocket for camel
bag with tube holder
on jacket’s front.
Chest and
hands pockets
with contrasted
color gusset.
Multiple Reflective

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

prints to increase night
visibility of the rider.
PU prints on elbows
to increase abrasion
resistance.
Pre-curved sleeves
for increased comfort
in riding position.
Premium YKK WP
zipper with double
sliders for main
BLACK
front closure.
10
Large external utility
pocket on lower
back of the jacket.
Integrated soft edge
collar construction.
Hook and loop collar
volume adjuster.
Chest pad and back
compartment with
padding (Nucleon
chest and back
protection available).
BLACK MID GRAY ANTHRACITE RED
Inner WP pocket
1193
plus internal
compartments for
safe and convenient
storage.
CE certified
Alpinestars BIOAIR protection on
shoulders and elbows.
GP LITE new
shoulder protection
features over-molded
COMPATIBLE
advanced TPU
CAN BE WORN WITH
guard layered under
VISION
THERMAL LINER
the outer fabric.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Adventure Rally
jacket.
Gore-Tex® PRO
laminated material.
ARMACOR™
reinforcement on
knee and lower leg.
Waist buckle
adjustment.
Double hook and
loop adjustment on
back of the leg.
Hook and loop
closure and
adjustment on ankle.
WP zippered
ventilation opening
strategically placed
across the leg.
WP long lower leg
zippered opening.
Large accordion
stretch insert
on upper back
shoulder and knee
to increase flexibility
and movement.
Stretch panel on
crotch area and
back knee.
WP zippered
hand pockets.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Cargo pockets
with contrasted
color gusset.
Multiple reflective
prints on front, side
and back of the
pant for better night
visibility of the rider.
PU prints on knee to
increase abrasion
resistance.
BLACK
Pre-curved sleeves
10
for increased comfort
in riding position.
Premium YKK WP
zipper with double
sliders for main
front closure.
Large external utility
pocket on lower
back of the jacket.
Integrated soft edge
collar construction.
Hook and loop collar
BLACK MID GRAY ANTHRACITE RED
volume adjuster.
1193
Hip padding (Nucleon
KR-H Hip protector
available).
CE certified
Alpinestars BIO-AIR
protection on knee.

55

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
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MANAGUA GORE-TEX® JACKET

MANAGUA GORE-TEX® PANTS

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 360 4017

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 362 4017

Multi-panel main shell
construction with
reinforced shoulder
and elbow areas.
Fully laminated GoreTex® main chassis
which is bonded
for weightsaving,
plus exceptional
waterproofing and
breathability.
Gore-Tex® stretch
inserts positioned
on back and elbows
offers mobility
and riding fit.
Aramidic fiber
reinforcements
on the elbows for
enhanced tear and
abrasion resistance.
Innovative ventilation
system features large
zippered air intakes
on chest, an extensive
rear air exhaust
on back, plus vent
openings on upper
arms to offer superior
interior cooling.
Impact protection
provided by
lightweight,
removable and
replaceable CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE protective

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

padding (Alpinestars’
CE certified
Nucleon back and
chest protectors
available as
accessory upgrade).
Removable thermal
vest (100g, body; 70g,
sleeves) features
comfort edge.
Vest is sonic
welded to reduce
material bulk.
Multiple fit and
volume adjustment
allows a tailored fit.
Front cargo pockets,
waterproof internal
document pocket
and rear large
utility pocket.
Waterproof zips
throughout garment
for guaranteed
dry storage.
Internal waist
connection zipper for
attachment to a wide
range of Alpinestars
riding pants.
Adjustable interior
waist belt offers
additional support
and personalized
fit plus shock cord
adjustment for
fit fine-tuning.
TPU pull tab details

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

LIGHT GRAY DARK GRAY BLACK
9211

xx

xx

xx

on pockets for
convenience when
opening and closing.
Reflective details
improves rider
visibility.
Loop collar closure
with microfleece
comfort edging.
Twin slider YKK zipper
opens from the top or
bottom for versatility.

xx

Multi-panel main
shell construction
with reinforcements
on the thigh areas
for an optimal
combination of
durability, protection
and weight.
Fully laminated
Gore-Tex® chassis
which is bonded
for weight-saving,
plus exceptional
waterproofing and
breathability.
Gore-Tex® stretch
inserts positioned on
knees and back of
knees offermobility
and riding fit on
various touring
bike models.
Innovative aramidic
fiber reinforcements
strategically
positioned on the
knees for enhanced
tear and abrasion
resistance.
Innovative ventilation
system features
large zippered air
intakes on thighs
which offer superior
interior cooling and
airflow to prevent
build of potentially
fatiguing heat.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Class-leading impact
protection provided
by lightweight,
removable CE
certified knee
protectors.
Internal hip
compartments
are lined with
ergonomically
tapered PE comfort
foam for riding
comfort. Hip
compartments
can be upgraded
to incorporate
Alpinestars new CE
certified Nucleon
hip protectors.
Deep, zippered
pockets for peaceof-mind storage
of belongings.
Removable 100g
thermal lining means
pant can be worn
in range of weather
conditions.
Removable bib braces
offer secure and
close fit and comfort.
Waist connection
zipper enables
attachment to various
Alpinestars textile
riding jackets.
Reflective details

BLACK
10

AVAILABLE IN SHORT
SIZE VERSION
SIZE: S-3XL /
362 4117 10 BLACK

xx

xx

on front and bottom
legs improves
rider visibility.
Zippered gusseted
lower leg insert with
hook and loop closure
to accommodate
and provide close
fit around various
boot width sizes.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

DURBAN GORE-TEX® JACKET

DURBAN GORE-TEX® PANTS

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: 48-60 / CODE: 360 1016

SIZE: 48-60 / CODE: 362 1016

Multifabric shell
construction
yields the optimal
combination of
durability, protection
and weight.
Lightweight
polyamide main
construction
with protective
polyamide inserts.
Welded, ceramic
coated Superfabric®
reinforcements
enhance the tear and
abrasion resistance
qualities of the jacket.
Ultra-lightweight,
removable Gore-Tex®
Paclite® membrane
with micro-fleece
insert keeps you
warm and dry in
all conditions.
Impact protection
provided by
lightweight,
removable CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE protective
padding (Alpinestars’
hard, CE certified
back protector
insert and chest
guards available as
accessory upgrade).
Integrated high
visibility reflective
stripes improve rider

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

visibility in poor
light conditions.
Zippered air intakes
and rear air exhausts
on the sleeves,
chest and shoulders
improve ventilation
while riding.
Articulated elbow
construction
improves fit and
arm flexibility.
Detachable sleeves
allow the jacket to
be worn as a vest in
warm conditions.
Two waterproof
external pockets on
front of jacket keep
your valuables dry.
Multiple fit and
volume adjustment
allows a tailored fit
around the arm.
Removable rear
large utility pocket.
Internal waist
connection zipper for
attachment to a wide
range of Alpinestars
riding pants.
Bionic Neck
Support (BNS)
connection system.
The jacket is
equipped with a 2
liter Bladder storage
pocket (capacity
reduced to ½ liter
when used with BNS).

xx

xx

xx

GRAY BLACK SAND
918
xx

xx

GRAY BLACK RED
913

xx

xx

xx

Multi-material shell
construction for
optimized levels of
durability, protection
and weight.
Lightweight
polyamide main
construction
with protective
polyamide inserts.
Robust, medial
lower end leather
panel gives extra
abrasion resistance.
Alpinestars’
patented Vector
knee construction
for superior
comfort in the riding
position without
reducing mobility.
Removable CE
certified lightweight
knee protectors.
High visibility
reflective details
improves rider’s
visibility in poor light.
Welded, ceramic
coated Superfabric®
reinforcements
enhance the tear and
abrasion resistance
qualities of the pants.
Lightweight,

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

removable GoreTex® membrane
with micro-fleece
liner provides
waterproofing and
allows garment
to breathe.
Articulated rear
panel for extra
support and freedom
of movement.
Extended air-intakes
help keep the pant
well ventilated.
External 100%
waterproof
pockets on the
side of the pant.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attaching to
riding jackets.
Removable bib and
braces gives the
rider the option of
an extra secure
form of fitment.
The Durban pant
is designed to
accommodate the
fitment of various
off-road riding boots.
Comes in
international
sizes: 48-60.

GRAY BLACK SAND
918

GRAY BLACK
9010

57

GUAYANA GORE-TEX® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-4XL (SIZE: S-6XL COLOR 10 - BLACK) / CODE: 360 2518
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

58

Multifabric Gore-Tex®
laminated shell
construction.
Multiple fit and
volume adjusters
with branded
buckles (upper
sleeves, forearms,
cuffs, waist).
Branded hypalon
pull tabs on front
and back pockets.
Featuring Ventilation
System large
zippered air intakes
on chest for cooling
performance.
Ventilations
openings on back.
1 chest pocket + 1
lower front pocket.
2 lower front WP
cargo pockets.
Rear large utility
pocket.
Reflective details
on front, back and

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

sleeves improves
riders visibility.
Reflective Astars
logo on shoulders.
Graphic details
on front, sleeves
and back.
Removable
Thermal liner.
Comfort collar
liner and comfort
padded edge.
WP wallet pocket
inside.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to riding pants.
Chest and
back protector
compartments with
PE comfort padding
(compatible with
Nucleon protectors).
Removable Bio Air CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.

BLACK RED
13

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Multifabric shell
construction with high
abrasion resistance
fabric on elbow and
shoulder areas.
Gore-Tex® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
Removable long
sleeve thermal layer.
Convenient storage
options with 2 front
WP hand pockets,
front chest pockets
and large rear
utility pocket.
Ventilation system
on upper chest and
waist area plus large
zippered ventilation
system on back.
Waist buckle
adjustment.
Multiple fit and
volume adjusters
on sleeves.
Wrist hook and
loop closure and
adjustment.
High visibility band
stored in a small
pocket on sleeves.
Accordion inserts
on elbows.
Multiple Reflective
prints to increase
night visibility

PATRON GORE-TEX® JACKET

PATRON GORE-TEX® PANTS

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 360 6518

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 362 6517

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

of the rider.
internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to riding pants.
Soft collar inner liner
with padded edging
to improve comfort.
Hook buckle collar
flap hanger.
Hook and loop collar
volume adjuster.
Integrated soft edge
collar construction.
Pre-curved sleeves
for increased comfort
in riding position.
Premium YKK WP
zipper with double
sliders for main
front closure.
Chest pad and back
compartment with
padding (Nucleon
chest and back
protection available).
Inner WP pocket
plus internal
compartments for
safe and convenient
storage.
CE certified
Alpinestars BIOAIR protection
on shoulders
and elbows.

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

YELLOW FLUO BLACK
551

xx

Multi-material,
multi-panel main
shell construction
for optimal levels of
durability, protection
and weight.
Ultra-lightweight
Gore-Tex® membrane
lining to keep rider
comfortable and
dry in wet weather
conditions.
Poly-textile stretch
panels on knee for
fit and freedom
of movement
on the bike.
Removable thermal
lining (100g) means
pants can be worn
in a variety
of climatic conditions,
adding to their
overall versatility.
Class-leading impact
protection provided
by removable CE
certified knee
protectors. Protectors
are housed within
internal mesh
pockets, allowing
them to be adjusted
according to rider’s
leg length.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Internal hip
compartments
are lined with
ergonomically
tapered PE comfort
foam for riding
comfort. Hip
compartments
can be upgraded
to incorporate
Alpinestars new CE
certified Nucleon
hip protectors.
Zippered gusseted
lower leg insert with
hook and loop closure
to accommodate
and provide close
fit around various
boot width sizes
Pre-curved leg
construction adds
to comfort levels.
Deep zippered side
pockets for peaceof-mind closure.
Waist connection
zipper for secure
integration with
Alpinestars
riding jacket
Reflective details on
bottom legs improves
rider visibility.

BLACK
10

59

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

ARES GORE-TEX® JACKET

BRYCE GORE-TEX® PANTS

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 360 6017

SIZE: S-6XL / CODE: 362 2718

Multi-material,
multi-panel main
shell construction
for optimal levels of
durability, protection
and weight.
Ultra-lightweight
Gore-Tex® membrane
lining to keep rider
comfortable and
dry in wet weather
conditions.
Poly-textile stretch
panels on back and
elbows for fit and
freedom of movement
on the bike.
Zippered air vents
on chest and back
provide excellent
airflow when
jacket is closed.
Zippered front
chest pockets,
with waterproof
forearm pockets and
interior document
compartment, for
safe, peace-of-mind
storage for valuables.
Removable
thermal liner (100g,
body; 80g, arms)
features comfort
edge and hook
and loop-securing
internal pockets.
Impact protection

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

provided by
lightweight,
removable CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE protective
padding (Alpinestars’
CE certified Nucleon
back and chest
protectors available
as accessory
upgrade).
Multiple fit and
volume adjustment
allows a tailored fit
around the arm and
helps keep protectors
in position and
close to the body.
Hook and loop cuff
closures aid fit.
Twin slider YKK
zipper opens from
the top or bottom
for versatility.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to riding pants
Reflective details
on sleeves and
back improves
rider visibility
Loop collar closure
with microfleece
comfort edging.

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

BLACK GRAY RED
131

BLACK GRAY YELLOW FLUO
175

xx

xx

xx

60

Multi-panel main
shell Gore-Tex®
construction with
reinforcements
on the inner leg
for an optimal
combination of
durability, protection
and weight saving.
Fully laminated
Gore-Tex® chassis
(three layer above
the knee and two
layers below the knee)
which is bonded
for weight-saving,
plus exceptional
waterproofing and
breathability.
Gore-Tex® stretch
inserts positioned
on knees offers
mobility and riding
fit on various touring
bike models.
Innovative Ballistic
nylon reinforcements
strategically
positioned on inner
legs for enhanced
tear and abrasion
resistance, with a
non-scratch finish
to preserve the
bike’s paintwork.
Removable 100g
thermal lining means
pant can be worn
in range of weather
conditions.
Innovative ventilation

xx

xx

xx

xx

system features
zippered air intakes
on thighs which offer
superior interior
cooling and airflow
to prevent build of
potentially fatiguing
heat. Air vents feature
snap buttons to
ensure vent stays
open while riding.
Class-leading impact
protection provided
by lightweight,
removable CE
certified knee
protectors.
Internal hip
compartments
are lined with
ergonomically
tapered PE comfort
foam for riding
comfort. Hip
compartments
can be upgraded
to incorporate
Alpinestars new CE
certified Nucleon
hip protectors.
Hook and loop grip
closure leg closure
system on calf
and ankle ensures
optimized garment
fit and also help to
keep protectors in
place in the event
of an impact slide.
Deep, zippered
front hand pockets
for peace-of-

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

xx

mind storage of
belongings.
Waist connection
zipper enables
attachment to various
Alpinestars textile
riding jackets.
Inner waist
incorporates soft
padded lining for high
levels of comfort.
Reflective details
on side bottom
legs improves
rider visibility.
Removable bib braces
offer secure and
close fit and comfort.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
TECH–AIR™ TECNOLOGY SEE PAGE 168

VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 320 4115
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Fully featured and
highly versatile 4-in-1
all-weather jacket
optimized for comfort
and performance
with airflow, thermal
and waterproof
configurations.
Superior, multimaterial main
shell construction
featuring an advanced
poly-fabric main
shell, which has been
specially designed
to accommodate
larger volume mass
in the event of airbag
deployment.
Features integrated
sensors securely
and subtly on the
upper zip: electronic
airbag system ‘arms’
automatically when
jacket is closed,
offering peaceof-mind security
and safety.
Intelligent LED
panel on left sleeve
indicates if airbag
system is functioning
correctly.
Internal conduits for
quick and convenient
attachment of
airbag vest.
Leather panels
on shoulder and
sleeves for high

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

levels of durability
and abrasion and
tear-resistance in
critical areas.
Removable and
interchangeable
waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
full ensures long
term all-weather
performance.
Long sleeve thermal
liner (130g on body,
70g on sleeves) can
be fully removed and
has zipper connection
for easy identification
with integrated
stretch comfort
edge. Thermal liner
is ‘sonic quilted’ for
improved insulation.
Featuring Ventilation
System (VS) large
zippered air intakes
on torso with large
rear air exhaust
window on back
and on the arms for
cooling performance
on long rides.
Removable CEcertified shoulder
and elbow.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars Nucleon
back protector
available as
accessory upgrade).

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

xx

Extended accordion
stretch inserts
on shoulders for
improved fit and
expansion to
accommodate
inflated airbag.
Pre-curved,
articulated sleeves
with gusseted
hook and loop
cuffs enhance fit
and comfort in the
riding position.
Waterproof external
storage provided by
two chest font water
resistant zips and one
internal waterproof
wallet pocket.
Convenient storage
options with two
front cargo style
pockets and large
rear utility pocket.

61

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® JACKET

VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® PANTS

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 4016

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 4016

Multifabric shell
construction.
Removable and
wearable waterproof
and breathable
Drystar® liner.
Removable
thermal liner.
Featuring Jet
Ventilation System
large zippered air
intakes on chest for
cooling performance.
Front WP pockets.
Convenient storage
options with 2
front cargo style
pockets and large
rear utility pocket.
Waist adjustment belt.
Multiple fit and
volume adjusters.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Wp zippered sleeves
AND REAR air intakes.
Accordion stretch
inserts on elbows.
Removable CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.
Reflective details
on front back
and sleeves.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to riding pants.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE padding.
Zippered collar
expansion.
Magnet collar
flap hanger.

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

BLACK GRAY RED
131

LIGHT GRAY BLACK RED
9213

xx

GRAY BLACK SAND
918

Multifabric shell
construction.
Inside legs
reinforcement in
ballistic fabric.
Stretch panels.
Removable waterproof
and breathable
Drystar® membrane.
Removable
thermal liner.
Featuring Jet
Ventilation System
large zippered air
intakes on front for
cooling performance.

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Waist adjustment belt.
Accordion stretch
inserts on knees.
Removable CE
certified knee
protectors.
Reflective details
on fron.
Waist connection
zipper for attachment
to riding jackets.
Pre-curved leg
construction for
enhanced fit and
comfort in the
riding position.

BLACK GRAY
106

LIGHT GRAY BLACK
9210

GRAY BLACK SAND
918

AVAILABLE IN SHORT SIZE VERSION - SIZE: S-4XL / 322 4116 106 BLACK GRAY

62

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

YOKOHAMA DRYSTAR® JACKET

YOKOHAMA DRYSTAR® PANTS

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 6017

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 6017

Multi-material,
laminated poly-textile
chassis construction
for superior levels
of abrasion and
tear resistance and
weather performance.
Ventilation system
features large
zippered air intakes
on chest and arms,
with air exhausts on
the back for cooling
performance which
can be adapted
according to climate.
Removable CEcertified shoulder
and elbow protectors
for superb impact
protection.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars’ Nucleon
chest and back
protectors available
as accessory
upgrade).
Front, deep
waterproof pockets
provide safe and
secure storage.
Pockets incorporate
seal closing
waterproof zips
and zip garages

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

for peace-of-mind
closure, plus internal
waterproof wallet/
document pocket.
Multiple fit and
volume adjusters
on sleeves, waist
and sleeves provide
personalized fit
and help keep
protection in place.
Removable long
sleeve thermal liner
means jacket can
be worn in colder
climates. Liner
jacket includes mesh
collar for comfort.
High collar
construction with
soft textile finish and
3D mesh interior for
excellent comfort and
weather protection
for the neck.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to riding pants.
Reflective details
on front, back and
sleeves improves
rider visibility.
Graphic details
on front, sleeves
and back.

xx

xx

BLACK
10

DARK GRAY BLACK RED
1018

xx

xx

xx

xx

Multi-material,
laminated poly-textile
chassis construction
for superior levels
of abrasion and
tear resistance
and weather
performance.
Strategically
positioned abrasion
and tear resistant
reinforcements offer
additional durability.
Class-leading impact
protection provided
by removable
CE certified
knee protectors.
Protectors are
housed within
internal mesh
pockets, allowing
them to be adjusted
according to rider’s
leg length.
Excellent protection
against the elements
provided by
Alpinestars’ Drystar®
100% waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
Pre-curved legs and
an articulated knee
construction with
stretch panels on
crotch and knee, plus
an extensive stretch
panel on rear yoke.
Removable thermal
lining (100g) means

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

pants can be worn
in a variety of
climatic conditions,
adding to their
overall versatility.
Optimized for use
with range of textile
jackets, thanks to a
full circumference
waist zipper.
Ventilation system
includes zippered
thigh openings allow
for personalized
and adjustable
levels of airflow.
Reflective details
on lower legs
to improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.
Internal hip
compartments
are lined with
ergonomically
tapered PE comfort
foam for superior
riding comfort. Hip
compartments can
be upgraded to
incorporate Nucleon
hip protectors.
Hook and loop waist
and leg adjustments
for precision fit
in various riding
positions. Waist
incorporates 3D
mesh interior
for comfort.
Extended zippered

BLACK
10

xx

xx

boot gussets
ensure a tight seal
around the ankle
and facilitate fitting
and removal.
Waist connection
zipper for secure
integration with
Alpinestars riding
jacket. Deep
zippered side
pockets for peaceof-mind closure.
And safe storage
of valuables.
Removable bib
braces offer
secure and close
fit and comfort.

DARK GRAY BLACK RED
1018

63

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

BOGOTÁ v2 DRYSTAR®JACKET

BOGOTÁ v2 DRYSTAR®PANTS

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 7018

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 7018

Multi-fabric shell
construction with high
abrasion resistance
fabric on elbow and
shoulder areas.
Convenient storage
options with 2 front
WP hand pockets,
front chest pockets
and large rear
utility pocket.
Jet ventilation
system on upper
chest area plus air
exhaust zippered
opening on back.
Ventilation system
on bottom sleeves.
Waist adjustment
belt with buckles.
Multiple fit and
volume adjusters
on sleeves.
Elbow circumference
snap adjuster.
Accordion inserts
on elbows.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Reflective details
on front, back
and sleeves.
Hook buckle collar
flap hanger.
Removable and
wearable waterproof
Drystar® membrane.
Removable
thermal layer.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to riding pants.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars Nucleon
chest and back
pads available as
accessory upgrade).
Soft collar inner liner
with padded edging
to improve comfort.
Alpinestars Bio
Armor CE certified
elbow and shoulder
protectors.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK DARK GRAY
111

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

DARK GRAY SAND BLACK
935

Multi-fabric shell
construction with
high abrasion
resistance fabric on
knee and seat areas.
Ballistic nylon
patch to reinforce
area in contact
with bike frame.
Convenient storage
options with 2 front
hand pockets.
Jet ventilation system
on front thigh panel.
Waist adjustment belt.
Calf adjusters with
snap button system.
Hook and loop strap
ankle adjuster.
Accordion inserts
on knee.
Reflective details.
Waist connection

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

zipper for attachment
to Alpinestars
motorcycle jackets.
Soft waist inner
liner with padded
rear panel to
improve comfort.
Removable
suspenders.
Fixed Drystar®
membrane.
Removable
thermal layer.
Soft mesh lining.
Hip pad
compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars Nucleon
hip pads available as
accessory upgrade).
Alpinestars Bio
Armor CE certified
knee protector.

BLACK
10

AVAILABLE IN SHORT SIZE VERSION - SIZE: S-4XL / 322 7118
AVAILABLE IN LONG SIZE VERSION - SIZE: S-4XL / 322 7218

64

VENCE DRYSTAR® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 7317
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Multi-material main
shell construction
with PU coating for
durability, abrasion
and tear resistance
and protection from
the elements.
Waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
liner with taped
seams to ensure
excellent weather
performance.
Extensive ventilation
zipper opening
strategically placed
on chest for cooling
performance.
Removable and
replaceable CEcertified shoulder
and elbow protection
for superb impact
protection.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars’ Nucleon
chest and back
protectors available
as accessory
upgrade).
Removable long
sleeve thermal
liner means jacket
can be worn in
colder climates.
High collar
construction help
protect neck from

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

the elements. Collar
has soft comfort
textile insert to
improved comfort
in the neck area.
Interior waterproof
compartments
for safe storage
of documents.
D-ring waist
adjustment belt
allows for tight
closing of garment.
Multiple fit and
volume adjusters
ensure close-fit of
garment and helps
keep protections
in position.
Anatomical, precurved sleeves
incorporate
accordion stretch
inserts on elbows for
excellent movement
and flexibility in the
riding position.
Reflective details
on front back and
sleeves for increased
rider visibility.
Premium YKK
zippers with twin
sliders on front
zipper, plus waist
connection zipper for
secure attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
155

BLACK
10

GRAY BLACK
9010

65

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

66

ANDES v2 DRYSTAR® JACKET

ANDES v2 DRYSTAR® PANTS

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-4XL ( S-6XL BLACK ) / CODE: 320 7517

SIZE: S-4XL (S-6XL BLACK ) / CODE: 322 7517

Advanced reinforced
poly-fabric textile and
Drystar® waterproof
and breathable
construction.
Newly developed
Direct Ventilation
System (DVS)
zippered chest air
intakes and back
exhaust ports.
Internal impact
protection provided
by removable CEcertified elbow and
shoulder protectors.
Chest and back pad
compartments with
padding (Nucleon
chest and back
protector available).
Reinforced polymerprinted texturing in
critical elbow and
lower arm areas for
abrasion resistance.
Reflective graphic
details and logos
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.
Upper chest zippered
hand pockets feature
internal shock which
works in tandem with
ventilation opening to
ensure personalized
levels of ventilation.
Front waterproof

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

cargo pockets
for convenience
and peace-ofmind closure.
Large, external utility
pocket on lower
back plus waterproof
internal pockets and
insert wallet pocket.
Integrated soft
edge collar and 3D
mesh construction
for comfort over
long distances.
Premium YKK zipper
with double sliders
for main front closure
offer adaptable and
secure convenience.
Removable longsleeve thermal liner
(100g body 80g
sleeves) ensures
comfort on hot
or cold days.
Pre-contoured
sleeves with
accordion stretch
panels on elbows.
Hook and loopclosing waist
adjustment
belt for highly
customizable fit.
External zippered
pockets for safe
peace-of-mind
storage.

xx

xx

xx

LIGHT GRAY BLACK DARK GRAY
9219
xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

MILITARY GREEN BLACK RED
6083

Advanced reinforced
poly-fabric textile
and Alpinestars
exclusive Drystar®
construction.
Removable long
thermal liner ensures
pant comfort on
hot or cold days.
Efficient direct
ventilation vents
strategically
positioned on thighs.
Pre-contoured leg
construction with
knee accordion
stretch panels.
Interior hip pad
compartments
with padding (CEcertified Nucleon
inserts available
as accessory).
Impact protection
provided with
removable CEcertified knee

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

protectors.
Reinforced polymerprinted texturing in
critical knee areas
for added abrasion
resistance.
Integrated reflective
graphic details and
logos improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.
Adjustment waist
system features
buckle and stretch
material for highly
customizable fit.
Zippered air in-takes
to control internal
temperature.
Zippered, waterproof
hand pockets, plus
cargo-style pockets.
Adjustable,
removable bib
braces improve
comfort fit.

BLACK
10

LIGHT GRAY BLACK DARK GRAY
9219

AVAILABLE IN SHORT SIZE VERSION - SIZE: S-4XL / 322 7617
AVAILABLE IN LONG SIZE VERSION - SIZE: L-2XL / 322 7717

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
155

BLACK CAMO RED
993

VISION THERMAL LINER

VOLCANO DRYSTAR®JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

600 D polyester fabric
with a PU coating.
600 D dobby polyester
fabric with a PU
coating on shoulders
and back forearms.
Two zippered front
air intake vents to
maximize ventilation.
Two zippered
chest pocket.
Back ventilation on
top with overlapped
membrane.
Waist adjustment belt.
Sleeve volume
adjusters on biceps.
Front cargo pockets.
Reflective details
on front-back
sleeves and back.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

THERMAL LINER

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 3518

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 475 3718

Waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
fixed membrane.
Removable
thermal liner.
Chest and
back protector
compartments with
PE comfort padding
(compatible with
Nucleon protectors).
WP wallet pocket
inside.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to riding pants.
Removable Bio
Armor CE protectors
on shoulders
and elbows.

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

BLACK DARK GRAY
111

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
155

Advanced poly-fabric
thermal liner jacket
that is optimized to be
worn on its own or to
fit seamlessly under
an outer garment.
Incorporates an
advanced PrimaLoft®
Gold Insulation Eco
for excellent warmthto-weight ratio. The
material’s advanced
ultra-light fibers trap
heat while insulating
from cold and are
water-resistant which
in turn ramps up their
thermal capabilities,
maintaining 98%
of warmth.
Strategically
positioned stretch-

xx

xx

xx

xx

panel improves
flex and fit as
well as working in
conjunction with
outer garment’s
stretch inserts.
Peace-of-mind
storage of valuables
thanks to a zippered
chest compartment
and two side pockets.
Soft microfiber
collar and sleeve
cuffs for excellent
skin-touch comfort.
Incorporates
hydration
compartment water
bladder (as an
accessory upgrade).
Reflective details for
improved visibility.

ANTHRACITE
114

ANTHRACITE BLACK
141

COMPATIBLE
CAN BE WORN WITH
REVENANT GORE-TEX® PRO JACKET
TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

67

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

Durable 450 Denier
polyester fabric.
Removable CE
certified shoulders
and elbow protectors.
External Alpinestars
PU shoulder
protection offer
additional abrasion
resistance in key
impact area.
Waterproof
construction.
Pre-curved sleeve
construction.
Large accordion
stretch panels help
rider movement and
comfort on the bike.
Silicon embossed
details.
Removable
thermal liner.
Fixed mesh lining.
Two zippered vents
opening on upper
chest area.

T-GP R WATERPROOF JACKET

T-JAWS WATERPROOF JACKET

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 5515

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 1017

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Inner waterproof
pocket.
D-ring waist
adjustment for
precision fitting.
Two external
zippered pockets.
Reflective inserts for
added rider visibility.
Volume adjustment
system on sleeves.
Chest pad
compartments
with PE padding.
Back protector
compartment with
PE padding.
Neoprene comfort
edge around collar
and cuffs prevents
skin chafing.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE
12

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

xx

xx

Poly fabric outershell
– Light weight
450D and 600D as
reinforcement on
critical areas.
Removable
Thermal Liner.
Sport collar with snap
closure and comfort
panel on the back.
Pre-curved sleeve
construction.
Stretch accordion
above elbows and
behind shoulder for
ease of movement.
Stretch panels on
sleeves and upper
chest for ease
of movement.
Hook and loop waist
and wrist adjustment.
Zippered air intakes
on shoulder area for
an optimal ventilation.
Waterproof
internal pocket.
Integrated high
visibility reflective
graphics on sleeves

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

and back to improve
rider’s visibility in
low light condition.
Removable CE
protectors on
shoulders and
elbows.
Back protector
compartment (CE
certified Nucleon
back protector
available as
accessory).
New adjustable
hook and loop &
snap button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
Chest pad
compartment
with PE comfort
foam padding.
Padding details on
chest and upper back.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.

BLACK
10

BLACK ANTHRACITE
104

BLACK WHITE
12

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
155

68

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Multi-material main
shell construction
with abrasion and
tear resistant panels.
CE certified
protectors: knee.
Internal knee
compartment allows
adjustments of
protection to fit it
various leg length.
Fixed Drystar®
membrane.
Long lower leg
zippered opening.
Long direct ventilation
zippered opening
strategically placed
across the thighs.
Pre-curved leg
construction for
enhance fit and
comfort in the
riding position.
Dynamic stretch
panels around crotch,

RAIDER DRYSTAR® PANTS

HYPER DRYSTAR® JACKET

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING / TOURING

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 4517

SIZE: S-5XL / CODE: 320 4718

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

joke, waist and back
of knees for ease
of movement.
Stretch accordion
above the knees for
ease of movement.
Integrated high
visibility reflective
details on lower
legs to improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.
Hook and loop waist
& leg adjustments
for precision fit.
Hand pockets.
Waist connection
zipper for secure
integration with
Alpinestars
riding jacket.
Hip pad
compartments with
PE comfort padding.
YKK zippers.

xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

BLACK WHITE RED
123

xx

xx

70

Multi-panel, multi
material construction
incorporating 450
denier poly-fabric
main shell and
600 denier dobby
reinforcement.
Fixed Drystar®
membrane with
taped seams
offers guaranteed
waterproof
and breathable
performance.
Removable long
sleeve thermal
liner (100g on body,
80g on sleeves) for
cold conditions.
Excellent fit afforded
by innovative volume
control adjustment
system on chest,
bicep and sleeves,
which ensures tight,
improved riding.
Adjustment system
ensures personalized
fit to rider’s body
and offers improved
safety by keep
protections close to
body in the case of
an impact or slide.
Pre-curved sleeves
and Hook and loop
grip closure cuff
adjustment ensures
comfort fit and
prevents sleeve riding

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

up arm while riding.
Newly developed
shoulder protection
features over-molded
advanced TPU
guard layered under
the outer fabric.
Alpinestars racederived, CE-approved
internal elbow and
shoulder protectors.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with advanced polyfoam padding (CE
certified Nucleon
and back chest
pads available as
accessory upgrade).
Strategically
positioned four-way
stretch inserts on
inside arms, side
torso and rear
shoulder for freedom
of movement and
comfort fit.
Multiple ventilation
system features
zippered vents
and exhaust
ports for effective
internal cooling.
Extensive reflective
details on arms and
back for improved
rider visibility.
Full circumference
waist connection

BLACK
10

BLACK MID GRAY
1190

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
155

zipper on the inside
for attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.
BLACK MILITARY GREEN
1608

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

600D Fabric with PU
coating and water
repelling treatment.
Waterproof &
breathable lining.
Removable thermal
lining for all
season riding.
CE protectors
on elbows and
shoulders.
Chest and
Back protector
compartments with
PE comfort padding
(CE-certified Bio
Armor back protector
insert available
as accessory).
Polyfabric comfort
edge around neck
and cuffs.
2 zipped front air
intake vents to
maximize ventilation.
Back air exhaust vent

GUNNER WATERPROOF JACKET

FASTBACK WATERPROOF JACKET

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 6815

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 0015

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

to control airflow.
Sleeve volume
adjusters on biceps
for personalized
fitting.
Lower back extended
and reinforced to
protect lower back
and kidneys in
riding position.
Pre-curved sleeves
for increased comfort
in riding position.
Adjustable hook and
loop tightening with
gusset on cuffs.
Adjustable hook
and loop tightening
on waist for
personalized fitting.
2 External zipped
hand pockets.
Internal pockets
and 1 internal
waterproof pocket.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE RED
123

600 denier textile is
reinforced with PU
coating for increased
abrasion resistance
and durability.
Full-length, 100%
waterproof lining
for high levels of
comfort and weather
protection.
Removable longsleeve thermal liner
jacket with poly-fabric
collar ensures
jacket versatility and
comfort in cold and
hot conditions.
Class-leading, CEcertified elbow and
shoulder protectors
for added impact
protection.
Chest and
Back protector
compartments with
advanced poly-foam
comfort padding
(CE-certified Nucleon
back protector
insert available
as accessory).

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Soft poly-fabric
comfort edge
around collar.
Hook and loop cuff
adjustment for
improved riding fit.
Hook and loop
waistband and collar
allows for highly
personalized and
secure fit in various
riding positions.
Extended and
reinforced lower back
for riding comfort.
Pre-curved sleeves
for improved comfort
and performance in
the riding position.
External hand
pockets, plus
internal pockets and
waterproof wallet
pocket; pockets are
zipped for peaceof-mind closure.
Full circumference
waist zipper to
allow attachment
of Alpinestars’
riding pants.

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK WHITE
12

71

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

72

Multi-panel, multi
material construction
featuring a PU-coated
450 denier poly-fabric
main shell and
600 denier dobby
reinforcement.
Class-leading impact
protection provided
by CE certified
knee protectors.
Excellent protection
against the elements
provided by
Alpinestars’ Drystar®
100% waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
Pre-curved legs for
comfort with stretch
panels on crotch
and knee, plus an
extensive stretch
panel on rear yoke.
Removable thermal
lining (100g upper
leg - 80gr bottom leg)
means pants can be
worn in a variety of
climatic conditions.
Optimized for use
with range of textile
jackets, thanks to a
full circumference
waist zipper.
Ventilation system

xx

xx

xx

xx

HYPER DRYSTAR® PANTS

RADON DRYSTAR® PANTS

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-5XL / CODE: 322 4718

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 6916

includes zippered
thigh openings which
allow for personalized
and adjustable
levels of airflow.
Reflective details
on lower legs
to improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.
Internal hip
compartments
are lined with
ergonomically
tapered PE comfort
foam for superior
riding comfort. Hip
compartments
can be upgraded
to incorporate
Alpinestars new CE
certified Nucleon
hip protectors.
Hook and loop
grip waist and leg
adjustments for
precision fit in various
riding positions.
Waist incorporates
3D mesh interior
for comfort.
Deep zippered side
pockets for peace-ofmind closure and safe
storage of valuables.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

xx

Multi-material main
shell construction
with abrasion and
tear resistant panels.
CE certified knee
protectors.
Internal knee
compartment allows
adjustments of
protection to fit it
various leg length.
Detachable Drystar®
membrane.
Long zippered
opening to further
improve ventilation.
Mesh taped lining
applied on Drystar®
membrane for
improved comfort.
Pre-curved leg
construction for
enhanced fit and
comfort in the

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

riding position.
Dynamic stretch
panels around crotch
and back of knees.
Integrated high
visibility reflective
graphic details
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.
Waist adjustments
belt for precise fit.
Hand pockets.
Waist connection
zipper for secure
integration with
Alpinestars
riding jacket.
Hip pad
compartments with
PE comfort padding.
Premium YKK
zippers.

BLACK
10

EXPRESS DRYSTAR® OVERPANTS

PROTEAN DRYSTAR® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 322 2012
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

450 Denier fabrics
with PU coating
main construction
with reinforcement
material on knees
and seat areas.
Pre-curved leg
construction.
Waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
membrane.
Removable
thermal liner.
Zippered gusset
allows easy fitment
of pants while
wearing boots.
Reflective piping for

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

night-time visibility.
Hip compartments
with ergonomically
tapered PE comfort
padding.
CE-certified knee
protectors.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment to
selected Alpinestars
leather and
textile jackets.
Adjustable waist
with secure sliding
hook closure.
YKK zippers.

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 7916
xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

xx

Multi-material main
shell construction.
CE certified knee
protectors.
Internal knee
compartment allows
adjustments of
protection to fit it
various leg length.
Pre-curved leg
construction for
enhanced fit and
comfort in the
riding position.
Dynamic stretch
panels around
crotch, waist and
back of knees.
Hook and loop
waist adjustments
for precise fit.
Hand pockets.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Hip pad
compartments with
PE comfort padding.
Waist connection
zipper for secure
integration with
Alpinestars
riding jacket.
Premium YKK
zippers.
Fixed Drystar®
membrane.
Removable
thermal liner.
Integrated high
visibility reflective
graphic details
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.

BLACK RED
13

73

AST-1 WATERPROOF PANTS
ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 6116
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Multi-material main
shell construction.
CE certified
protectors: knee.
Internal knee
compartment allows
adjustments of
protection to fit it
various leg length.
Fixed waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
Pre-curved leg
construction for
enhanced fit and
comfort in the
riding position.
Hand pockets.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Hip pad
compartments with
PE comfort padding.
Integrated high
visibility reflective
graphic details
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.
Waist adjustments
belt for precise fit.
Waist connection
zipper for secure
integration with
Alpinestars
riding jacket.
Premium YKK
zippers.

BLACK
10

AVAILABLE IN SHORT SIZE VERSION - SIZE: S-4XL / 322 6216

74

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Multi-fabric shell
construction with
mesh panels on
front, back and
underarms for cooling
performance.
Convenient storage
options with 2
front pockets.
Multiple fit and
volume adjusters.
Reflective details
on sleeves.
Decorative
embroideries on
flap adjusters.
Reflex fabric inserts
on front bottom
sleeves and back.
Embossed Astars

LEONIS DRYSTAR® AIR JACKET

SONORAN AIR DRYSTAR® PANTS

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING

SIZE: S-5XL / CODE: 320 6518

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 322 6616

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

logo on back top.
Removable
waterproof
and breathable
Drystar® liner.
Front inner
waterproof pocket.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to riding pants.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars Nucleon
chest and back
pads available as
accessory upgrade).
Alpinestars Bio Air CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.

xx

xx

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
155

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK MILITARY GREEN
1608

xx

Advanced multi-panel
shell construction
featuring a 600
denier, PU-coated
textile main with
integrated mesh
panels for excellent
levels of cooling
internal airflow.
Removable
waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
membrane with
mesh inserts ensures
excellent all-weather
capability.
Pre-curved leg
design with stretch
accordion inserts on
knee and back affords
a superior riding fit.
Convenient storage
options with deep
zippered side
pockets for peaceof-mind storage.
Alpinestars new
perforated CE
certified Bio Air knee
armor provides high
levels of impact
protection while
offering cooling. Knee

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

protector is housed in
mesh compartment
that allows for
protector to be set
in range of positions
depend on leg size.
Hip compartments
with PE foam
padding (Alpinestars
Nucleon hip
protector available as
accessory upgrade).
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment to
selected Alpinestars
leather and
textile jackets.
Adjustable waist
with secure sliding
hook closure.
A long zippered
gusset running from
the knees to the hem
enables easy fitment
of the pants while
wearing boots.
Reflective details
for enhanced nighttime visibility.
Premium YKK®
zippers for durability
and personalized fit.

BLACK
10

LIGHT GRAY DARK GRAY
922

BLACK LIGHT GRAY
1092

75

LANCE 3L WATERPROOF JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

76

Technical, threelayer main material
construction
consisting of waterresistant outer shell,
Water-proof and
breathable membrane
and light mesh/
tricot lining bonded
together for
Reduced bulk and
durability; all seams
are tape-sealed
for guaranteed
weather-proofing.
Water-resistant
zips incorporate zip
docks and PU ridges
which close tightly
behind slider to seal
out elements.
CE certified
shoulder and elbow
protectors are
removable, allowing
The jacket to be
worn in a variety of
outdoor situations.
Padded back
compartments
mounted on
technical mesh
allow for Nucleon
back protection
accessory upgrade
Removable 130g

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

STRATOS TECHSHELL DRYSTAR® JACKET

URBAN ADVENTURE

URBAN ADVENTURE

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 9117

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 9717

thermal liner means
jacket can be worn
in various weather
conditions.
Large, strategically
positioned zippered
underarm vents
effectively regulate
body temperature.
High collar
construction offers
extended weather
protection; foldable
Storm hood can
be incorporated
into collar for
convenience.
Hook and loop
volume control
system on
arms offers
personalized fit.
Waist and back shock
cord adjustment for
highly personalized fit
on and off the bike.
Waterproof inner
document pocket
for peace-ofmind storage.
Reflective details
for improved
rider visibility.
YKK zips used
throughout.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

LIGHT GRAY DARK GRAY
922

xx

xx

Technical softshell
main chassis
incorporates
Alpinestars’ Drystar®
100% waterproof
and breathable
membrane for
excellent protection
against the elements.
CE certified shoulder
and elbow protectors
is removable, allowing
jacket to be worn in
a variety of outdoor
situations.
Back pad
compartment with PE
padding (Alpinestars
Nucleon back
protector available as
accessory upgrade).
Incorporates
detachable polar
fleece hoodie
for versatility.
Water-resistant
zippers include PU
ridges which close
tightly behind slider
to seal out elements.
Strategically

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

positioned ventilation
zippers under the
arms improve airflow
and breathability.
Waist, collar and
back shock cord
adjustment for highly
personalized fit on
and off the bike.
Waterproof interior
wallet/document/
MP3 pocket
incorporates
headphone conduit.
Convenient exterior
pockets are zipped
for secure storage.
Zipper cuff closures
help prevent wind and
water penetration.
Hook and loop
volume control
adjustment of sleeves
for customizable and
improved riding fit.
Durable YKK
main frontal zip
and pockets for
secure closure.
Reflective details for
improved visibility.

BLACK LIGHT GRAY
1092

BLACK
10

MELANGE GRAY BLACK
951

SEKTOR TECH HOODIE
URBAN COMMUTING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 420 0517
xx

xx

xx

xx

Technical softshell
main chassis
constructed
incorporating a
water-repelling
reinforcement to
protect against light
rainfall, plus mesh
lining interior to
aid breathability.
Internal aramidic
fiber reinforcements
strategically
positioned.
CE certified shoulder
and elbow protectors
is removable,
allowing jacket to be
worn in a variety of
outdoor situations.
New shoulder
protection features
over-molded
advanced TPU

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

guard layered under
the outer fabric.
Water-resistant
zippers on main
chassis and pockets.
High collar
construction with
comfort lining.
Reflective details
on the sleeve, plus
rear reflective
logo improves
rider’s visibility.
Detachable storm
hood is fixed with zip
and hook and loop
and offers versatility
and convenience.
Interior waterproof
wallet/document
compartment with
MP3 conduit.

BLACK RED
13

77

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
TECH–AIR™ TECNOLOGY SEE PAGE 168

WINSTON GORE-TEX® OVERCOAT

BRADFORD GORE-TEX® OVERCOAT TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Elegantly styled city
riding jacket designed
to be worn alone or
over a business suit.
Compatible with
Alpinestars’ classleading Tech-Air™
airbag system.
Back expansion
gussets to
accommodate
inflated airbag and
for comfort and
maneuverability.
Back protector
compartment; CE
certified Nucleon
back protector
insert available as
accessory upgrade.
Chest protector
compartment; CE
certified Nucleon

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

URBAN COMMUTING

URBAN COMMUTING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 365 0518

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 365 0016

chest protector
insert available as
accessory upgrade.
Removable,
class-leading bio
light shoulder and
elbow protectors.
Constructed from
Gore-Tex® two-layer
laminated fabric.
Incorporates
removable thermal
liner for use in
colder climates.
Snap button cuff
adjuster offers
personalized fit.
Reflective details
for improved
rider visibility.
Internal waterproof
pocket.

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

xx

78

Three-layer main
material construction
consisting of a waterresistant and quickdrying PU-coated
outer shell, 100 per
cent waterproof and
breathable Gore-Tex®
membrane and light
mesh lining bonded
together for reduced
bulk and durability;
all seams are tapesealed for guaranteed
weather-proofing.
Removable, thermal
full jacket liner (170g
body; 85g sleeves)
means overcoat can
be worn in a variety of
weather conditions.
Removable CE
certified shoulder
and elbow protectors
for class-leading
safety. Protectors are
anatomically profiled
to complement city
collection styling.
Chest and back
compartments
allow for upgrade of
Nucleon KR-1i and
KR-2i protectors
and a range of
other Alpinestars’
protection inserts.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Adjustable interior
gator with snap
button connectors
forms barrier
against wind and
helps secure jacket
to the body.
Reflective details
on hood and back
improves rider’s
night-time visibility.
Zippered gussets
on waist allow
jacket to be worn
comfortable while in
the riding position.
Removable storm
hood detaches via
zipper on the collar.
Knitted cuffs
and collar offers
comfortable, snug fit.
Removable thermal
collar features
poly-satin liner for
luxurious comfort.
Convenient,
waterproof exterior
pockets on arm and
chest, plus inner
wallet pocket.
Collar and sleeve
adjustments
offer highly
customizable fit.

BLACK
10

GORDON DRYSTAR® OVERCOAT
URBAN COMMUTING
SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 325 1018
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Elegant ¾ length
Parka-style city riding
jacket designed to be
worn alone or over
a business suit.
Water-repelling
and quick-drying
polyester/cotton
coated outer shell
and 100 per cent
waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
membrane.
Removable, thermal
full jacket liner means
jacket can be worn
in cold climates.
Removable CE
certified shoulder
and elbow protectors
for class-leading
safety. Protectors are
anatomically profiled
to complement city
collection styling.
Back compartment
(CE certified Nucleon
back protector
insert available
as accessory).
Removable hood

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

means jacket can
be worn in variety of
weather conditions.
Rear loop attachment
system to secure
hood to the jacket.
Back expansion
gusset for comfort
and maneuverability.
Snap button sleeve
cuff adjuster for
close, safe fit.
Interior chest pocket
and internal storage
compartments.
Reflective prints
details to enhance
visibility at night.
Side ventilation
with zipper offers
personalized
levels of airflow.
Rear zipper expansion
gusset for comfort
on bike or scooter.
Forearm and elbow
double layer fabric.
Interior waterproof
pocket.

TEAK
801

MILITARY GREEN
608

79

EDWARD DRYSTAR® OVERCOAT

xx

xx

xx

xx

80

Three-layer main
material construction
consisting of a waterresistant and quickdrying PU-coated
outer shell, 100 per
cent waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
membrane and poly
lining; all seams
are tape-sealed
for guaranteed
weather-proofing.
Removable, thermal
full jacket liner (170g
body; 85g sleeves)
means overcoat can
be worn in a variety of
weather conditions.
Removable CE
certified shoulder
and elbow protectors
for class-leading
safety. Protectors are
anatomically profiled
to complement city
collection styling.
Chest and back
compartments
allow for upgrade of
Nucleon protectors

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

MARSHALL DRYSTAR® JACKET

URBAN COMMUTING

URBAN COMMUTING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 325 0016

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 8318

and a range of
other Alpinestars’
protector inserts.
Reflective details
on hood and back
improves rider’s
night-time visibility.
Zippered gussets
on waist allow
jacket to worn
comfortable while in
the riding position.
Removable storm
hood detaches via
zipper on the collar.
Knitted cuffs offer
comfortable, snug fit.
Removable thermal
collar features
poly-satin liner for
luxurious comfort.
Convenient,
waterproof exterior
pockets on arm and
chest, plus inner
wallet pocket.
Collar and sleeve
adjustments
offer highly
customizable fit.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

Short textile jacket
constructed from
laminated polyamide
and polyester.
Strategically
positioned stretch
inserts on arm and
rear shoulder for
freedom of movement
and comfort fit.
Removable CE
certified shoulder
and elbow protectors
for class-leading
safety. Protectors are
anatomically profiled
to complement city
collection styling.
Two-layer outer
shell fabric features
a water-repellent
treatment.
Removable, thermal
full jacket liner means
jacket can be worn
in cold climates.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Snap button adjusters
on sleeve cuff and
waist for highly
personalized fit.
Hidden reflective
details for improved
rider visibility.
Side Ventilation
Waterproof zipper for
controllable levels
of internal airflow.
Removable hood
with snap button
and device to fix the
hood to the jacket.
Smart device
compartment
on left arm.
Bottom short
cord adjuster.
Interior waterproof
wallet pocket for
safe and convenient
storage.

PEAT
67

BLACK
10

DUVAL DRYSTAR® JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Multi-material main
shell construction
incorporating
water-repellent
and quickdrying
PU-coated outer shell
with Alpinestars’
waterproof and
breathable
Drystar® membrane
for excellent
performance in
wet conditions.
Removable, thermal
full body liner
means jacket can be
worn in a variety of
weather conditions.
Removable CE
certified shoulder and
elbow protectors for
class-leading safety.
Protectors are
anatomically profiled
to complement
urban styling.
Chest and back
compartments
allow for upgrade of

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

LUC AIR JACKET

URBAN COMMUTING

URBAN COMMUTING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 320 8117

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 8815

Nucleon protectors
and a range of
other Alpinestars’
protector inserts.
External front
pockets on chest and
sleeve, plus internal
waterproof document
compartment for
peace-of-mind
storage of valuables.
Long, direct
ventilation zippered
opening strategically
placed under
armpit for cooling
performance.
D-ring waist
adjustment
ensures perfect
and personalized
fitting of jacket.
Collar and sleeve
adjustments
offer highly
customizable fit.
Reflective details for
enhanced night-time
visibility of rider.

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

Constructed from
durable advanced 480
denier poly-textile
that is double PU
coated for durability,
abrasion resistance
and water resistance.
Extensive, high
abrasion-resistant
mesh inserts
strategically
positioned for
optimized cooling.
Lightweight, CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors
grant the jacket a
sleek fit yet provide
class leading
impact protection.
Chest and back pad
compartments with
PE foam padding
(CE certified

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Nucleon chest back
protector available
as accessory).
External zippered
pockets plus
internal waterproof
pocket for safe and
convenient storage.
Pre-curved sleeve
construction for
reduced fatigue
and enhanced
riding comfort.
Snap-button waist
and collar adjusters.
Integrated soft textile
lining on collar for
additional comfort.
Elongated rear
profile covers lumbar
area and offers
coverage in upright
riding position.

MOOD INDIGO
7014

BLACK
10

BLACK LIGHT GRAY
1092

81

T-GP PRO JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Multifabric shell
construction.
Removable CEcertified Bio-Air
shoulders and
elbow protectors.
Dynamic Friction
Shield (DFS) external
dual density TPU
shoulder sliders.
Front inner WP
pockets.
Snap button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
2 zippered chest
air intake vents.
2 zippered hand
pocket.
Hook and loop
cuff adjuster.
Hook and loop
waist adjuster.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

T-GP PLUS R v2 JACKET

SPORT RIDING

SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 5016

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 0517

Reflective insert
details.
Accordion stretch
inserts on elbows
and shoulder.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE comfort
padding (Alpinestars
CE Nucleon back
protector insert chest
guard available as
accessory upgrade).
Microfiber comfort
edge on collar
and cuffs.
3D textured fabric
comfort collar
construction.
Embroidery logos.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE RED
123
xx

xx

Constructed from a
highly durable and
abrasion resistant
450/600 Denier
polyester fabric.
Extended mesh
panels on the
torso and arms.
Full mesh lining
boosts garment’s
all-round airflow
capabilities and
breathability.
Lightweight CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with foam padding
(Nucleon protector
available as
accessory).
Snap button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
New shoulder
protection features
over-molded
advanced TPU
guard layered under
the outer fabric.
Sport fit with Pre

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

curved sleeve
construction for
reduced fatigue
and enhanced
riding comfort.
Strategically
positioned polyfabric stretch insert
on shoulders for
excellent flex fit.
3D mesh collar
construction for
improved comfort
and breathability.
Hook and loop
and D-Ring waist
adjustments.
Hook and loop wrist
cuff closures.
Convenient
waterproof
internal pocket.
External, largeopening front
hand pockets.
Multiple internal
compartment
pockets feature hook
and loop closures for
additional security.
Reflective details
for improved
rider visibility.

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK ANTHRACITE
104

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

BLACK WHITE
12

83
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T-GP R AIR TEXTILE JACKET

VIPER JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

84

A superb street-styled
summer riding jacket
featuring extensive
mesh panels for
unsurpassed airflow
and internal climate
control plus a
removable windproof
inner vest lining.
A street-styled
summer riding jacket
featuring extensive
mesh panels for
unsurpassed airflow
and internal climate
control plus a
removable windproof
inner vest lining.
Constructed from
hard-wearing
poly-fabric, PUreinforced outer
shell, which has been
specially designed
to accommodate
larger volume mass
in the event of airbag
deployment.
Tech-Air™ features
integrated sensors
securely and subtly
on the upper zip:
electronic airbag
system ‘arms’
automatically when
jacket is closed,
offering peaceof-mind security
and safety.
Intelligent LED
panel on left sleeve
indicates if airbag

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

SPORT RIDING

SPORT RIDING

SIZE: M-L-XL / CODE: 330 2815

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 5615

system is functioning
correctly.
Internal conduits
allow for quick
and convenient
attachment of
airbag system.
Extensive mesh
paneling on front and
rear for unsurpassed
airflow performance;
ideal for warmweather riding.
Fixed interior
mesh liner adds
to the cooling
performance and
incorporates hook
and loop ®closing
wallet pocket.
Removable CEcertified shoulder
and elbow protection
for superb impact
protection.
Chest protector
compartments with
PE comfort padding
(CE certified Bio
Armor chest protector
insert available
as accessory).
Elongated rear profile,
plus hook and loop
and D-ring waist
adjustment for added
riding comfort and
customization.
Pre-curved sleeves
for increased comfort
in riding position.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

Durable 450 Denier
polyester fabric
and incorporating
strategically
positioned
mesh panels.
Removable CE
certified shoulders
and elbow protectors.
External Alpinestars
PU shoulder
protection offer
additional abrasion
resistance in key
impact area.
Pre-curved sleeve
construction.
Large accordion
stretch panels help
rider movement and
comfort on the bike.
Removable
windproof liner.
Fixed mesh lining.
Inner waterproof

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

pocket.
ring waist adjustment
for precision fitting.
Two external
zippered pockets.
Reflective inserts for
added rider visibility.
Volume adjustment
system on sleeves.
Chest pad
compartments
with PE padding.
Back protector
compartment with
Pe padding.
Neoprene comfort
edge around collar
and cuffs prevents
skin chafing.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.

BLACK WHITE
12

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

T-JAWS v2 AIR JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

Constructed from a
highly durable and
abrasion resistant
450/600 denier
poly-fabric.
Incorporates
windbreaker liner.
Extended mesh
panels on the torso,
upper chest, arms
and rear back.
Full mesh lining.
Lightweight CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.
Chest and back pad
compartments with
padding (Nucleon
protectors available
as accessory).
Snap button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
Sport fit.
Strategically
positioned accordion
poly-fabric stretch
insert on rear
shoulders and elbow

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

T- GP PLUS R v2 AIR JACKET

SPORT RIDING

SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 1517

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 0617

for excellent flex fit.
Comfort collar and
wrist cuff edging.
Hook and loop
and D-ring waist
adjustments.
Hook and loop
and zipped wrist
cuff closures.
Lower rear profile
design offers
lumbar coverage.
Convenient
waterproof
internal pocket.
External, largeopening front
hand pockets.
Multiple internal
compartment
pockets.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.
Reflective details
for improved
rider visibility.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE
12
xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK
10
xx

xx

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

Constructed from a
highly durable and
abrasion resistant
450/600 Denier
polyester fabric.
Extended mesh
panels on the
torso and arms.
Full mesh lining
boosts garment’s
all-round airflow
capabilities and
breathability.
Lightweight CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with foam padding
(Nucleon protector
available as
accessory).
Snap button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
New shoulder
protection features
over-molded
advanced TPU
guard layered under
the outer fabric.
Sport fit with Pre

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

curved sleeve
construction for
reduced fatigue
and enhanced
riding comfort.
Strategically
positioned polyfabric stretch insert
on shoulders for
excellent flex fit.
3D mesh collar
construction for
improved comfort
and breathability.
Hook and loop
and D-Ring waist
adjustments.
Hook and loop wrist
cuff closures.
Convenient
waterproof
internal pocket.
External, largeopening front
hand pockets.
Multiple internal
compartment
pockets feature hook
and loop closures for
additional security.
Reflective details
for improved
rider visibility.

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

BLACK ANTHRACITE
104

BLACK WHITE
12

85

VIPER AIR TEXTILE JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Durable 600 Denier
poly-fabric and
incorporating
strategically
positioned mesh
panels.
Windproof vest
lining for high levels
of comfort and
weather protection.
Removable and
adjustable CE
certified Bio
Armor protectors
in the elbows and
shoulders.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE comfort
padding (Alpinestars
CE Nucleon back
protector insert chest
guard available as
accessory upgrade).
Pre-curved sleeves
and elbow accordion
for increased comfort

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

xx

AST AIR TEXTILE JACKET

SPORT RIDING

SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 2716

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 330 4016

in riding position.
Microfiber comfort
edge on collar
and cuffs.
Hook and loop cuff
and D-Ring waist
adjustment for
improved riding fit.
2 zippered air
intakes on sleeves.
Elongated rear profile.
Zippered external
hand pockets,
plus internal
waterproof pocket.
Embroidered logos.
Reflective details
on sleeves and
back to improve
nighttime visibility.
Internal waist
connection zipper
allows attachment
to selected
Alpinestars leather
and textile pants.

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

BLACK WHITE
12

BLACK WHITE RED
123
xx

86

Constructed from
hard-wearing 600
denier poly-fabric
and incorporating
extensive mesh
panels strategically
placed on the front,
back and arms for
optimum airflow
performance.
Removable
and adjustable
CE-certified Bio
Armor protectors
in the elbows and
shoulders are
lightweight, sleek and
promote exceptional
resistance against
impacts.
Chest and back
pad compartments
with PE comfort
padding (Alpinestars
CE-certified Nucleon
back and chest
protectors available
as accessory
upgrade).
Full mesh liner is
highly breathable and
incorporates hook
and loop closing
internal pockets
and wallet pocket.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Sleeves feature precurved construction
for increased comfort
performance in
riding position.
Volume adjustment
system on sleeves
incorporates three
hook and loop
adjustments for
highly personalized
fit and to help
maintain positioning
of elbow protector.
Elongated rear
profile and hook and
loop D-ring waist
adjustment for added
riding comfort and
customization.
External hand
pockets are zipped
for a safe and
secure closure.
Reflective details on
chest and arms for
added rider visibility.
Textile comfort edge
on collar and cuffs
for comfort and
moisture-wicking.
YKK® auto locking
zippers for durability
and safety.

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
155

BLACK
10

A-10 AIR-FLO PANTS

xx

xx

xx
xx

1200D and 600D
Polyester Fabric
construction with
abrasion resistant
Air-Flo mesh for
maximum cooling.
Removable CE
approved GP knee
and tibia protectors.
Embroidered logos.
Pre-curved
construction for
riding comfort.

xx

xx

xx

RAMJET AIR PANTS

SPORT RIDING

SPORT RIDING

SIZE: 44-60 / CODE: 332 608

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 332 4517

Waist zipper
connection allows
attachment to
selected Alpinestars
leather and
textile jackets.
Multiple main seam
construction for
maximum tear
resistance.
Removable knee
slider covers.

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

xx

Multi-panel
construction
featuring 450/600
denier panels
with strategically
positioned abrasion
resistant AirFlow mesh.
Outer shell reinforced
with PU coating
for improved
Accordion textile
stretch inserts on
back and knees.
Removable hip foam
padding with hook
and loop attachment
for secure, safe fit.
Zippered and hook
and loop gusseted
lower hem.
Full mesh lining and
3D mesh on interior
waist for comfort
and breathability.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

External zippered
pockets on thighs
for safe, peace-ofmind storage.
Jet Ventilation
System (JVS).
Reflective details
for improved
rider visibility.
Pre-curved shaping
for natural riding
position.
D-ring adjustable
waist for a secure
and personalized fit.
Removable, CE
approved knee and
tibia protectors for
class-leading safety.
Waist zipper allows
connection to
Alpinestars leather
and textile jackets.

BLACK RED WHITE
132

BLACK
10

87

MILES DENIM PANTS
ROAD RIDING
SIZE: 28-40 US / CODE: 332 8917
xx

xx

xx

88

Regular fit denim
for a fashionable,
long-lasting fit.
Interior aramidic
fiber reinforcement
in seat, hip and knee
areas for abrasion
and tear resistance in
impact critical areas.
Internal knee
compartment
allows adjustment
of its CE certified
knee protection.

xx

xx

xx

xx

CE certified Nucleon
KR-H Hip protectors
for class-leading
protection included.
Reflective details
on leg bottom
for improved
rider visibility.
Customized details
on metal YKK zip,
buttons and rivets.
Leather belt patch
and coin pocket.

DARK RINSE
7009

COPPER OUT DENIM PANTS

CRANK DENIM PANTS

xx

xx

xx

Tapered fit 13OZ
comfort denim for
excellent abrasion
resistance and
tear resistance.
Interior aramidic
fiber reinforcement
panels in the seat
and knee area.
Removable hip
protectors with hook
and loop attachment.

xx

xx

xx

xx

ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING

SIZE: 28-40 US / CODE: 332 8616

SIZE: 28-40 US / CODE: 332 8517

CE certified knee
removable protectors.
Internal knee
compartment
allows adjustments
of protection to fit
various leg lengths.
Customized details
on metal buttons
and rivets.
Leather patch.

xx

xx

DARK RINSE
7009

GREASER DIRTY
7012

xx

Regular/straight fit
13oz comfort denim
for fashionable,
long-lasting fit.
Internal CE certified
removable knee
protectors are
accessible from
outside of the
pant, making them
convenient to remove
and replace.
Interior aramidic fiber
reinforcement panels
in the seat and knee
area for excellent
abrasion resistance.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Removable hip
protectors with hook
and loop attachment
for secure, safe fit.
Internal knee
compartment
allows adjustments
of protection to fit
various leg lengths.
Technical, pre-shaped
leg construction to
optimized riding fit.
Customized details
on metal buttons
and rivets.
Leather belt patch
and coin pocket.

BLACK WAXED
1080

ROUGH BLUE
7006

DARK RINSE
7009

89

DEEP SOUTH DENIM CARGO

xx

xx

xx

xx

Heavy, stretch
cotton cargo-fit
pant for optimized
levels of comfort
and durability.
Internal knee
compartment
allows adjustment
of its CE certified
knee protection.
Cargo-style pockets
with concealed
buttons.
Interior aramidic fiber
reinforcement panels
in the seat and knee
area for excellent
abrasion resistance.

xx

xx

xx

xx

ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING

SIZE: 28-40 US / CODE: 332 8817

SIZE: 28-40 US / CODE: 332 8516

Removable hip foam
with hook and loop
attachment for
secure, safe fit.
Internal knee
compartment
allows adjustments
of protection to fit
various leg lengths.
Customized details
on metal buttons
and rivets.
Woven label branded
patch on back
seat and under
the front pocket.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

DARK SAND
899

90

COPPER DENIM PANTS

MILITARY GREEN
608

Regular straight
fit 13OZ comfort
denim for excellent
abrasion resistance
and tear resistance.
Interior aramidic
fiber reinforcement
panels in the seat
and knee area.
Removable hip
protectors with hook
and loop attachment.

xx

xx

xx

xx

CE certified knee
removable protectors.
Internal knee
compartment
allows adjustments
of protection to fit
various leg lengths.
Customized details
on metal buttons
and rivets.
Leather patch.

BLACK
10

DARK RINSE
7009

DUPLE DENIM PANTS WITH KEVLAR ®

xx

xx

xx

xx

Regular comfort
denim for fashionable,
long-lasting fit.
Internal knee
compartment
allows adjustment
of its CE certified
knee protection.
Built with Dupont™
Kevlar® fiber
reinforcement panels
in the seat and knee
area for excellent
abrasion resistance.
Removable hip foam

xx

xx

xx

DOUBLE BASS DENIM PANTS WITH KEVLAR ®

ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING

SIZE: 28-40 US / CODE: 332 8717

SIZE: 28-40 US / CODE: 332 8417

with hook and loop
attachment for
secure, safe fit.
Internal knee
compartment
allows adjustments
of protection to fit
various leg lengths.
Customized details
on metal buttons
and rivets.
Leather belt patch
and coin pocket.

xx

xx

xx

DARK RINSE
7009

ROUGH BLUE
7006

Regular/straight
comfort denim
for fashionable,
long-lasting fit.
Internal knee
compartment
allows adjustment
of its CE certified
knee protection.
Built with Dupont™
Kevlar® fiber
reinforcement panels
in the seat and knee
area for excellent
abrasion resistance.

xx

xx

xx

xx

Removable hip foam
with hook and loop
attachment for
secure, safe fit.
Internal knee
compartment
allows adjustments
of protection to fit
various leg lengths.
Customized details
on metal buttons
and rivets.
Leather belt patch
and coin pocket.

MEDIUM WASHED
749

GREASER BLACK
1081

91

HURRICANE RAIN JACKET
RAIN GEAR
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 320 4617
xx

HURRICANE RAIN SUIT
RAIN GEAR
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 326 4617
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

92

Constructed from
ultra-lightweight,
PU coated 100%
waterproof poly-nylon
fabric that has been
specially treated to
avoid sticking when
worn over textile or
leather garments.
(Black fluo colorway
incorporates polytextile panels for
colorfastness).
All seams are tapesealed for guaranteed
waterproofing
performance.
Light poly-mesh
lining improved
internal air circulation
and comfort.
Ergonomic twin
slider main zip runs
from thigh to chest
and allows for easy
in and out of suit.
Reflective details

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

improves visibility
of rider in poor
weather conditions.
Hook and loop
adjustments on the
arms ensures close fit
over outer garment.
Elasticated collar,
cuff and lower leg
hem help form
hermetic seal to
avoid wind and
water penetration.
Waterproof
compartment on
inside chest for easy
access and peaceof-mind storage.
Zippered lower leg
gusset means pant
can closely fit around
all riding boots.
Comes with
convenient storage/
transport bag to
easily fit inside
luggage.

xx

xx

xx

YELLOW FLUO BLACK
551

BLACK
10

Constructed from
ultra-lightweight
PU coated 100%
waterproof poly-nylon
fabric that has been
specially treated to
avoid sticking when
worn over textile or
leather garments.
(Black fluo colorway
incorporates polytextile panels for
colorfastness).
All seams are tapesealed for guaranteed
waterproofing
performance.
Light poly-mesh
lining improved
internal air circulation
and comfort.
Reflective details
improves visibility

xx

xx

xx

xx

of rider in poor
weather conditions.
Comes with
convenient storage/
transport bag to
easily fit inside
luggage.
Hook and loop
adjustments on the
arms and waist and
shock chord adjuster
ensure close fit over
outer garment.
Elasticated collar
and cuff help form
hermetic seal to
avoid wind and
water penetration.
Waterproof
compartment on
inside chest for easy
access and peaceof-mind storage.

BLACK
10

YELLOW FLUO BLACK
551

HURRICANE RAIN PANTS

xx

xx

xx

Constructed from
ultra-lightweight
PU coated 100%
waterproof poly-nylon
fabric that has been
specially treated to
avoid sticking when
worn over textile or
leather garments.
(Black fluo colorway
incorporates polytextile panels for
colorfastness).
All seams are tapesealed for guaranteed
waterproofing
performance.
Light poly-mesh
lining improved
internal air circulation

xx

xx

xx

xx

FLARE HI VISIBILITY VEST

RAIN GEAR

TOURING / SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 322 4617

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 650 9014

and comfort.
Reflective details
improves visibility
of rider in poor
weather conditions.
Comes with
convenient storage/
transport bag to
easily fit inside
luggage.
Elasticated waist
and lower hem help
form hermetic seal
to avoid wind and
water penetration
Zippered lower leg
gusset means pant
can closely fit around
all riding boots.

xx

xx

xx

YELLOW FLUO BLACK
551

Large reflective
Alpinestars logos.
Stretch side panels to
fit over both summer
and winter jackets.
YKK front zipper.
Zippered pocket.

xx

xx

Vest can be
packed into pocket
for storage.
Breathable outer
material and
mesh lining for 4
season comfort.

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
155

BLACK
10

93

94

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Revolutionary
development
step for Moto GP
proved glove.
Constructed from
supple and strong
full-grain kangaroo
and cow leather for
superior performance.
Pre-shaped leather
on finger and thumb
for superior feel.
Localized perforations
on backhand and
fourchettes keep
the hands cool.
Ergonomic –
engineered aramidic
reinforcements on
the palm and outer
hand landing zones
provide maximum
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Ergonomic stretch
insert on palm.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Alpinestars Dynamic
Friction Shiled (DFS)
knuckle protection
system features
dual density mould
construction for
superior resistance
to repeated impacts.
Molded knuckle
protection air
intakes and exhaust

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

SUPERTECH GLOVE

GP TECH GLOVE

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 355 6017

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 355 6613

ports for improved
hand ventilation.
Injected TPU finger
slider for superior
impact and abrasion
resistance.
Ergonomically
shaped TPU injected
adjustable cuff
panel for superior
impact and abrasion
resistance with high
grip hook and loop
closure for security.
Stretch leather
accordion insert
on extended thumb
zone and fingers
for superior fit
and flexibility.
Lateral leather
accordion insert
gives greater range
of movement to
backhand area.
Internal top surface
hand and thumb
lining made with
aramidic fiber.
Internal little
finger lining made
with Dupont™
Kevlar® fiber.
Alpinestars patented
third and fourth finger
bridge prevents finger
roll separation in the
event of a slide.
Printed logos.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE
12

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK YELLOW FLUO RED
1536
xx

xx

Revolutionary
development step
for Moto GPproved glove.
Strong and supple
kangaroo and cow
leather for superior
feel and performance.
Palm, thumb and
finger sidewalls
reinforced with
kangaroo leather.
Lower palm
incorporates
strategically
positioned compound
TPU sliders mounted
on foam-backed
leather panel.
Alpinestars Dynamic
Friction Shield
(DFS) knuckle
protector features
dual density mould
construction for
superior resistance
to repeated impacts.
Ergonomically shaped
TPU injected wrist
cuff protects wrist
bone from impact.
Alpinestars patented

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

third and fourth
finger bridge.
Leather accordion
insert on extended
thumb zone and
fingers for superior fit
and flexibility. Lateral
leather accordion
insert gives greater
range of movement
to back hand area.
Vented back
hand TPR for
climate control.
Internal back hand,
wrist and thumb
lining made with
aramidic fiber.
Compound TPU
sliders on fingers
are mounted on
foam-backed
leather panels.
Perforated leather
top panel and wrist
with ventilated
finger sidewalls.
External finger
to palm seams
for a close fit and
superior feel.

BLACK
10

WHITE RED BLACK
231

BLACK RED YELLOW FLUO
136

BLACK RED FLUO WHITE
1321

95

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Constructed
from supple and
durable full-grain
cow and goat
leather associated
with kangaroo
leather on palm.
Localized
perforations on
palm and backhand,
Ventilated fourchettes
keep the hands cool.
Ergonomic –
engineered leather
reinforcements on
the palm and outer
hand landing zones
provide maximum
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Ergonomic stretch
insert on palm.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Alpinestars Dynamic
Friction Shiled (DFS)
knuckle protection
system features
dual density mould
construction for
superior resistance
to repeated impacts.
Molded knuckle
protection air
intakes and exhaust
ports for improved
hand ventilation.

GP PRO R2 LEATHER GLOVE

GP PLUS R LEATHER GLOVE

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 355 6717

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 355 6517

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Injected TPU palm
and finger slider for
superior impact and
abrasion resistance.
TPU injected
adjustable cuff
panel for superior
impact and abrasion
resistance with high
grip hook and loop
closure for security.
Hook and loop
wrist adjustable
closure strap.
Internal top surface
hand and thumb
lining made with
aramidic fiber.
Internal little finger
lining made with
aramidic fiber.
Alpinestars patented
third and fourth finger
bridge prevents finger
roll separation in the
event of a slide.
Vented TPR on
backhand zone.
Palm pad panel
combined into palm /
thumb reinforcement.
External finger
and palm seams
for a close fit and
superior feel.
Printed logos.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE RED YELLOW FLUO
1240

BLACK WHITE
12

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE YELLOWFLUO
125

96

BLACK WHITE RED
123

Constructed from
supple and durable
full-grain cow and
goat leather.
Localized
perforations on
palm and backhand,
Ventilated fourchettes
keep the hands cool.
Ergonomic –
engineered leather
reinforcements on
the palm and outer
hand landing zones
provide maximum
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Ergonomic stretch
insert on palm.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Alpinestars Dynamic
Friction Shiled (DFS)
knuckle protection
system features
dual density mould
construction for
superior resistance
to repeated impacts.
Molded knuckle
protection air
intakes and exhaust
ports for improved
hand ventilation.
Injected TPU palm
and finger slider for
superior impact and
abrasion resistance.

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Protective double
cuff closure with TPR
logo wraps around
wrist and raises
the entire profile of
the glove to protect
wrist bone from
impact in a crash.
Hook and loop
wrist adjustable
closure strap.
External fourth.
Stretch leather
accordions on
fingers and thumb
for superior fit
and flexibility.
Internal top surface
hand and thumb
lining made with
Aramidic fiber.
Internal little finger
lining made with
Aramidic fiber.
Alpinestars patented
third and fourth finger
bridge prevents finger
roll separation in the
event of a slide.
Palm pad panel
combined into palm/
thumb/little finger
reinforcement.
External finger
and palm seams
for a close fit and
superior feel.
Printed logos.

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

BLACK WHITE
12

BLACK WHITE RED YELLOW FLUO
1240

WHITE BLACK RED FLUO
233

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Fully constructed
from supple and
durable fullgrain leather.
Strong and supple
goat leather used for
the palm and finger
construction for
superior durability.
Ergonomically
profiled carbon fiber
knuckle provides
exceptional impact
and abrasion
protection.
Patented 3rd/4th
finger bridge prevents
excessive finger
roll and separation
during impacts.
Palm and outer
edge of hand
reinforced with
suede and leather.
Innovative palm
rubber patches
extremely durable
at abrasion.
Injected TPU palm
and finger sliders for
superior impact and
abrasion resistance.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

SP-1 LEATHER GLOVE

SP-2 LEATHER GLOVE

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 355 8115

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 355 8214

Touch screen
compatible fingertip
on index finger
for use of touch
screen devices.
Accordion flex
inserts on fingers
and outer thumb.
Vented back
hand TPR for
climate control.
Strategically
positioned ventilation
perforations on
finger sidewalls.
Leather
reinforcements cover
finger and sidewalls
for durability.
Thumb, fingers, top
of hand and wrist
are reinforced with
4mm perforated
foam padding.
Gauntlet-style cuff
includes TPR Astars
logo and secure,
adjustable dual hook
and loop closure.
Pre-curved finger
design reduces
fatigue.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK
10
xx

xx

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

xx

Fully constructed
from supple and
durable fullgrain leather.
Strong and supple
goat leather used for
the palm and finger
construction for
superior durability.
Leather used for
the knuckle and
finger fourchettes
for enhanced
comfort and feel.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements on
the palm and outer
hand landing zones
provide maximum
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
TPR protectors
backed with E.V.A.
foam located on the
palm landing zone.
Ergonomically
profiled carbon fiber
knuckle provides
exceptional impact

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

and abrasion
protection.
Cuff, thumb, fingers
and the top of the
hand and wrist are
padded with energy
absorbing E.V.A.
foam for additional
protection.
Patented 3rd/4th
finger bridge prevents
excessive finger
roll and separation
during impacts.
Perforated cuff,
leather top panel
and ventilated
finger sidewalls
help keep the hands
cool when riding.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Wide hook and loop
wrist closure for
easy glove entry and
secure closure.

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

BLACK WHITE
12

97

SP AIR LEATHER GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

98

Constructed from
supple and durable
full-grain leather
with strategically
placed 3D mesh
inserts providing an
optimized airflow.
Localized perforations
on palm and
backhand, Ventilated
fourchettes, TPR air
intakes on fingers and
knuckle protectors
help keep the hands
cool when riding.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements on
the palm and outer
hand landing zones
provide maximum
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Ergonomic stretch
insert on palm.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Injected TPU palm
slider for superior
impact and abrasion
resistance.
Race proven injected

SP-8 v2 LEATHER GLOVE

PERFORMANCE RIDING

PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL (S-4XL BLACK) / CODE: 355 8016

SIZE: S-3XL (S-4XL BLACK DARK GRAY ) / CODE: 355 8317

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

TPU knuckle
protection system
to absorb and
dissipate impact.
Palm, fingers and
backhand padded
with energy absorbing
E.V.A foam for
additional protection.
Hook and loop
Wrist adjuster and
wide hook and loop
strap on the cuff
provide a secure and
adjusted closure.
Stretch accordions
and lycra gusset
on fingers and
thumb for superior
fit and flexibility.
Touchscreen
compatible index
fingertip and thumb
allow the use of
smartphone and
GPS systems.
Printed logos.
Alpinestars patented
third and fourth finger
bridge prevents finger
roll separation in the
event of a slide.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE
12
xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

Premium, full-grain
leather construction
is durable and offers
excellent abrasion
resistance.
An innovative
new microfiber
and PU grip insert
strategically position
on palm and thumb.
Alpinestars’ exclusive
ergonomic stretch
insert between
palm and thumb.
Incorporates
new premium
quality suede
palm and landing
reinforcement.
Alpinestars’ patented
third and fourth
finger bridge.
Advanced overmolded polymer
knuckle protector.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

EVA foam padding
reinforcements
on thumb, wrist,
back of hand,
finger and palm.
Perforated leather
cuff, plus perforated
finger sidewalls for
superb breathability.
Hook and loop
cuff closure, plus
elasticized wrist
design for secure,
personalized fit.
Pre-shaped,
anatomical
finger design and
external seams.
Printed and
embroidered logos
on wrist and fingers,
plus heat stamped
logo on knuckle.
Touchscreen
compatible fingertip
on index finger.

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

BLACK WHITE
12

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK DARK GRAY
111

GP AIR LEATHER GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Full-grain goat
leather and air mesh
main construction
combines durability
and abrasion
resistance with
high breathability.
Synthetic suede
reinforced palm for
improved grip and
abrasion resistance.
Outer edge of hand
and pinky finger
reinforced with
synthetic suede.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
on index finger and
thumb for use of
touch screen devices.
Ergonomically
profiled carbon fiber
knuckle provides

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

CELER LEATHER GLOVE

ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 7914

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 7014

exceptional impact
and abrasion
protection.
Carbon fiber
protectors located on
the top of the fingers.
TPR protectors
backed with E.V.A.
foam located on the
palm landing zone.
E.V.A. foam padding
on wrist and fingers.
Finger bridge
prevents excessive
finger roll and
separation during
impacts.
Silicone printing
on fingertips for
increased grip.
Hook and loop wrist
closure with TPR flap.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE
12
xx

xx

BLACK WHITE RED
123

Fully constructed
from supple and
durable fullgrain leather.
Leather palm
construction
features a reinforced
landing zone for
enhanced safety.
Alpinestars race
proven PU knuckle
protection system for
superior impact and
abrasion resistance.
Perforated leather
fingers, finger
gussets and palm for
maximum cooling
performance.
Accordion flex panels

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

on fingers and
thumb promote great
flexibility when riding.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
on index finger
for use of touch
screen devices.
Extended cuff profile
with TPR helps
protects the wrist.
Finger bridge
prevents finger roll
and separation
during impacts.
Pre-curved finger
construction to
reduce riding fatigue.
Hook and loop wrist
closure with TPR flap.

BLACK
10

WHITE BLACK RED
213

BLACK ANTHRACITE
104

99

100

SP X AIR CARBON GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Constructed from
supple and durable
full-grain leather with
strategically placed
perforated leather
inserts providing an
optimized airflow.
Engineered microfiber
reinforcements on
the palm provides
maximum grip.
Leather reinforced
outer hand with
paddings on landing
zones provide
maximum abrasion
resistance.
Ergonomic stretch
insert on palm.
Injected TPU palm
slider for superior
impact and abrasion
resistance.
Carbon knuckle
protection system
with overinjected
TPU to absorb and

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

SP-5 LEATHER GLOVE

PERFORMANCE RIDING

PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 7316

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 355 8517

dissipate impact.
Palm, fingers and
backhand padded
with energy absorbing
E.V.A foam for
additional protection.
TPR puller with
Hook and loop wrist
on cuff provide a
secure closure.
Stretch accordions
and lycra gusset
on fingers and
thumb for superior
fit and flexibility.
Touchscreen
compatible index
finger tip.
Printed logos.
Alpinestars patented
third and fourth finger
bridge prevents finger
roll separation in the
event of a slide.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE
12

xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
155

xx

Top hand built with
high performance
synthetic leather
associated
with perforated
goat leather.
An innovative
new microfiber
and PU grip insert
strategically position
on palm and thumb.
Premium, full-grain
leather palm
construction is
durable and offers
excellent abrasion
resistance.
Ergonomically
profiled synthetic
suede reinforcements
on pinky sidewall.
Alpinestars’ patented
third and fourth
finger bridge.
Excellent impact

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

performance offered
by an advanced
over-molded polymer
knuckle protector.
Alpinestars’ exclusive
ergonomic stretch
insert between
palm and thumb.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue while
offering excellent
BLACK YELLOW FLUO WHITE RED
comfort and fit.
FLUO 1503
Palm, fingers padded
with energy absorbing
EVA foam for
additional protection
Hook and loop
wrist adjuster and
wide hook and loop
strap on the cuff.
Touchscreen
compatible index
fingertip and thumb.
BLACK YELLOW FLUO WHITE
158

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE RED
123

101

HIGHLANDS GLOVE

MUSTANG LEATHER GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Perforated goatskin
leather upper main
construction.
Goat skin leather
palm construction
with synthetic suede
reinforcements.
Over-molded PU
knuckle protection
with synthetic
PU covering.
4mm E.V.A. foam
padding on top and
side of glove, top of
fingers and thumb.
Pre-curved finger
construction to
reduce riding fatigue.
Goat skin accordion
panels on all fingers
and thumb for

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

ROAD RIDING

PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 610

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 6617

greater flex and
maximum control.
Multipanel palm
construction for
more precise fit.
D-ring and strap wrist
closure with non
aggressive microhook and loop with
stretch Lycra gusset
insert to extend
opening width.
Synthetic PU
panels over the
top of the glove.
TPR Astar logo on
the top of the glove.
Heat stamped Astar
logo on the palm.
Internal mesh liner
for riding comfort.

xx

xx

xx

STEALTH BLACK
1000
xx

xx

xx

102

Constructed from
durable goat leather
associated with 3D
mesh top hand.
An innovative new
microfiber and PU grip
insert strategically
positioned on
palm and thumb.
Alpinestars’ exclusive
ergonomic stretch
insert between
palm and thumb.
Premium, full-grain
leather palm
construction is
durable and offers
excellent abrasion
resistance.
Arshield
reinforcements,
consisting of high
abrasion-resistant
aramidic fiber
and polyamide.
Pre-curved finger

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

construction reduces
rider fatigue while
offering excellent
comfort and fit.
Excellent impact
performance offered
by an advanced
over-molded polymer
knuckle protector.
Palm, thumb padded
with energy absorbing
EVA foam for
additional protection
TPR fingers and
backhand sliders for
superior impact and
abrasion resistance.
Wrist flap with
hook and loop on
cuff provides a
secure closure
Touchscreen
compatible index
fingertip and thumb.

BLACK TOBACCO BROWN RED
1813

BLACK
10

BOOSTER GLOVE

SMX-2 AIR CARBON v2 LEATHER GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Newly designed
and durable,
multi-panel main
shell incorporating
full-grain leather
and 3D mesh.
An innovative new
microfiber and PU grip
insert strategically
positioned on
palm and thumb.
Alpinestars’ exclusive
ergonomic stretch
insert between
palm and thumb.
Incorporates
new premium
quality suede
palm and landing
reinforcement.
Ergonomically
shaped Alpinestars’
innovative carbon
knuckle guard. Guard
is reinforced on the
interior side with

PERFORMANCE RIDING

ROAD RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL (S-4XL BLACK) / CODE: 356 7717

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 6917

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

thick EVA foam.
Finger tops
and back hand
incorporates poly
mesh, TPR inserts.
Impact absorbing
EVA foam panels
on thumb.
3D mesh finger and
thumb surfaces for
cooling performance.
Pre-curved finger
construction to
reduce riding fatigue.
Neoprene wrist cuff
plus hook and loop
and TPR closure.
Touchscreen
compatible index
fingertip and thumb.
Stretch finger
sidewalls for
improved flexibility
and comfort.

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE
12

xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

BLACK RED WHITE
132

xx

Constructed from
durable goat leather
associated with
high abrasion
resistant stretch
polyester fabric.
An innovative
new microfiber
and PU grip insert
strategically position
on palm and thumb.
Alpinestars’ exclusive
ergonomic stretch
insert between
palm and thumb.
Premium, full-grain
leather palm
construction is
durable and offers
excellent abrasion
resistance.
Accordion stretch
inserts on fingers
and back hand for
all-round movement
and comfort.
Alpinestars’ patented

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

third and fourth
finger bridge.
Molded hard-knuckle
protector provides
impact and abrasion
protection. Guard
is reinforced on the
interior side with
thick EVA foam.
Palm, thumb and
fingers padded with
energy absorbing
EVA foam.
Wrist flap with
hook and loop on
cuff provides a
secure closure.
Pinky side wall suede
reinforcement for
abrasion resistance.
Touchscreen
compatible index
fingertip and thumb.
Pre-curved finger
construction.

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

BLACK RED
13

BLACK ANTHRACITE
104

BLACK RED FLUO WHITE YELLOW
FLUO 1325

103

MASAI GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

104

Multi-panel main
shell construction
incorporating leather,
synthetic suede and
3D mesh for durability,
abrasion resistance
and ventilation.
Leather palm
reinforcements for
superior abrasion
resistance.
Ergonomic TPU slider
on palm is backed
with E.V.A. foam for
impact performance.
Sculptured, 3D TPR
knuckle, wrist and
fingertip panels
provide impact and
abrasion protection.
Knuckle protectors
are backed with
foam for additional
protection.
Clarino® panel wraps
around the thumb to
provide extra layer

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

SCHEME GLOVE

ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 7414

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 350 2612

of protection.
Finger sidewalls
constructed from
leather and stretch
fabric to improve
feel of the glove and
reduce weight.
Extensive thumb flex
gusset enhances
flexibility and
riding comfort.
Reinforced landing
zone incorporates
foam padding
for comfort.
Neoprene cuff
with hook and loop
closure and TPR for
comfort, easy entry
and secure fastening.
Touch screen
compatible index
fingertip and
thumb for use with
smartphones and
GPS systems.

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE COOL GRAY
1531

xx

xx

Stylish design
constructed
with lightweight,
breathable mesh
and durable
synthetic leather.
Reinforced with
Dupont™ Kevlar®
fiber to provide an
internal shield against
abrasion while
maintaining the light
feel of the glove
Reinforced Clarino
palm construction
for superior abrasion
resistance.
A combination of
padded foam and
Carbon Fiber knuckle

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

protectors safeguard
against impacts.
Mesh forchettes
improve the feel of
the glove and help
minimize weight.
Finger flex gussets
enhance riding
comfort.
Thumb foam padding
offers an extra
layer of comfort.
Reinforced landing
zone with built in
foam padding.
Airprene cuff with
hook and loop flap
closure enables easy
entry into the glove
and secure fastening.

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

FIGHTER AIR GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Goatskin and mesh
upper construction is
lightweight, durable
and highly breathable.
Ergonomically
profiled for superior
riding fit and comfort.
Goatskin palm with
synthetic suede
reinforcements
for enhanced
abrasion resistance
and durability.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
on index finger
for use of touch
screen devices.
E.V.A. foam knuckle

xx

xx

xx

xx

SPARTAN GLOVE

ROAD RIDING

ROAD RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 356 7514

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 357 4714

protection provides
high levels of shock
energy absorption.
TPR reinforcement
details on top of the
hand and fingers for
additional protection
from abrasion.
Reinforced
landing zone.
Split gusset on
fingers for improved
flexibility.
Wrist flap closure
with non-aggressive
micro-hook and loop
fastener affords
snug, secure fit.

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO RED
1053

xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE
12

Spandex and 3D
mesh main shell
for excellent levels
of breathability,
performance flex and
a well-ventilated fit.
Clarino® palm
reinforcements
for durability and
abrasion resistance,
plus Clarino® thumb
panel for additional
protection in key area.
Advanced hard
polymer knuckle
protection is
integrated into
glove for lightweight
feel and styling.
E.V.A. foam panels
on back of fingers
for fit and additional
shock protection.
Air mesh finger
structure improves

xx

xx

xx

xx

air flow while
stretch inserts on
finger sidewalls
aids flexibility
and movement.
Reinforced landing
zone with integrated
foam padding.
Neoprene cuff with
hook and loop closure
for easy entry and
secure fastening.
Cuff incorporates
TPR pull-tab for
additional abrasion
resistance and
ease of closure.
Pre-contoured
finger construction
reduces fatigue and
improves comfort.
Bold and aggressively
styled graphic
designs on backhand.

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO RED
1053

105

JET ROAD GORE-TEX® GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Stretch polyamide
and polyester upper
construction with
goatskin leather palm.
Gore-Tex® twinlayer and fulllength waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
80gr/sqm Primaloft
thermal insulation
on the Backhand.
60gr/sqm Primaloft
thermal insulation
with grip control
on the palm.
Thumb and palm
reinforcement for
superior grip.
Leather
reinforcements with
foam padding on the
palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Patented 3rd and
4th finger bridge
prevent finger roll
and separation
during impact.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

POLAR GORE-TEX® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 2016

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 5116

Textile covered, PU
molded hard-knuckle
protector provides
impact and abrasion
protection.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
for use with touch
screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Wide hook and loop
cuff closure for
easy glove entry and
secure closure.
Wrist fastener for
a secure fit.
Inner cuff and water
draining eyelet on
outer cuff for an
optimized water
resistance.
Reflective details
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.
Visor wiper on
the thumb.

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

Stretch polyamide
upper construction
with goatskin
leather palm.
Gore-Tex® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
100G/sqm thinsulate
thermal insulation
on the backhand.
Thumb and palm
reinforcement for
a superior grip.
Reinforcements with
foam padding on the
palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Patented 3rd and
4th finger bridge
prevent finger roll

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

and separation
during impact.
Fabric moulded hardknuckle protector
provides impact and
abrasion protection.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
on index for use of
touch screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Neoprene cuff with
hook and loop closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure.
Reflective details
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.

BLACK
10

107

WR-V GORE-TEX® GLOVE

WR-1 GORE-TEX® GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

108

Full goatskin leather
construction.
Gore-Tex® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
80gr/sqm Primaloft
thermal insulation
on the Backhand.
60gr/sqm Primaloft
thermal insulation
with grip control
on the palm.
Thumb reinforcement
for superior grip.
Reinforcements with
foam padding on the
palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Patented 3rd and
4th finger bridge
prevent finger roll
and separation
during impact.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 5016

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 4516

Ergonomic, padded
knuckle provides
impact and abrasion
protection.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
for use with touch
screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Wide hook and loop
cuff closure for
easy glove entry and
secure closure.
Wrist fastener
for a secure fit.
Reflective details
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.
Visor wiper on
the thumb.

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

450D Polyester upper
construction with
goatskin leather palm.
Gore-Tex® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
80gr/sqm Primaloft
thermal insulation
on the Backhand.
Thumb and palm
reinforcement for
superior grip.
Reinforcements with
foam padding on the
palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Patented 3rd and
4th finger bridge
prevent finger roll
and separation
during impact.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Ergonomic, padded
knuckle provides
impact and abrasion
protection.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
for use with touch
screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Wide hook and loop
cuff closure for
easy glove entry and
secure closure.
Wrist fastener
for a secure fit.
Reflective details
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.

BLACK
10

PATRON GORE-TEX® GLOVE
WITH GORE GRIP TECHNOLOGY

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Multi-panel
full premium
leather glove.
PU-coated
reinforcements on
palm and thumb
provides superior grip
on bike’s controls.
Alpinestars developed
ergonomic stretch
insert between
thumb and palm
offers flexibility
to vastly improve
hand movement.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements with
foam padding on
the palm and outer
hand landing zone
to provide abrasion
resistance on key
impact zones.
Long cuff with
hook and loop
adjustable strap
on cuff and wrist.
Silicon embossed on
cuff for better grip
to help closure.
Reflective print
to increase rider
visibility.
Touch screen

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

CELER GORE-TEX® GLOVE
WITH GORE GRIP TECHNOLOGY

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE:352 6518

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 7115

compatible
fingertips for use
with smart devices.
Waterproof
and breathable
membrane from
gore grip Technology
from Gore-Tex®.
Stretch accordion
inserts on finger and
backhand to increase
flexibility and fit.
Alpinestars patented
third and fourth
finger-bridge.
Ergonomically
profiled TPU palm
slider protection on
palm for strategic
protection.
CE certified level 1.
Convenient integrated
visor wipe for
cleaning eyewear.
Soft viscoelastic
PU foam compound
knuckle guard which
is ergonomically
profiled for
performance,
comfort and
impact absorption.
Knuckle is covered
for durability.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

Constructed with
supple and durable
full-grain leather.
Technical Gore-tex®
glove designed
to be worn under
jacket sleeves.
Featuring gore grip
technology from GoreTex®, incorporating a
Gore-Tex® membrane
for excellent
waterproofing and
breathability.
Superb dexterity,
grip and sensitivity
afforded by Gore®
grip technology from
Gore-Tex®; a sealed
triple layer for a
significantly reduced
material construction.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements on the
palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

in key impact zones.
Flexible three piece,
molded PU knuckle
protection system.
Knuckle air intakes
and exhaust ports.
E.V.A. foam padding
on fingers.
Tpr index and
middle fingers
impact protectors.
Accordion inserts
on index and middle
fingers and thumb.
Touchscreen
compatible
fingertip on index
finger for use with
Smartphones/gps.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Hook and loop wrist
closure for easy
glove entry and
secure closure.

BLACK
10

109

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

110

GT-S GORE-TEX® GLOVE
WITH GORE GRIP TECHNOLOGY

C-1 WINDSTOPPER® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ROAD RIDING / URBAN COMMUTING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 5214

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 0016

Leather palm and
back hand with textile
fourchettes and cuff.
Featuring Gore® grip
technology from GoreTex®, incorporating a
Gore-Tex® membrane
for excellent
waterproofing and
breathability.
Superb dexterity,
grip and sensitivity
afforded by Gore®
grip technology from
Gore-Tex®; a sealed
triple layer for a
significantly reduced
material construction.
Palm and side
reinforced with
synthetic suede.
PU knuckle

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

protection.
E.V.A. foam padding
on fingers, thumb
and wrist.
Reinforced wrist cuff
and landing zone.
Finger bridge
prevents finger
separation and
reduces twisting in
the event of a slide.
Stretch accordion
panels on fingers
and backhand.
Hook and loop
adjustable wrist
and cuff.
Reflective panels.
Convenient TPR
visor wipe located
on thumb.

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

Goat skin leather
used for the palm
and thumb.
Windstopper®
stretch fabric used
for upperhand.
Anthracite reflective
print for improved
over rider visibility.
Fabric molded hardknuckle protector

xx

xx

xx

provides impact and
abrasion protection.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
on index for use of
touch screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Knit cuff for comfort
and flexibility.

BLACK
10

M-56 DRYSTAR® GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Full goatskin leather
construction.
Alpinestars
Drystar® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
80gr/sqm Primaloft
thermal insulation
on the Backhand.
Thumb and palm
reinforcement for
superior grip.
Reinforcements with
foam padding on the
palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Patented 3rd and
4th finger bridge
prevent finger roll
and separation
during impact.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

VEGA DRYSTAR® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 6416

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 5714

leather covered,
pu molded hard
knuckle protectors
provides impact and
abrasion protection.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
for use with touch
screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Wide hook and loop
cuff closure for
easy glove entry and
secure closure.
Wrist fastener for
a secure fit.
Reflective details
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

Leather and
Neoprene top main
construction.
Goatskin palm
construction.
Alpinestars
Drystar® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
Thinsulate® thermal
insulation.
Palm and side
reinforced with
synthetic suede.
Leather covered PU

xx

xx

xx
xx
xx

xx

xx

knuckle protection.
4mm E.V.A. foam
padding on fingers,
thumb and wrist.
Reinforced wrist cuff
and landing zone.
High finger bridge.
Reflective panels .
Neoprene stretch
panels on finger.
Hook and loop
adjustable wrist
and cuff.
Reflective panels
on cuff.

BLACK
10

111

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

112

Stretch polyamide
material upper
construction with
goatskin leather palm.
Alpinestars
Drystar® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
100G/sqm thinsulate
thermal insulation
on the backhand.
Thumb and palm
reinforcement for
a superior grip.
Synthetic leather
reinforcements with
foam padding on the
palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Patented 3rd and
4th finger bridge
prevent finger roll

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

APEX DRYSTAR® GLOVE

C-10 DRYSTAR® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING / URBAN COMMUTING

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 352 5616

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 7016

and separation
during impact.
Syntehetic leather
molded hard knuckle
protectors provides
impact and abrasion
protection.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
on index for use of
touch screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Wide hook and loop
cuff closure for
easy glove entry and
secure closure.
Wrist fastener
for a secure fit.
Reflective details
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

Goat skin used for
palm and thumb.
Stretch polyamide
fabric used for
the backhand.
Alpinestars Drystar®
Performance
waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
100gr/sqm Thinsulate
thermal insulation
on the Backhand.
Rubber grip material
reinforcements on
palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Thumb and palm
reinforcement for
superior grip.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Anthracite reflective
print and piping
for improved over
rider visibility.
Textile hard-knuckle
protector provides
impact and abrasion
protection.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
for use with touch
screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Wide hook and loop
wrist closure for
easy glove entry and
secure closure.
Neoprene Cuff.

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

Synthetic leather
used for the palm
and thumb.
Polyamide fabric
used for the
backhand and cuff.
Alpinestars
Drystar® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.

xx

xx

xx

xx

SR-3 DRYSTAR® GLOVE

SP Z DRYSTAR® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 6016

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 7917

100G/sqm thinsulate
thermal insulation
on the backhand.
Hidden soft protector
provides impact and
abrasion protection.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Fabric cuff.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Constructed from
premium full
grain leather and
synthetic leather.
Reinforcements on
palm and thumb
provides superior grip
Synthetic leather
reinforced outer
hand with paddings
on landing zones
provide maximum
abrasion resistance
Ergonomic stretch
insert on palm
Durable PU knuckle
protection with heat
stamped logo
Palm, fingers and
backhand padded
with energy absorbing
E.V.A foam for
additional protection
Protective cuff
closure with TPR
logo wraps around
wrist and raises
the entire profile of
the glove to protect
wrist bone from
impact in a crash
Adjustable hook
and loop closure

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

on cuff and wrist
Leather stretch
accordions on fingers
and for superior
fit and flexibility
Touchscreen
compatible index
finger tip
Reflective insert on
backhand area for
greater visibility
Printed logo
Third and fourth
finger bridge prevents
finger roll separation
in the event of a slide
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue
Made with Drystar®
Performance
membrane
construction
technology which
bonds all layers
in glove, thereby
affording a highly
reduced material
chassis to promote
good level of dexterity
and sensitivity of
bike controls

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

113

EQUINOX OUTDRY® GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Multi-panel main
chassis consisting
of stretch polyamide
fabric and softshell
on the backhand,
with leather on
palm and thumb.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements with
foam padding on
the palm and outer
hand landing zone
to provide abrasion
resistance on key
impact zones.
PU-coated
reinforcements on
palm and thumb
provides superior grip
on bike’s controls.
Touch screen
compatible fingertips
for use GPS/
smartphones.
PU hard knuckle
for class-leading

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

BELIZE DRYSTAR® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 5318

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 6718

protection.
Features new bonded
outer shell membrane
construction Outdry®.
Primaloft 100gr +
80gr insulation for
excellent thermal
properties.
Stretch accordion
inserts on finger
tips to increase
flexibility and fit.
Alpinestars patented
third and fourth
finger-bridge.
Convenient visor wipe
for cleaning eyewear.
Long, gauntlet
cuff construction
with hook and
loop closure.
Reflective print
to increase rider
visibility.
CE certified level 1.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

114

Multi-panel, multimaterial construction
consisting of stretch
polyamide fabric,
leather and perforated
leather on backhand.
Leather palm, thumb
and fourchettes
for comfort and
durability.
PU-coated
reinforcements on
palm and thumb
provides superior grip
on bike’s controls.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements
with foam padding
on the palm.
TPU palm slider to
provide abrasion
resistance on key
impact zones.
Features Alpinestars
new wrist closure
system with stretch
strap for tight closure.
Reflective print
to increase rider
visibility.
Touch screen
compatible
fingertips for use
with smart devices.
Molded matt carbon
reinforced hard

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

knuckle to increase
protection.
Incorporates
Alpinestars’
waterproof Drystar®
Performance®
sealed triple layer
construction for
a highly reduced
material construction
to promote dexterity
and sensitivity of
bike controls.
Stretch accordions
on finger tips and
backhand to increase
flexibility and fit.
Alpinestars
developed ergonomic
stretch insert
between thumb and
palm offers flexibility
to vastly improve
hand movement.
Arshield
reinforcements,
consisting of
aramidic fiber
and polyamide for
abrasion resistance
performance for
fourth finger.
Stretch panel
on backhand
for better fit.
CE certified level 1.

BLACK ANTHRACITE RED
1036

BLACK TOBACCO BROWN RED
1813

RAGE DRYSTAR® GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Constructed from
supple and durable
full-grain leather
associated with
polyamide fabric
Reinforcements on
palm and thumb
provides superior grip
Leather reinforced
outer hand with
paddings on landing
zones provide
maximum abrasion
resistance
Ergonomic stretch
insert on palm
Carbon fiber +
injected TPR palm
slider for superior
impact and abrasion
resistance
Carbon fiber +
injected TPR knuckle
protection system
to absorb and
dissipate impact
Palm, fingers and
backhand padded
with energy absorbing
E.V.A foam for
additional protection
Protective cuff

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

PRIMER DRYSTAR® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 6817

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 8418

closure with TPR
logo wraps around
wrist and raises
the entire profile of
the glove to protect
wrist bone from
impact in a crash
Adjustable hook and
loop closure on cuff
Leather stretch
accordions on fingers
and for superior
fit and flexibility
Touchscreen
compatible index
finger tip
Reflective insert
on backhand area
and finger for
greater visibility
Printed logo
Third and fourth
finger bridge prevents
finger roll separation
in the event of a slide
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue
Made with Drystar®
Membrane
construction
technology

xx

xx

BLACK RED
13

BLACK WHITE RED
123
xx

xx

xx

Multi-panel main
chassis consisting
of stretch polyamide
fabric and softshell
on the backhand,
with leather on
palm and thumb.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements with
foam padding on
the palm and outer
hand landing zone
to provide abrasion
resistance on key
impact zones.
PU-coated
reinforcements on
palm and thumb
provides superior grip
on bike’s controls.
Incorporates
Alpinestars Drystar®
Performace
waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
Auto semi-lock
zipper puller zipper
for personalization.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

Stretch panel on
backhand and
finger tips to
increase flexibility
and comfort.
Touch screen
compatible fingertips
for use GPS/
smartphones.
PU hard knuckle
for class-leading
protection.
Long, gauntlet
cuff construction
with hook and
loop closure.
Reflective print
to increase rider
visibility.
CE certified level 1.
Convenient integrated
visor wipe for
cleaning eyewear.
Incorporates
insulating membrane
(60g) for performance
in colder climates.

BLACK RED
13

BLACK
10

115

ROVER ST DRYSTAR® GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

116

600D Polyester upper
construction with
goatskin leather palm.
Alpinestars Drystar®
performance
waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
Thumb and palm
reinforcement for
superior grip.
Reinforcements with
foam padding on the
palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Patented 3rd and
4th finger bridge
prevent finger roll and
separation during
impact synthetic
leather covered,
pu hard knuckle

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 5916

SIZE: S-4XL / CODE: 352 6014

provides impact and
abrasion protection.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
for use with touch
screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Wide hook and loop
cuff closure for
easy glove entry and
secure closure.
Hook and loop wrist
strap for a secure fit.
Reflective details
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.
Visor Wiper on
the thumb.

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

Leather palm
with textile and
leather back hand,
fourchettes and cuff.
Alpinestars
Drystar® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
PU knuckle
protectors.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements on the
palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Accordion panels
on fingers, thumb
and back hand

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

for flexibility.
Finger bridge
prevents finger
separation and
reduces twisting in
the event of a slide.
Reflective panels
on fingers.
Hook and loop
adjustable wrist
and cuff.
Printed logos and
TPR logo on cuff.
E.V.A. padded
finger protection.
Convenient TPR
visor wipe located
on thumb.

BLACK
10

COROZAL DRYSTAR® GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Stretch polyamide
fabric upper
construction with
goatskin leather palm.
Alpinestars
Drystar® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
Thumb and palm
reinforcement for
a superior grip.
Reinforcements with
foam padding on the
palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Patented 3rd and
4th finger bridge
prevent finger roll
and separation
during impact.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

C-30 DRYSTAR® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-4XL BLACK / CODE: 352 5816

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 8918

Synthetic leather
molded hard knuckle
protectors provides
impact and abrasion
protection.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
on index for use of
touch screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Neoprene cuff with
hook and loop closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure.
Anthracite reflective
details improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.
Visor wiper on
the thumb.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

Combination of
stretch polyamide
fabric and softshell
on the backhand.
Ergonomic stretch
insert between
thumb and palm
offers flexibility
to vastly improve
hand movement.
PU coated
reinforcements on
palm and thumb
provides superior grip
on bike’s controls.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements with
foam padding on
the palm and outer
hand landing zone for
abrasion resistance.
Stretch accordions
on finger tips
for increased

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

flexibility and fit.
Flat closure system
for an easy use
and comfort.
Touch screen
compatible fingertips.
Molded hard knuckle
to increase protection
Reflective print
to increase rider
visibility.
CE certified level 1.
Incorporates
Alpinestars’
waterproof Drystar®
Performance®
sealed triple layer
construction for
a highly reduced
material construction
to promotes dexterity
and sensitivity of
bike controls.

BLACK
10

BLACK CAMOU
990

117

SANTIAGO DRYSTAR® GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

118

Constructed using
Alpinestars’ Drystar®
Performance material
technology, which
incorporates a sealed
and bonded triple
layer construction to
offer reduced material
chassis which
promotes high levels
of comfort, tactility
and sensitivity on
the bike’s controls.
Made with durable
Clarino palm
and thumb.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements on the
palm and outer hand

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

SYNCRO DRYSTAR® GLOVE

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 8715

SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 352 9117

landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Hard knuckle
provides impact
protection.
E.V.A. foam padding
on fingers.
Reflective details
on index and
middle fingers.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Hook and loop cuff
closure for easy
glove entry and
secure closure.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

Constructed
from supple and
durable full-grain
leather associated
with polyamide
stretch fabric.
Reinforcements on
palm and thumb
provides superior grip.
Molded PU knuckle
protection system.
Palm, fingers and
backhand padded
with energy absorbing
E.V.A foam for
additional protection.
Adjustable hook
and loop closure

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

on cuff stretch
accordions on fingers
and for superior
fit and flexibility.
Touchscreen
compatible index
finger tip.
Printed logo.
Neoprene cuff for
long-lasting comfort.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Made with Drystar®
Membrane
construction
technology.

BLACK
10

MELANGE GRAY BLACK
951

NOVUS SOLID HELMET
CITY
SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 810 0017
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Lightweight outer shell is constructed
from an advanced, injection-molded
thermoplastic resin for excellent
impact protection and optimized
levels of weight distribution, comfort
and strength. The Novus Helmet is
homologated to ECE 22. 05 standards.
Multiple density inner shell
constructed from fused closedcell polymer foam which helps
channel impact energy away from
the head in the event of a crash and
increases mechanical resistance
in the event of accidental shock.
Specifically profiled outer shell
for excellent aerodynamic
performance, offering increased
aerodynamic stability at speed.
Open-face design for convenience of
entry and increased width and range
of vision, plus extended low profile
for increased protective coverage.
Adjustable ventilation system
features triple air-intakes and two
exhaust ports. Ventilation system
is engineered to guarantee ample
and equal internal airflow, keeping
the rider comfortable on short or
long rides. Vent is activated by a
cable slider system allowing the
rider to regulate and personalize
the level of cooling airflow.
Extended, anti-scratch visor is
homologated and is constructed
from advanced polycarbonate for
strength. Visor offers coverage to
lower face when closed and flips
up neatly and securely. The visor
includes a lock to ensure closure. It
is designed to minimize turbulence
and reduce aerodynamic noise
(in conjunction with the internal
padding) in the closed position. Visor
is removable and easy to replace.
Built-in internal tinted sun shield
visor made of injected polycarbonate
offers effective protection from
the direct sunlight. Sun-shield is
anti-scratch. Sun visor is activated

120

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

by a cable slider system allowing
rider to regulate visor according to
needs). Sun visor is removable.
Chin closure system features
micro-adjustment buckle for
precise and personalized fit.
Premium quality internal padding
is constructed from multiple
density foam padding for comfort
and is especially designed for
exceptional facial contouring.
Moisture-wicking comfort textile
used through-out helps prevent
build-up of sweat. Interior sections
are removable and washable.
Internal padding includes adaptive
fit technology allowing helmet to
be precisely configured to wide
range of head shapes and sizes.
The Alpinestars Novus helmet
incorporates “A-HEAD” adjustment
technology which allows the fit to be
fully customized. An industry-first,
micro-adjustment system, “A-HEAD” is
made up of two patented adjustment
structures – one for the adjusting the
fit around the circumference of the
head – and another for adjusting the
fit on the top of the head and improved
levels of comfort and security.
Equipped with ‘A-Connect’,
an (optional) Bluetooth biketo-passenger or bike-to-bike
intercom communication
system, allowing you to:
- Speak to another ‘A-Connect’
equipped helmet (within a
maximum distance of 200m
- Link your helmet as a
hands free headset to your
Bluetooth-enabled phone
- Listen to stereo music from a
Bluetooth A2DP enabled phone or MP3
player, and control it remotely if your
device also supports AVRCP (AudioVideo Remote Control Protocol)
- Compatible for use with mobile
phone, MP3, GPS connection.

WHITE PEARL
22

A-CONNECT SYSTEM
ACCESSORY
SIZE: OS / CODE: 895 0017
xx

xx

xx

Bluetooth bike-to-passenger
or bike-to-bike intercom
communication system.
Speak to another ‘A-Connect’
equipped helmet (within a
maximum distance of 200m)
Link your helmet as a
hands free headset to your

xx

xx

Bluetooth-enabled phone.
Listen to music from a Bluetooth
A2DP enabled phone or MP3 player,
and control it remotely if your device
also supports AVRCP (Audio-Video
Remote Control Protocol) .
Compatible for use with mobile
phone, MP3, GPS connection.
8952017 11 GRAY
NOVUS CHEEK PAD

BLACK MATTE
110

8951017 001 TRANSPARENT CLEAR
VISOR TYPE AJH - 01

8952117 11 GRAY
NOVUS CROWN PAD

8951517 002 TRANSPARENT SMOKE
SUN VISOR SV-01

8951917 03 VARIETY
VISOR FIXING KIT FOR AJH-01

8952217 11 GRAY
NOVUS TOP PAD

W 011 RELFECTIVE GRAY
HELMETS REFLECTIVE STICKERS SET (5 PCS)
866 0017

8954117 11 GRAY
NOVUS SPEAKER PLUGS
( 2PCS)

8954017 10 BLACK
NOVUS INTERCOM COVER PLUG

8952917 10 BLACK
NOVUS CHEEK EPS FIXING KIT

SILVER MATTE
1098

895 4517 10 BLACK
A-CONNECT USER INTERFACE
ORIGAMI WHITE MILK
810 0317 999
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STELLA MOTEGI v2 LEATHER SUIT
WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 318 1017

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Anatomically profiled for a fully optimized
female fit and constructed with premium
1.3mm full-grain bovine leather.
Multiple-stitched main seam construction
provides maximum tear resistance.
High-density perforation zones throughout
suit plus perforated leather panels.
Extended, reinforced stretch fiber panels.
Accordion leather stretch inserts on lumbar,
knees, elbows and rear shoulders.
Removable, CE certified protectors
on elbows, shoulders and knees.
External Dynamic Fiction Shield
(DFS) shoulder sliders offer abrasion
resistance in a key impact area.
Integrated PE foam padding on
the chest, hips, coccyx and upper
arms enhances fit and comfort.
Snap connection system for CE level
2 certified Nucleon Back Protector.
Chest pad compartments with PE
padding (Alpinestars Nucleon chest

BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
1239
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BLACK WHITE RED FLUO
2331

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

insert available as accessory).
Replaceable Alpinestars PU Sport
knee sliders can be positioned
according to riding style.
Removable mesh liner features
built-in stretch inserts.
Premium YKK fasteners used
throughout including flat-profile YKK®
semi auto lock wrist zippers.
Back hump is aerodynamically sculpted.
Soft, 3D textured fabric collar for
comfort while arm and leg cuffs
feature soft poly-fabric.
Striking printed graphic details
gives suit unique styling.
Lightweight, contoured stretch calf
panels, plus zippered expansion gusset.
Reflective details.
Interior waterproof chest document
pocket for safe, peace-of-mind storage.

STELLA MOTEGI v2 2PC LEATHER SUIT
WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 317 1017

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Anatomically profiled for a fully optimized
female fit and constructed with premium
1.3mm full-grain bovine leather.
Multiple-stitched main seam construction
provides maximum tear resistance.
Extended, reinforced stretch
fiber stretch panels.
Accordion leather stretch inserts on
lumbar area, knees and elbows.
Removable, CE certified protectors
on elbows, shoulders and knees.
External Dynamic Fiction Shield
(DFS) shoulder sliders offer abrasion
resistance in a key impact area.
Integrated PE foam padding on
the chest, hips, coccyx, upper
arms and sides of the torso.
Chest pad and back compartments with
PE padding (Alpinestars CE certified
Nucleon chest and back protection inserts
available as accessory upgrade).
Snap connection system allows for CE level
2 certified Nucleon Race Back Protector.
Replaceable Alpinestars PU Sport

BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
2331

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

knee sliders can be positioned
according to riding style.
Full circumference zipper to safely and
securely attach jacket and pant together.
Fixed mesh liner ensures a
breathability and cooling comfort.
Premium YKK fasteners including flat
profile YKK® semi auto lock wrist zippers.
Ventilated back hump is aerodynamically
sculpted for superior air flow and
performance at high speeds.
Soft, 3D mesh and Neoprene collar
for comfort while arm and leg
cuffs feature soft poly-fabric.
Hook and loop and D-ring waist
adjustment are positioned on the inside.
Lightweight, contoured stretch calf
panels, plus zippered expansion gusset.
External zippered pockets and
interior waterproof wallet pocket.
Striking printed graphic details
gives suit unique styling.

BLACK WHITE RED
1231
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STELLA JAWS LEATHER JACKET
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING
SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 311 1016
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
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Optimized for
a women’s
performance fit.
Durable 1.2 /
1.4 leather outer
construction.
Removable CEcertified Bio-Armor
shoulders and
elbow protectors.
Chest pad
compartments
(Alpinestars
Nucleon chest
pads available as
accessory upgrade).
Back pad
compartments
with PE padding.
Strategically placed
poly-fabric stretch
panels helps
movement and
comfort on the bike.
Pre-curved sleeve
construction.
Elbow and rear
accordions for
increased comfort
in riding position.
Multi panels liner
construction to
improve comfort.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

Removable
thermal liner.
Soft collar
construction for an
optimized comfort.
Hook and loop
and D-Ring waist
adjustment for
improved riding fit.
Hook and loop wrist
adjustment for
improved riding fit.
Reflective details
on sleeve and
back to improve
rider visibility.
2 zippered chest
air intake vents.
2 zippered hand
pocket.
Inner waterproof
wallet pocket.
Microfiber comfort
edge on collar
and cuffs.
Embroidered logos.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE
12

BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
1239

STELLA GP PLUS R v2 LEATHER JACKET

STELLA GP PLUS R v2 AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET

WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING

WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 311 0517

SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 311 0617
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Designed and
developed for a
fully optimized
women’s riding fit.
Highly durable and
technical premium 1.3
leather, multi-panel
construction.
Alpinestars racederived, CE-approved
removable internal
shoulder and elbow
protectors.
New shoulder
protection features
over-molded
advanced TPU
guard layered under
the outer fabric.
Chest and back pad
compartments with
PE padding (Nucleon
protection available).
Snap-button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
Extensive, advanced
poly stretch inserts
on chest, underarm
and rear shoulder.
Extensive accordion
leather stretch panels
above elbow areas.
Perforated padded
panels integrated
into main shell
and sleeves for
improved fit.
Combination snap

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

button and zipper
wrist closures
for secure and
customized fit.
Hook and loop
and D-ring waist
adjustments.
Ventilation inlets
on shoulders
are zippered.
Soft 3D mesh collar
construction plus 3D
mesh cuff edging.
Mesh liner
construction
for improved
breathability, comfort
and ventilation.
External, largeopening front
hand pockets are
zippered for peaceof-mind closure.
Multiple internal
compartment
pockets feature
hook and loop for
additional security.
Interior waterproof
wallet pocket
for safe storage
of documents/
electronics.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.
Reflective details
for improved
rider visibility.

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK WHITE
12

xx

xx

xx

BLACK FUCHSIA
1039
xx

xx

xx

Highly durable
premium 1.3
leather, multi-panel
construction.
Strategically placed
and extensive
perforated
leather panels.
Alpinestars RaceDerived, CE approved
removable internal
shoulder and elbow
protectors.
New shoulder
protection features
over-molded
advanced TPU
guard layered under
the outer fabric.
Chest and back pad
compartments with
PE padding (Nucleon
protection available).
Size-adjustable
snap-button system
to integrate Level
2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
Extensive, advanced
poly stretch inserts
on chest, underarm
and rear shoulder.
Extensive accordion
leather stretch panels
above elbow areas.
Perforated padded
panels integrated
into main shell
and sleeves for

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

improved fit.
Combination snap
button and zipper
wrist closures
for secure and
customized fit.
Hook and loop
and D-Ring waist
adjustments.
Ventilation inlets
on shoulders
are zippered.
Soft 3D mesh collar
construction plus 3D
mesh cuff edging.
Mesh liner
construction
for improved
breathability, comfort
and ventilation.
External, largeopening front hand
pockets are zippered.
Multiple internal
compartment
pockets feature
hook and loop for
additional security.
Interior waterproof
wallet pocket
for safe storage
of documents/
electronics.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.
Reflective details.

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK FUCHSIA
1039

BLACK WHITE
12

127

xx

xx

xx

xx

128

Fashion now
meets Function.
Part of a full set
of jacket, pants,
gloves, and boots,
this body contouring,
ultra-comfortable
protective jacket is
inspired by runway
trends from the
top design houses
and engineered to
women’s needs.
The proprietary
design pattern visually
and physically thins,
lengthens, and flatters
the female figure.
Buttery soft full-grain
leather combines
with generous
ergonomic aramid
stretch zones to
optimize fit, comfort,
and freedom of
movement for many

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

VIKA LEATHER JACKET

VIKA LEATHER PANTS

WOMEN’S URBAN COOMUTING

WOMEN’S URBAN COOMUTING

SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 311 5514

SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 313 5514

body types in a full
range of positions.
Removable CEcertified heat-andimpact-sensative
shoulder and elbow
protection hardens on
collision; especially
chosen for Vika
because it’s so soft
and thin that it’s easy
to forget it’s there.
Single-piece soft
leather collar
provides a seamless
construction around
the neck for a highly
comfortable fit.
Pre-curved sleeves.
Lower back extended
for riding comfort
and coverage.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for connection
to Vika pants.

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

Fashion now
meets Function.
Part of a full set
of jacket, pants,
gloves, and boots,
this body contouring,
ultra-comfortable
protective pant is
inspired by runway
trends from the
top design houses
and engineered to
women’s needs.
The proprietary
design pattern visually
and physically thins,
lengthens, and flatters
the female figure.
Buttery soft full-grain
leather combines with
generous ergonomic
aramid stretch
zones to optimize fit,
comfort, and freedom
of movement for
many body types in a
full range of positions.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Removable CEcertified heat-andimpact-sensative
knee protection
hardens on collision;
especially chosen
for Vika because
it’s so soft and thin
that it’s easy to
forget it’s there.
Seamless
construction around
the front waist for a
highly comfortable fit.
Pre-curved for
riding position.
Higher rear waist
extended for
riding comfort
and coverage.
Waist connection
zipper for connection
to Vika jacket.

BLACK
10

STELLA MISSILE LEATHER PANTS

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Optimized for
a women’s
performance fit.
1.3 full grade
cow leather.
Removable CEcertified protectors:
knee, shin.
Accordion leather
stretch zones
improve flexibility.
Extended rear waist
construction.
Large accordion
stretch panels on
calf area improve
fit and feel.
Multi-panel mesh
lining construction

STELLA JAGG LEATHER PANTS

WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING

WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING

SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 313 0514

SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 313 2516

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

with stretch
panel inserts.
Internally reinforced
seat area.
Ergonomically
placed stretch panels
improve fit and feel.
Pre-curved
construction.
Waist circumference
hook and loop
straps adjustment.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding jackets.
Replaceable Sport
knee sliders.

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
1239

xx

xx

xx

Highly durable, full
grain leather multipanel construction for
abrasion resistance,
with reinforced,
multiple stitching
for optimum tear
resistance in the
event of an impact.
Specially constructed
and developed
for an optimized
women’s fit.
CEapproved
internal knee and
shin protectors for
class-leading safety
in key impact zone.
Replaceable foam
hip pad inserts
for comfort and
additional impact
performance (CE
certified Nucleon hip
protector available as
accessory upgrade).
Accordion textile
stretch zones
above the knee
offer improved
flexibility and fit in
the riding position.
Extensive stretch
poly-fabric panels
on the inside leg and
crotch improve flex
fit while reducing
garment weight and
material excess.
Front snap button and

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

hook waist closure
for security, plus
durable front zipper.
Extended high rear
waist construction
provides greater
overlap with the riding
jacket to ensure
maximum material
coverage of the
body at all times.
Internal mesh lining
with stretch panel
inserts work in
conjunction with
outer stretch zones
for greater freedom
of movement.
Internally reinforced
seat and knee
area aids abrasion
protection and helps
prevent garment
deformation as
a result of high
friction while sliding
in an accident.
Zippered calf
expansion gusset
for various lower
leg sizes.
Pre-curved leg
construction helps
prevent riding
fatigue and aids
performance fit.
Waist circumference
hook and loop
and D-ring closure
for secure and

BLACK BLACK
1100

xx

xx

xx

personalized closure.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding jackets.
Deep front pockets
are zippered for
peace-of-mind
closure.
Reflective details
on front and back
for improved
rider visibility.
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STELLA ARES GORE-TEX® JACKET
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 361 6017
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

130

Designed for
an optimized
woman’s fit.
Multi-material,
multi-panel main
shell construction
for optimal levels of
durability, protection
and weight.
Ultra-lightweight
Gore-Tex®
membrane lining
to keep rider
comfortable and
dry in wet weather
conditions.
Poly-textile stretch
panels on back
and elbows for
fit and freedom
of movement
on the bike.
Zippered air vents
on chest and back
provide excellent
airflow when
jacket is closed.
Zippered front
chest pockets,
with waterproof
forearm pockets and
interiordocument
compartment,
for safe, peaceof-mind storage
for valuables.
Removable
thermal vest (100g,

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

body; 80g, arms)
features comfort
edge and hook
and loop-securing
internal pockets.
Impact protection
provided by
lightweight,
removable CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.
Back pad
compartments
with PE protective
padding (Alpinestars’
CE certified Nucleon
back protectors
available as
accessory upgrade).
Chest compartments
for CE certified
Nucleon chest
protectors available
as accessory.
Multiple fit and
volume adjustment
allows tailoring
around the arm and
helps keep protector
close to the body.
Hook and loop cuff
closures aid fit.
Twin slider YKK
zipper opens from
the top or bottom
for versatility.
Internal waist
connection zipper

BLACK
10

DARK GRAY LIGHT GRAY RED
939

xx

xx

for attachment
to riding pants
Reflective details
on sleeves and
back improves
rider visibility
Loop collar closure
with microfleece
comfort edging.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
TECH–AIR™ TECNOLOGY SEE PAGE 168

STELLA VALPARAISO DRYSTAR®
JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMPATIBLE

STELLA PATRON GORE-TEX® PANTS

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING
SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 363 6517
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Designed and
optimized for a
women’s adventure
touring fit.
Multi-material,
multi-panel main
shell construction
for optimal levels of
durability, protection
and weight.
Ultra-lightweight
Gore-Tex® membrane
lining to keep rider
comfortable and
dry in wet weather
conditions.
Poly-textile stretch
panels on knee for
fit and freedom
of movement
on the bike.
Removable thermal
lining (100g) means
pants can be worn in
a variety of climatic
conditions, adding to
their overall versatility.
Class-leading impact
protection provided
by removable CE
certified knee
protectors. Protectors
are housed within
internal mesh
pockets, allowing
them to be adjusted

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

according to rider’s
leg length.
Internal hip
compartments
are lined with
ergonomically
tapered PE comfort
foam for riding
comfort. Hip
compartments
can be upgraded
to incorporate
Alpinestars new CE
certified Nucleon
hip protectors.
Zippered gusseted
lower leg insert with
hook and loop closure
to accommodate
and provide close
fit around various
boot width sizes
Pre-curved leg
construction adds
to comfort levels.
Deep zippered side
pockets for peaceof-mind closure.
Waist connection
zipper for secure
integration with
Alpinestars
riding jacket.
Reflective details on
bottom legs improves
rider visibility.

SIZE: M-L-XL / CODE: 321 4116
xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

Specifically
constructed for
an optimized
woman’s fit.
Fully featured and
highly versatile
4-in-1 all-weather
jacket optimized
for comfort and
performance with
airflow, thermal
and waterproof
configurations.
Superior, multimaterial main
shell construction
featuring an
advanced polyfabric main shell,
which has been
specially designed
to accommodate
larger volume mass
in the event of
airbag deployment.
Features integrated
sensors securely
and subtly on the
upper zip: electronic
airbag system
‘arms’ automatically
when jacket is
closed, offering
peace-of-mind
security and safety.
Intelligent LED
panel on left
sleeve indicates
if airbag system

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

is functioning
correctly.
Internal conduits
for quick and
convenient
attachment of
airbag vest.
Leather panels
on shoulder and
sleeves for high
levels of durability
and abrasion and
tear-resistance
in critical areas.
Removable and
interchangeable
waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
full ensures long
term all-weather
performance.
Long sleeve thermal
liner (130g on body,
70g on sleeves) can
be fully removed
and has zipper
connection for easy
identification with
integrated stretch
comfort edge.
Thermal liner is
‘sonic quilted’ for
improved insulation.
Featuring
Ventilation System
(VS) large zippered
air intakes on torso,
on back and on the

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

xx

arms for cooling
performance
on long rides.
Removable CEcertified shoulder
and elbow.
Chest protector
compartment.
Back pad
compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars
Nucleon back
protector available
as accessory
upgrade).
Extended accordion
stretch inserts
on shoulders for
improved fit and
expansion to
accommodate

xx

xx

xx

inflated airbag.
Pre-curved,
articulated sleeves
with gusseted
hook and loop
cuffs enhance fit
and comfort in the
riding position.
Waterproof external
storage provided
by two chest font
water resistant
zips and one
internal waterproof
wallet pocket.
Convenient storage
options with two
front cargo style
pockets and large
rear utility pocket.

131

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx
xx
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STELLA VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® JACKET

STELLA VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® PANTS

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 321 4016

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 323 4016

Multi-material shell
construction.
Removable
waterproof
and breathable
Drystar® liner.
Removable
thermal liner.
Featuring Jet
Ventilation System:
large zippered air
intakes on chest for
cooling performance.
Front WP pockets.
Convenient storage
options with 2
front cargo style
pockets and large
rear utility pocket.
Waist adjustment belt.
Multiple fit and
volume adjusters.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Wp zippered sleeves
air intakes.
Accordion stretch
inserts on elbows.
Removable CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.
Reflective details
on front back
and sleeves.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to riding pants.
Chest and back pad
compartments with
back PE padding.
Zippered collar
expansion.
Magnetic collar
closure.

xx

xx

xx
xx

BLACK GRAY RED
131

xx

xx

xx

Multi-material shell
construction.
Inside leg
reinforcement in
ballistic fabric.
Stretch panels.
Removable
waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
membrane.
Removable
thermal liner.
Featuring Jet
Ventilation System:
large zippered air
intakes on front for
cooling performance.
Waist adjustment belt.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Accordion stretch
inserts on knees.
Removable CE
certified knee
protectors.
Reflective details
on front.
Waist connection
zipper for attachment
to riding jackets.
Pre-curved leg
construction for
enhanced fit and
comfort in the
riding position.

BLACK GRAY
106

STELLA BOGOTA’ v2 DRYSTAR® JACKET

STELLA BOGOTA’ v2 DRYSTAR® PANTS

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 321 7018
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Multi-fabric shell
construction with high
abrasion resistance
fabric on elbow and
shoulder areas.
Convenient storage
options with 2 front
WP hand pockets,
front chest pockets
and large rear
utility pocket.
Jet ventilation
system on upper
chest area plus air
exhaust zippered
opening on back.
Ventilation system
on bottom sleeve.
Waist adjustment
belt with buckles.
Multiple fit and
volume adjusters
on sleeves.
Elbow circumference
snap adjuster.
Accordion inserts
on elbows.
Reflective details
on front back
and sleeves.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Hook buckle collar
flap hanger.
Removable and
wearable waterproof
Drystar® membrane.
Removable
thermal layer.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to riding pants.
Back pad
compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars
Nucleon back
pads available as
accessory upgrade).
Chest pad
compartments
(Alpinestars Nucleon
chest pad available as
accessory upgrade).
Soft collar inner liner
with padded edging
to improve comfort.
Alpinestars Bio
Armor CE certified
elbow and shoulder
protectors.

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 323 7018
xx

xx

xx

BLACK DARK GRAY
111

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx

Multi-fabric shell
construction with
high abrasion
resistance fabric on
knee and seat areas.
Ballistic nylon
patch to reinforce
area in contact
with bike frame.
Convenient storage
options with 2 front
hand pockets.
Jet ventilation system
on front thigh panel.
Waist adjustment belt.
Calf adjusters with
snap button system.
Hook and loop strap
ankle adjuster.
Accordion inserts
on knee.
Reflective details.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Waist connection
zipper for attachment
to Alpinestars
motorcycle jackets.
Removable
suspenders.
Fixed Drystar®
membrane.
Removable
thermal layer.
Hip pad
compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars Nucleon
hip pads available as
accessory upgrade).
Soft waist inner
liner with padded
rear panel to
improve comfort.
Alpinestars Bio
Armor CE certified
knee protector.

BLACK
10

BLACK DARK GRAY FUCHSIA
1139
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xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

STELLA VENCE DRYSTAR® JACKET

STELLA T-JAWS WATERPROOF JACKET

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 321 7317

SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 321 1017

Designed for
an optimized
woman’s fit.
Multifabric shell
construction.
Waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
construction with
waterproof lining.
Long direct ventilation
zippered opening
strategically placed
on chest for cooling
performance.
Front inner WP
pockets.
Removable
thermal liner.
Waist adjustment belt.
Multiple fit and
volume adjusters.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Accordion stretch
inserts on elbows.
Alpinestars Bio
Armour CE certified
elbow and shoulder
protectors.
Reflective details
on front back
and sleeves.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to riding pants.
Chest pad
compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars
Nucleon Chest
pads available as
accessory upgrade).
YKK zippers.

xx

xx
xx

xx

GRAY BLACK
9010

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

Optimized for
a women’s
performance fit.
Poly fabric outershell.
Light weight
450D and 600D as
reinforcement on
critical areas.
Removable
Thermal Liner.
Sport collar with snap
closure and comfort
panel on the back.
Pre-curved sleeve
construction.
Stretch accordion
above elbows and
behind shoulder for
ease of movement.
Stretch panels on
sleeves and upper
chest for ease
of movement.
Hook and loop waist
and wrist adjustment.
Zippered air intakes
on shoulder area for
an optimal ventilation.
Waterproof
internal pocket.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Integrated high
visibility reflective
graphics on sleeves
and back to improve
rider’s visibility in
low light condition.
Removable CE
protectors on
shoulders and
elbows.
Back protector
compartment (CE
certified Nucleon
back protector
available as
accessory).
New adjustable hook
and loop & nnap
button system to
integrate the Entry
Level CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
Chest pad
compartment.
Padding details
on upper back.
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.

BLACK WHITE RED
123

BLACK WHITE
12

BLACK ANTRACITE
104
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BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
1239

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

STELLA HYPER DRYSTAR® JACKET

STELLA HYPER DRYSTAR® PANTS

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 321 4718

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 323 4718

Specifically
constructed for
an optimized
woman’s fit.
Clean style
sport Jacket.
Chest and sleeves
adjusters.
Removable long
sleeve thermal layer.
Waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
membrane full liner
with taped seams.
Multiple fit and
volume adjusters
on sleeves.
Wrist hook and
loop closure and
adjustment.
Multiple ventilation
zipper.
Large stretch
panel on top back
sides and arms.
Two zippered
side pockets.
Chest and back

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

pad compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars Nucleon
chest and back
pads available as
accessory upgrade).
Internal waist
connection zipper
for attachment
to riding pants.
Premium YKK zipper.
Integrated soft edge
collar construction.
Hook and loop collar
volume adjuster.
Pre-curved sleeves
for increased comfort
in riding position.
CE certified
Alpinestars BIOARMOR protection
on shoulders
and elbows.
GP LITE new
shoulder protection
features over-molded
advanced TPU
guard layered under
the outer fabric.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK FUCHSIA
1039

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
155

Specifically
constructed for
an optimized
woman’s fit.
Clean style
sport pants.
600D poly panel on
knees and bottom.
Ankle and leg
adjusters.
Long side zipper
closure.
Removable
thermal layer.
Waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
membrane full liner
with taped seams.
Ventilation zipper for
cooling performace.
Large stretch
panel on crotch.

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx

Reflective details
to increase night
visibility of the rider.
Zippered side
pockets.
Waist connection
zipper for attachment
to Alpinestars
motorcycle jackets.
Premium YKK zipper.
Pre-curved leg for
increased comfort
in riding position.
CE certified
Alpinestars BIOARMOR protection
on knee.
Hip pad
compartments
with PE padding
(Alpinestars Nucleon
hip pads available as
accessory upgrade).

BLACK
10

BLACK MID GRAY
1190

135

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
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STELLA ANDES v2 DRYSTAR® JACKET

STELLA ANDES v2 DRYSTAR® PANTS

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 321 7517

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 323 7517

Advanced reinforced
poly-fabric textile and
Alpinestars exclusive
Drystar® construction.
Direct ventilation
zippered chest air
intakes and back
exhaust vents.
CE-certified elbow
and shoulder
protectors.
Back pad
compartments with
padding (Nucleon
back protector
available).
Chest pad
compartment.
Reinforced polymerprinted texturing in
critical elbow and
lower arm areas for
abrasion resistance.
Reflective graphic
details and logos
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.
Large front waterproof
cargo pockets
for convenience
and peace-of-

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

mind closure.
Large, external, utility
pocket on back plus
waterproof internal
pockets and insert
wallet pocket.
Integrated soft edge
collar construction
for comfort over
long distances.
Premium YKK zipper
with double sliders
for main front closure
offer adaptable and
secure convenience.
Removable longsleeve thermal liner
(100g body 80g
sleeves) ensures
comfort on hot
or cold days.
Pre-contoured
sleeves with
accordion stretch
panels on elbows.
Hook and loopclosing waist
adjustment
belt for highly
customizable fit.

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

LIGHT GRAY BLACK DARK GRAY
9219

Advanced reinforced
poly-fabric textile and
Alpinestars exclusive
Drystar® construction.
Removable long
thermal liner.
Efficient direct
ventilation vents
strategically
positioned on thighs.
Pre-contoured leg
construction with
accordion knee
stretch panels.
Interior hip pad
compartments with
padding (Nucleon
inserts available
as accessory).
Impact protection
provided with
removable CEcertified knee
protectors.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Reinforced polymerprinted texturing in
critical knee areas
for added abrasion
resistance.
Integrated reflective
graphic details
and logos.
Adjustment waist
system features
buckle and stretch
material for highly
customizable fit.
Zippered air in-takes
to control internal
temperature.
Zippered, waterproof
hand pockets, plus
cargo-style pockets.
Adjustable,
removable bib braces
improve comfort fit.

LIGHT GRAY BLACK DARK GRAY
9219

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

STELLA PROTEAN DRYSTAR® PANTS

STELLA AST-1 WATERPROOF PANTS

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 323 7916

SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 323 6114

Multi-material main
shell construction.
CE certified
protectors: knee.
Internal knee
compartment allows
adjustments of
protection to fit it
various leg length.
Pre-curved leg
construction for
enhanced fit and
comfort in the
riding position.
Dynamic stretch
panels around
crotch, waist and
back of knees.
Hook and loop
waist adjustments
for precise fit.
Hand pockets.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Hip pad
compartments with
PE comfort padding.
Waist connection
zipper for secure
integration with
Alpinestars
riding jacket.
Premium YKK
zippers.
Fixed Drystar®
membrane.
Removable
thermal liner.
Integrated high
visibility reflective
graphic details
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK PURPLE
1360

xx

xx

xx

Specifically
constructed for
an optimized
woman’s fit.
Multi- fabric poly-shell
construction for
durability, protection
and weight.
Integrated 100%
waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
Pre-curved legs
and an articulated
knee construction
enhance freedom
of movement.
Impact protection
provided by
removable CE
certified knee
protectors.
Ballistic nylon
reinforcements on

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

the thighs, knees
and seat area.
Integrated high
visibility reflective
piping enhances
rider visibility.
Internal hip
compartments
are lined with
ergonomically
tapered pecomfort
foam for superior
riding comfort.
Adjustable waist
and secure sliding
hook closure for a
snug, tailored fit.
Extended zippered
boot gussets ensure a
tight seal around the
ankle and facilitate
fitting and removal.
External flat
storage pocket.

BLACK WHITE
12

137

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
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STELLA STRATOS TECHSHELL DRYSTAR® JACKET

STELLA GUNNER WATERPROOF JACKET

WOMEN’S URBAN ADVENTURE

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING

SIZE: XS/2XL / CODE: 321 9717

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 321 6815

Technical softshell
main chassis
designed for an
optimized women’s
fit and incorporating
Alpinestars’ Drystar®
100% waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
Mesh interior helps
overall breathability
of garment.
CE certified shoulder
and elbow protectors.
Back pad
compartment
with PE padding
(Nucleon back
protector available as
accessory upgrade).
Incorporates
detachable,
multi-panel polar
fleece jacket.
Water-resistant
zippers include
PU ridges which
close tightly behind
slider to seal out
elements. Main zipper
includes zip garage
to avoid irritation
under the chin.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Strategical meshbacked ventilation
zippers on underarms
improve airflow
and breathability.
Waist shock cord
adjustment for highly
personalized fit on
and off the bike.
Waterproof interior
wallet/document/
MP3 pocket
incorporates
headphone conduit.
Convenient exterior
pockets are zipped
for secure storage.
Zipper cuff closures
help prevent wind and
water penetration.
Hook and loop
volume control
adjustment
on sleeves for
customizable and
improved riding fit.
Durable YKK
main frontal zip
and pockets for
secure closure.
Reflective details for
improved visibility.

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK FUCHSIA
1039

xx

xx

xx

BLACK LIGHT GRAY FUCHSIA
1095

Specifically designed
to fit women’s body.
600d fabric with PU
coating and water
repelling treatment
(matches AST-1
pants and jacket).
Waterproof &
breathable lining.
Removable thermal
lining for all
season riding.
CE protectors
on elbows and
shoulders.
Back protector
compartments with
PE comfort padding
(CE-certified bio
armor back protector
insert available
as accessory).
Polyfabric comfort
edge around neck
and cuffs.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

2 zipped front air
intake vents to
maximize ventilation.
Back air exhaust vent
to control airflow.
Lower back extended
and reinforced to
protect lower back
and kidneys in
riding position.
Pre-curved sleeves
for increased comfort
in riding position.
Adjustable hook and
loop tightening with
gusset on cuffs.
Adjustable hook
and loop tightening
on waist for
personalized fitting.
2 external zipped
hand pockets.
Internal pockets and
1 waterproof pocket.

BLACK WHITE
12

BLACK FUCHSIA
1039

ISABEL DRYSTAR® WOMEN’S TRENCH

KAI DRYSTAR® WOMEN’S JACKET
WOMEN’S URBAN ADVENTURE

WOMEN’S URBAN ADVENTURE
SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 328 0216
xx

xx

xx

xx

Multi-material
construction
consisting of a waterresistant and quickdrying PU-coated
outer shell, and 100
per cent waterproof
and breathable
Drystar® membrane;
all seams are tapesealed for guaranteed
weather-proofing.
Removable, thermal
full jacket liner (170g
body; 85g sleeves)
means overcoat can
be worn in a variety of
weather conditions.
Removable CE
certified shoulder
and elbow protectors
for class-leading
safety. Protectors are
anatomically profiled
to complement city
collection styling.
Back compartment
allows for upgrade of
Nucleon protectors
and a range of
other Alpinestars’
protector inserts.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Reflective details
on hood and back
improves rider’s
night-time visibility.
Zippered gussets
on waist allow
jacket to worn
comfortable while in
the riding position.
Removable storm
hood detaches via
zipper on the collar.
Knitted cuffs offer
comfortable, snug fit.
Removable thermal
collar features
poly-satin liner for
luxurious comfort.
Convenient,
waterproof exterior
pockets on arm and
chest, plus inner
wallet pocket.
Innovative leather and
textile construction
with external stitching
for greater comfort.
Collar and sleeve
adjustments
offer highly
customizable fit.

SIZE: S-2XL / CODE: 321 8117
xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

xx

Designed for
an optimized
woman’s fit.
Multi--panel main
shell that is PU
coated for optimal
levels of durability,
protectionand weight.
Main shell is highly
water-repellent
and fast-drying.
Waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
liner with taped
seams to ensure
excellent weather
performance.
Removable thermal
lining means jacket
can be worn in a
variety of climatic
conditions.
Removable and
replaceable CEcertified shoulder
and elbow protection
for superb impact
protection.
Chest and back

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

compartments
allow for upgrade
of Nucleon
protector inserts.
Long, direct
ventilation
zip opening is
strategically placed
on armpit for cooling
performance.
D-ring waist
adjustment belt
allows for tight
closing of garment.
Volume adjusters
ensure close-fit of
garment and helps
keep protections
in position
Reflective details for
enhanced night-time
visibility of rider.
External front
pockets on chest and
sleeve, plus internal
waterproof document
compartment for
peace-of-mind
storage of valuables.

BLACK
10

139

RENEE TEXTILE/LEATHER JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Created to ensure
optimized female fit.
Light, performant
and removable
CE-certified elbow
and shoulder
protectors are
reduced in thickness
to improve styling.
Supple and durable
full-grain leather
on sleeves and
shoulders.
Main outer shell
constructed from
indigo denim (Black
version) or reinforced
poly-fabric textile
(Champagne version).
Leather accordion
inserts strategically

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

STELLA T-GP PLUS R V2 JACKET

WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING

WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING

SIZE: 38-50 / CODE: 331 8013

SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 331 0517

positioned on elbow.
Contemporary styled,
low profile collar.
Snap closures on
collar and cuffs
for easy, secure
fastening.
Leather details
around pocket
openings. Autolocking zips with
leather pull-tabs.
External zippered
pocket, plus internal
waterproof pocket.
Embossed logos
on shoulders.
Reflective piping
to improve rider
visibility.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
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Optimized women’s
fit from a highly
durable and abrasion
resistant 450/600
Denier poly-fabric.
Strategically
positioned zippered
air intakes on
upper sleeves.
Removable interior
thermal full-sleeve
jacket lining
with pockets.
Lightweight CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.
Back pad
compartments
with foam padding
(Nucleon back
protector available
as accessory).
Snap button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
New shoulder
protection features
over-molded
advanced TPU
guard layered under
the outer fabric.
Sport fit.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Strategically
positioned stretch
poly-fabric inserts
on shoulders for
excellent flex fit.
Soft mesh collar
construction
incorporates hook
and loop closure
for secure and
comfortable closure.
Hook and loop
and D-ring waist
adjustments.
Hook and loop wrist
cuff closures.
Lower rear profile
design offers
lumbar coverage.
Convenient
waterproof
internal pocket.
External, largeopening front
hand pockets.
Multiple internal
compartment
pockets.
Waist connection
zipper.
Reflective details
for improved
rider visibility.

BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
1239

BLACK WHITE
12

BLACK WHITE RED
123

STELLA T-JAWS v2 AIR JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Constructed for an
optimized women’s
fit from a highly
durable and abrasion
resistant 450/600
denier poly-fabric.
Extended mesh
panels on the
torso and arms.
Removable interior
wind-breaker jacket
lining with pockets.
Full mesh lining
boosts garment’s
all-round airflow
capabilities and
breathability.
Lightweight CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.
Back pad
compartment with
padding (Nucleon
back protector
inserts available
as accessory).
All protections are
perforated and
securely housed in
mesh compartments.
Sport fit with
pre-curved sleeve
construction.
Strategically
positioned accordion
poly-fabric stretch

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

STELLA T-GP PLUS R v2 AIR JACKET

WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING

WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING

SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 331 1517

SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 331 0617

insert on back
and elbow for
excellent flex fit.
Comfort collar and
wrist cuff edging.
Hook and loop
and D-ring waist
adjustments.
Hook and loop
and zipped wrist
cuff closures.
Lower rear profile
design offers
lumbar coverage.
Convenient
waterproof
internal pocket.
External, largeopening front
hand pockets.
Multiple internal
compartment
pockets.
Waist connection
zipper allows
attachment
to Alpinestars
riding pants.
Reflective details
for improved
rider visibility.
Strategically
positioned comfort
padding.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE
12
xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
1239
xx

xx

Optimized women’s
fit from a highly
durable and abrasion
resistant 450/600
Denier poly-fabric.
Extended mesh
panels on the
torso and arms.
Full mesh lining
boosts garment’s
all-round airflow
capabilities and
breathability.
Lightweight CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors.
Back pad
compartments
with foam padding
(Nucleon back
protector available
as accessory).
Snap button system
to integrate the
Level 2 CE certified
Alpinestars Nucleon
Back protector.
New developed
shoulder protection
features over-molded
TPU guard layered
under the outer fabric.
All protections are
perforated and

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

securely housed in
mesh compartments.
Sport fit.
Strategically
positioned polyfabric stretch insert
on shoulders for
excellent flex fit.
3D mesh collar
construction for
improved comfort
and breathability.
Hook and loop
and D-ring waist
adjustments.
Hook and loop wrist
cuff closures.
Lower rear profile
design offers
lumbar coverage.
Convenient
waterproof
internal pocket.
External, largeopening front
hand pockets.
Multiple internal
compartment
pockets.
Waist connection
zipper.
Reflective details.

BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
1239

BLACK WHITE
12

BLACK WHITE RED
123
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RILEY WOMEN’S DENIM PANTS

ELOISE WOMEN’S AIR JACKET

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

142

Designed and
constructed for
an optimized
women’s fit.
Constructed from
durable advanced 480
denier poly-textile
that is double PU
coated for durability,
abrasion resistance
and water resistance.
Extensive, high
abrasion-resistant
mesh inserts
strategically
positioned for
optimized cooling.
Lightweight, CE
certified elbow and
shoulder protectors
grant the jacket a
sleek fit yet provide
class leading
impact protection.
Chest and back pad
compartments with

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

WOMEN’S URBAN COMMUTING

WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING

SIZE: XS-2XL / CODE: 331 8415

SIZE: 24-26-28-30-32-34 / CODE: 333 9616

PE foam padding (CE
certified Bio Armor
chest and back
protector available
as accessory).
External zippered
pockets plus
internal waterproof
pocket for safe and
convenient storage.
Pre curved sleeve
construction for
reduced fatigue
and enhanced
riding comfort.
Snap-button waist
and collar adjusters.
Integrated soft
textile lining on
collar of comfort.
Elongated rear
profile covers lumbar
area and offers
coverage in upright
riding position.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK LIGHT GRAY
1092

xx

MOOD INDIGO
7014

Regular/Slim fit 13OZ
comfort denim for
excellent abrasion
resistance and
tear resistance.
Interior aramidic
fiber reinforcement
panels in the seat
and knee area.
Denim accordion
stretch panel on the
knee and seat area.
Zippered lower
hem for range of fit
with riding boots.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Removable hip
protectors with hook
and loop attachment.
CE certified knee
removable protectors.
Internal knee
compartment
allows adjustments
of protection to fit
various leg lengths.
Customized details
on metal buttons
and rivets.
Leather patch.

BLACK
10

7011
RAW INDIGO

DAISY WOMEN’S DENIM PANTS
WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING
SIZE: 24-26-27-28-29-30-31-32-34 / CODE: 333 8516
xx

xx

xx

Regular/Slim fit 13OZ
comfort denim for
excellent abrasion
resistance and
tear resistance.
Interior aramidic
fiber reinforcement
panels in the seat
and knee area.
Removable hip
protectors with hook
and loop attachment.

xx

xx

xx

xx

CE certified knee
removable protectors.
Internal knee
compartment
allows adjustments
of protection to fit
various leg lengths.
Customized details
on metal buttons
and rivets.
Leather patch.
BLACK
10

DARK RINSE
7009

143

xx
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
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STELLA SP-1 LEATHER GLOVE

STELLA SP-2 LEATHER GLOVE

WOMEN’S RACING | PERFORMANCE RIDING

WOMEN’S RACING | PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: XS-L / CODE: 351 8115

SIZE: XS-L / CODE: 351 8212

Women specific fit.
Fully constructed
from supple and
durable fullgrain leather.
Strong and supple
goat leather used for
the palm and finger
construction for
superior durability.
Ergonomically
profiled carbon fiber
knuckle provides
exceptional impact
and abrasion
protection.
Patented 3rd/4th
finger bridge prevents
excessive finger
roll and separation
during impacts.
Palm and outer
edge of hand
reinforced with
suede and leather.
Innovative palm
rubber patches
extremely durable
at abrasion.
Injected TPU palm
and finger sliders for
superior impact and
abrasion resistance.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Touch screen
compatible fingertip
on index finger
for use of touch
screen devices.
Accordion flex
inserts on fingers
and outer thumb.
Vented back
hand TPR for
climate control.
Strategically
positioned ventilation
perforations on
finger sidewalls.
Leather
reinforcements cover
finger and sidewalls
for durability.
Thumb, fingers, top
of hand and wrist
are reinforced with
4mm perforated
foam padding.
Gauntlet-style cuff
includes TPR Astars
logo and secure,
adjustable dual hook
and loop closure.
Pre-curved finger
design reduces
fatigue.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE
12

xx

xx

1239
BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA

Ergonomically
profiled specifically
for women.
Strong and supple
goat leather palm and
finger construction for
superior durability.
Bovine leather used
for the knuckle and
finger forchettes
for enhanced
comfort and feel.
Synthetic leather
reinforcements on
the palm and outer
hand landing zones
provide maximum
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Ergonomically
profiled carbon fiber
knuckle provides
exceptional impact
and abrasion
protection.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Cuff, thumb, fingers
and the top of the
hand and wrist are
padded with energy
absorbing E.V.A.
foam for additional
protection.
Patented 3rd/4th
finger bridge prevents
excessive finger
roll and separation
during impacts.
Perforated cuff,
leather top panel
and ventilated
finger sidewalls
help keep the hands
cool when riding.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Wide hook and loop
wrist closure for
easy glove entry and
secure closure.

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE
12

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

STELLA SP AIR LEATHER GLOVE

STELLA SP-8 v2 LEATHER GLOVE

WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING

WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 351 8016

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 351 8317

Optimized for
a women’s
performance fit.
Constructed from
supple and durable
full-grain leather
with strategically
placed 3D mesh
inserts providing an
optimized airflow.
Localized perforations
on palm and
backhand, Ventilated
fourchettes, TPR air
intakes on fingers and
knuckle protectors
help keep the hands
cool when riding.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements on
the palm and outer
hand landing zones
provide maximum
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Ergonomic stretch
insert on palm.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Injected TPU palm
slider for superior
impact and abrasion
resistance.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

Race proven injected
TPU knuckle
protection system
to absorb and
dissipate impact.
Palm, fingers and
backhand padded
with energy absorbing
E.V.A foam for
additional protection.
Hook and loop
wrist adjuster and
wide hook and loop
strap on the cuff
provide a secure and
adjusted closure.
Stretch accordions
and lycra gusset
on fingers and
thumb for superior
fit and flexibility.
Touchscreen
compatible index
fingertip and thumb
allow the use of
smartphone and
GPS systems.
Printed logos.
Alpinestars patented
third and fourth finger
bridge prevents finger
roll separation in the
event of a slide.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE
12
xx

xx

xx

Premium, full-grain
leather construction
is durable and offers
excellent abrasion
resistance.
An innovative
new microfiber
and PU grip insert
strategically position
on palm and thumb.
Alpinestars’ exclusive
ergonomic stretch
insert between
palm and thumb.
Incorporates
new premium
quality suede
palm and landing
reinforcement.
Alpinestars’ patented
third and fourth
finger bridge.
Excellent repeated
impact performance
offered by an

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

advanced overmolded polymer
knuckle protector.
EVA foam padding
reinforcements on
thumb, wrist, back of
hand, finger and palm.
Perforated leather
cuff, plus perforated
finger sidewalls for
superb breathability.
Hook and loop
cuff closure, plus
elasticized wrist
design for secure,
personalized fit.
Printed and
embroidered logos
on wrist and fingers,
plus heat stamped
logo on knuckle.
Touchscreen
compatible fingertip
on index finger.

BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
1239

BLACK DARK GRAY
111

BLACK WHITE
12

145

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

STELLA BAIKA LEATHER GLOVE

STELLA SP X AIR CARBON GLOVE

WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING

WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 351 8916

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 351 7316

Optimized for
a women’s
performance fit.
Constructed from
supple and durable
full-grain leather.
Strategically placed
perforated leather
panels, 3D mesh
inserts and ventilated
fourchettes provide
an optimized airflow.
Synthetic suede
reinforcements on
the palm and outer
hand landing zones
provide maximum
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Ergonomic stretch
insert on palm.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Injected TPU knuckle

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

protector covered by
leather to absorb and
dissipate impact.
Fingers, thumb and
outer hand landing
zones padded with
energy absorbing
E.V.A foam for
additional protection.
Wide hook and loop
strap on the cuff
provide a secure and
adjusted closure.
Stretch accordions
on fingers and
thumb for superior
fit and flexibility.
Touchscreen
compatible index
fingertip and thumb
allow the use of
smartphone and
GPS systems.
TPR details and
Printed logos.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK FUCHSIA
1039
xx

xx

xx

BLACK GOLD
185
xx
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Optimized for
a women’s
performance fit.
Constructed from
supple and durable
full-grain leather with
strategically placed
perforated leather
inserts providing an
optimized airflow.
Engineered microfiber
reinforcements on
the palm provides
maximum grip.
Leather reinforced
outer hand with
paddings on landing
zones provide
maximum abrasion
resistance.
Ergonomic stretch
insert on palm.
Injected TPU palm
slider for superior
impact and abrasion
resistance.
Carbon knuckle
protection system
with overinjected

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

TPU to absorb and
dissipate impact.
Palm, fingers and
backhand padded
with energy absorbing
E.V.A foam for
additional protection.
TPR puller with
hook and loop wrist
on cuff provide a
secure closure.
Stretch accordions
and lycra gusset
on fingers and
thumb for superior
fit and flexibility.
Touchscreen
compatible index
finger tip.
Printed logos.
Alpinestars patented
third and fourth finger
bridge prevents finger
roll separation in the
event of a slide.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
1239

STELLA SMX-2 AIR CARBON v2 LEATHER GLOVE

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Designed and
developed for
an optimized
women’s fit.
Newly designed
and durable,
multi-panel main
shell incorporating
full-grain leather
and 3D mesh.
An innovative
new microfiber
and PU grip insert
strategically position
on palm and thumb.
Alpinestars’ exclusive
ergonomic stretch
insert between
palm and thumb.
Incorporates
new premium
quality suede
palm and landing
reinforcement.
Ergonomically
shaped Alpinestars’
innovative carbon
knuckle guard is
reinforced on the

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

STELLA ASAMA AIR GLOVE

WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING

WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING

SIZE: XS-L / CODE: 351 7717

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 359 9414

interior side with
thick EVA foam.
Finger tops
and back hand
incorporates poly
mesh TPR inserts.
Impact absorbing
EVA foam panels on
thumb for additional
impact performance.
3D mesh finger
surfaces and
thumb for cooling
performance.
Pre-curved finger
construction to
reduce riding fatigue.
Neoprene wrist cuff
plus hook and loop
and TPR closure.
Touchscreen
compatible index
fingertip and thumb.
Stretch finger
sidewalls for
improved flexibility
when riding.

xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE FUCHSIA
1239

BLACK
10

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE
12

Engineered and
constructed to
promote an optimized
women’s fit.
3D mesh and
Spandex® main shell
construction for a
superb and durable
summer glove with
optimized ventilation.
Clarino® suede
used for the palm
and thumb with
additional Clarino®
reinforcements on
the palm, thumb
and landing zones.
Landing zone
incorporates E.V.A.
foam padding
reinforcement.
Advanced, hard
polymer knuckle
protector is
ergonomically
positioned under
the upper.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Reflective details
on fingers for
improved visibility.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Top fingers
incorporate E.V.A.
foam for comfort
and padding.
Spandex fabric
finger sidewalls
for flexibility.
Hook and loop wrist
closure for easy
glove entry and
secure closure.
Touchscreen
compatible
fingertip on index
finger for use with
smartphones/GPS.
Alpinestars
printed logos on
front and back for
additional grip.

BLACK ROSE VIOLET
1327
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xx

xx

xx

xx

Created to ensure an
optimized female fit.
Constructed using
spandex and air
mesh upper.
Clarino® palm
construction with
reinforcements for
superior abrasion
resistance.
Knuckle
reinforcement
provides an internal
shield against impact
while maintaining the
light feel of the glove.

xx

xx

xx

xx

STELLA SPARTAN GLOVE

STELLA M-56 DRYSTAR® GLOVE

WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 359 4714

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 353 6417

Stretch fourchettes
improve the feel of
the glove and help
minimize weight.
Thumb Clarino®
panel offers an extra
layer of protection.
Reinforced landing
zone with built in
foam padding.
Neoprene cuff with
hook and loop flap
closure enables easy
entry into the glove
and secure fastening.

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

BLACK ROSE VIOLET
1327

xx

xx

xx
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Created to ensure an
optimized female fit.
Full goatskin leather
construction.
Alpinestars
Drystar® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
80g/sqm Primaloft
thermal insulation
on the Backhand.
Thumb and palm
reinforcement for
a superior grip.
Reinforcements with
foam padding on the
palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Patented 3rd and
4th finger bridge
prevent finger roll

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

and separation
during impact.
Leather molded hard
knuckle protectors
provides impact and
abrasion protection.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
on index for use of
touch screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Wide hook and loop
cuff closure for
easy glove entry and
secure closure.
Wrist fastener for
a secure fit.
Reflective details
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.

BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

STELLA WR-V GORE-TEX® GLOVE

ISABEL DRYSTAR® GLOVE

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 353 4516

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 353 8816

Created to ensure an
optimized female fit.
450D Polyester upper
construction with
goatskin leather palm.
Gore-Tex® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
80gr/sqm Primaloft
thermal insulation
on the Backhand.
Thumb and palm
reinforcement for
superior grip.
Reinforcements with
foam padding on the
palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Patented 3rd and
4th finger bridge
prevent finger roll

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

and separation
during impact.
Ergonomic, padded
knuckle provides
impact and abrasion
protection.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
for use with touch
screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Wide hook and loop
cuff closure for
easy glove entry and
secure closure.
Wrist fastener for
a secure fit.
Reflective details
improve rider
visibility in varying
light conditions.

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

xx

xx

Created to ensure an
optimized female fit.
Full Goat skin Leather
construction.
Alpinestars
Drystar® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.
100g/sqm Thinsulate
thermal insulation
on the Backhand.
Molded leather hard
knuckle protectors
provides impact and
abrasion protection.
Leather
reinforcements with
foam padding on the

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

palm and outer hand
landing zones provide
abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
Thumb and palm
reinforcement.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
for use with touch
screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Laser etched logo.
Hook and loop Wrist
closure for easy glove
entry and secure fit.

BLACK
10

149

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

150

C-1 WINDSTOPPER® WOMEN’S GLOVE

STELLA SR-3 DRYSTAR® GLOVE

WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING / URBAN COMMUTING

WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 353 0016

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 353 6016

Created to ensure an
optimized female fit.
Goat skin leather
used for the palm
and thumb.
Windstopper®
stretch fabric used
for upperhand.
Anthracite reflective
print for improved
over rider visibility.
Fabric molded hardknuckle protector
provides impact and

xx

xx

xx

xx

abrasion protection.
Touch screen
compatible fingertip
on index for use of
touch screen devices.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Fabric puller at cuff
for easy glove entry.
Knit cuff for comfort
and flexibility.

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK
10

Created to ensure an
optimized female fit.
Synthetic leather
used for the palm
and thumb.
Polyamide fabric
used for the
backhand and cuff.
Alpinestars
Drystar® waterproof
and breathable
membrane.

xx

xx

xx

xx

100g/sqm Thinsulate
thermal insulation
on the Backhand.
Hidden Soft protector
provides impact and
abrasion protection.
Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
Fabric Cuff.
BLACK
10

TRACK VEST 2
PROTECTION
SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 650 8417
xx

xx

xx

Back protector CE
certified according
with the EN 1621-2
: 2014 level 2.
Chest compartment
with removable PE
foam. Nucleon chest
protector available
as upgrade.
Technical stretch
net construction

xx

xx

xx

for comfort and
durability.
PE foam padding
throughout vest for
added comfort.
Adjustable and
removable kidney
belt for secure and
personalized fit.
TPR logo on the
front chest.

BLACK
10

151

NUCLEON KR-3 PROTECTOR

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
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Back protector CE
certified against EN
1621_2:2014 LEVEL 2.
Back protector
developed in 3
waist to shoulder
dimensions in
order to cover all
the body sizes.
NEW lattice
structured back
shell plate is
constructed from a
high performance
polymeric material
blend for optimized
flexibility and
excellent weightsaving properties.
NEW Soft
Viscoelastic PU
FOAM compound
developed for
all the Nucleon
protectors 2018.
Hybrid construction:
lattice shell with a
new viscoelastic PU
foam compound .
NEW Single injected
lattice structure shell
constructed with
ergonomic design to
absorb high impacts
and allow maximum
breathability
and air flow.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

NUCLEON KR-1 PROTECTOR

PROTECTION

ROAD BACK PROTECTION

SIZE: XS-XL / CODE: 650 4718

SIZE: XS-S-M-L-XL / CODE: 650 4515

In combination
with the NUCLEON
PU FOAM on the
central spine area
extraordinary
performance on
impact absorption.
NEW Additional
convex design on
the central hard
shell provides
highest protection
of the spine.
Horizontal flex groves
for an adaptive fit in
all riding positions.
NEW Adjustable rib
protector made by
a high performance
polymeric material
blend for additional
side protection.
NEW Shoulder blade
protective padding
extensions to protect
the acromion bones.
Waist adjustment
for customized fit
and slim vented
kidney belt for added
position stability
and security .
Adjustable and
detachable elastic
shoulder straps
via snap fit system
to allow a more

xx

xx

SMOKE BLACK RED
013

xx

xx

comfortable use
of the protector.
Compatible with
the NUCLEON
KR-C protector.
Compatible with
the NUCLEON
KR-TB protector.

xx

The NUCLEON KR-1
hybrid back protector
incorporates
race-oriented
back protection
CE certified.
Level 2 to the latest
back protector
standard revision
(EN1621-2:2014).
Featuring hardshell vertebrae
protection and high
energy absorbing
viscoelastic memory
foam, this innovative

xx

hybrid back protector
is uncompromising
in safety and
performance.
Ergonomically
profiled for sport
riding with superb
ventilation and
a special waist
adjustment belt for a
customized fit – the
NUCLEON KR-1 is
extremely lightweight
and breathable.

BLACK WHITE
12

SMOKE BLACK RED
013

NUCLEON KR-2 PROTECTOR

NUCLEON KR-R PROTECTOR

xx

xx

The NUCLEON KR-R
hybrid back protector
is an innovative
track and race back
protector CE certified
Level 2 to the latest
back protector
standard revision
(EN1621-2:2014).
With performance
cooling, flexibility
and anatomical
contouring, this
hybrid of hard shell
and energy absorbing

xx

RACE BACK PROTECTION

ROAD BACK PROTECTION

SIZE: XS-S-M-L-XL / CODE: 650 5015

SIZE: XS-S-M-L-XL / CODE: 650 4615

viscoelastic memory
foam is lightweight
and breathable for
optimized protection
and comfort.
Features include
waist adjustment
for customized fit, a
snap-on system to
fix protector to a suit
or jacket and a slim
vented kidney belt
for added security.

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
125

The NUCLEON
KR-2 is a premium
adventure touring
back protector CE
certified Level 2 to the
latest back protector
standard revision
(EN1621-2:2014).
Extremely lightweight,
highly breathable
and incorporating
reinforced protection
this back protector is

xx

xx

optimized for comfort
on longer journeys.
An innovative fusion
of energy absorbing
viscoelastic memory
foam with articulated
vertebrae protection
The NUCLEON
KR-2 is flexible
and ergonomically
profiled for
performance.

BLACK SMOKE RED
1113

BLACK RED
13

153

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
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NUCLEON KR-CELL PROTECTOR

NUCLEON KR-Y YOUTH PROTECTOR

ROAD BACK PROTECTION

ROAD YOUTH BACK PROTECTION

SIZE: XS-S-M-L-XL / CODE: 650 4018

SIZE: OS / CODE: 654 4418

Back protector CE
certified against
EN 1621_2:2014
LEVEL 1.
Back protector
developed in 3 Waist
to shoulder dimension
in order to cover
all the body size.
Back Hard shell plates
are constructed from
a high performance
polymeric material
blend for optimized
flexibility and
excellent weightsaving properties.
Shells are highly
perforated
for maximum
breathability and
air ventilation.
NEW Single injected
compound shell
constructed with
triple layers design
to absorb the
impacts and allow
the maximum
breathability
and air flow.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Ergonomic protection
plate contour
to the natural
curve of the back
ensuring optimum
fit while riding.
Horizontal flexion
groves for an
adaptive fit in
different position.
Adjustable and
detachable elastic
shoulder straps via
a snap fit system
to allow a more
comfortable use
of the protector.
Compatible with
the NUCLEON
KR-C protector.
Compatible with
the NUCLEON
KR-TB protector.
Kidney belt featuring
a dual hook and loop
closure system.
Soft bio foam
padded chassis for
maximum comfort.

xx

xx

SMOKE BLACK RED
013

xx

xx

Youth back protector
CE certified against
EN 1621_2:2014
LEVEL 2.
Extremely light
weight, flexible and
ergonomically profiled
for an optimized
anatomical fit.
The NUCLEON KR-Y
incorporates an
airflow system for
cooling and comfort.
NEW soft viscoelastic
PU FOAM compound
developed for all the
new 2018 Nucleon

xx

xx

xx

protectors.
Kidney belt featuring
a dual hook and loop
closure system.
Ergonomic protection
plate contour
to the natural
curve of the back
ensuring optimum
fit while riding.
Adjustable and
detachable elastic
shoulder straps via
a snap fit system to
allow an easy and
comfortable use
of the protector.

BLACK RED
13

NUCLEON KR-1i PROTECTOR

xx

xx

The NUCLEON KR-1i
Hybrid Back Protector
Insert is CE certified
Level 2 to the latest
back protector
standard revision
(EN1621-2:2014).
Fusing together
a lightweight,
perforated hard
shell and energy
absorbing foam,
this hybrid protector
insert offers excellent
impact resistance

xx

NUCLEON KR-2i PROTECTOR

BACK PROTECTOR INSERT

BACK PROTECTOR INSERT

SIZE: S-M-L / CODE: 650 4115

SIZE: S-M-L / CODE: 650 1615

while being flexible
and anatomically
contoured.
With its innovative
cooling airflow
channel system
the NUCLEON
KR-1i Hybrid Back
Protector Insert
offers optimized
levels of protection
and comfort for sport
and street riding.

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE
12

The NUCLEON
KR-2i soft back
protector insert is
CE-certified Level
2 to the latest back
protector standard
(EN1621-2:2014).
Extremely
lightweight, flexible
and ergonomically
profiled for an
optimized anatomical
fit the NUCLEON

xx

KR-2i incorporates
an airflow system for
cooling and comfort.
The highly protective
NUCLEON KR-2i
back protector is
quick and convenient
to insert and fits
unobtrusively within
a rider’s jacket or suit
for the ultimate in
safety performance.

BLACK
10

155

TOURING KIDNEY BELT
PROTECTION
SIZE: S/M-L/XL-2XL/3XL / CODE: 650 500
xx

xx

xx

Supportive
thermoformed PE
foam and molded
PU support panels.
Removable quilted
thermal liner.
Wind breaking
front flaps.

xx

xx

Ergonomically
designed for
maximum stability
on the torso and
lower back.
Dual elastic
waistband for secure
and precise fit.
BLACK
10
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BLACK
10

xx

xx

xx

xx

BLACK WHITE RED
123

NUCLEON KR-CiR PROTECTOR

NUCLEON KR-C PROTECTOR

CHEST INSERT

CHEST HARNESS FOR BACK PROTECTORS

SIZE: XS/S - M/L/XL / CODE: 670 2015

SIZE: XS/S - M/L/XL / CODE: 650 8615

The NUCLEON KR-CiR is a high
performance, lightweight track and
race chest protector certified.
Level 2 to prEN 1621-3:2013.

xx

Perfect combination with the KR-R back
protector for maximum protection.

xx

xx

The NUCLEON KR-C features an
easy to use divided chest protector
certified to prEN 1621-3:2013.
An innovative harness system allows
the fast connection to the NUCLEON

xx

back protectors KR-1 and KR-2..
Highly vented and very lightweight, the
ergonomic designed protectors are
excellent for touring and sport riding in
combination with the KR-1 and KR-2.

BLACK
10

BLACK
10

BLACK WHITE
12

NUCLEON KR-Ci PROTECTOR

NUCLEON KR-CiW PROTECTOR

NUCLEON KR-TB PROTECTOR

CHEST INSTERT

WOMEN’S CHEST INSTERT

TAIL BONE FOR BACK PROTECTORS

SIZE: XS/S - M/L/XL / CODE: 670 2115

SIZE: OS / CODE: 678 2115

SIZE: OS / CODE: 670 2515

The NUCLEON KR-Ci features
an easy-to-use divided chest
protector insert for men,
certified to prEN 1621-3:2013.
Highly ventilated and very

lightweight, the ergonomically
designed protector is
excellent for everyday riding.

xx

xx

The NUCLEON KR-Ci features
an easy-to-use divided chest
protector insert for men,
certified to prEN 1621-3:2013.
Highly ventilated and very

lightweight, the ergonomically
designed protector is
excellent for everyday riding.

xx

The NUCLEON KR-TB
features a lightweight and
easy to use back protection
extension for the lowest part

xx

of your spine (coccyx).
Can be fitted on the KR-1, KR-R
and KR-2 back protectors.
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652 1513 10 SIZE: S-M
SIZE S FITS SMALL SIZES KNEE (MAN & STELLA)
SIZE M FITS BIG SIZES KNEE (MAN & STELLA)
652 2616 30
RED
SHOULDER

652 1716 10 SIZE: S-M-L
SIZE S FITS SMALL SIZES SHOULDERS (MAN & STELLA)
SIZE L FITS BIG SIZES SHOULDERS (MAN & STELLA)

652 2516 30
RED
ELBOW

652 1614 10 SIZE: S-M
SIZE S FITS ALL SIZES STELLA ELBOW
& SMALL SIZES MAN ELBOW
SIZE M FITS BIG SIZES MAN ELBOW

GP R PROTECTOR

BIO AIR PROTECTION KIT

PROTECTION

PROTECTION
SIZE: OS

xx

Constructed using an impact absorbing
E-PU foam poured on an E-PE soft

xx

layer for a better fit and comfort.
CE-certified EN 1621-1:2012.

ELBOW:
Innovative, ergonomically profiled, Level
2 CE certified elbow protection.
xx Constructed from thermoplastic vulcanized
elastomer for excellent flexibility
and impact force transmission.
xx Specifically engineered open-cell
layer construction for optimized levels
of ventilation and breathability.
xx

SHOULDER:
Innovative, ergonomically profiled, Level
2 CE certified shoulder protection.
xx Constructed from thermoplastic vulcanized
elastomer for excellent flexibility
and impact force transmission.
xx Specifically engineered open-cell
layer construction for optimized levels
of ventilation and breathability.
xx

651 200 10
BLACK (TYPE A - SMALL)

652 5017 12
BLACK WHITE

652 200 10
BLACK (TYPE B - BIG)

xx

xx
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652 5517 10
BLACK

BIO ARMOR PROTECTION KIT

NUCLEON RACING KR-HR
HIP PROTECTOR

NUCLEON KR-H
HIP PROTECTOR

PROTECTION

PROTECTION

PROTECTION

SIZE: OS

SIZE: S-L

SIZE: S-L

Constructed using a
specially formulated
closed cell foam that
is durable yet allows
good feel in turns.
Shaped for optimal
contact, even-wear

xx

xx

distribution and
lighter weight.
Standard fitment on
selected Alpinestars
leather suits.
CE Certified to EN 1621-1.

xx

xx

xx

KR-HR CE certified to latest
EN 1621_1: 2012 ( level 2)
Ergonomically designed
and engineered for an
easy movement.
Light and perforated

xx

soft PU foam compound
for comfort.
Racing version features
additional injected shells
for added protection
on the hip bone.

xx

xx

KR-H version CE
certified to latest EN
1621_1: 2012 ( level 1)
Ergonomically designed
and engineered for an
easy movement.

xx

xx

Light and perforated
soft PU foam compound
for comfort.
Racing version features
additional injected shells
for added protection
on the hip bone.

BLACK
10

BLACK
10
WHITE
20

ELBOW SLIDER INSERT

xx

xx

GP PRO KNEE SLIDERS

PROTECTION

PROTECTION

SIZE: OS / CODE: 645 0018

SIZE: OS / CODE: 640 5017

Used by Alpinestars
top racers.
Constructed using an
exclusive PU compound
that is durable yet allows
good feel in turns.

xx

xx

Anatomically shaped
for optimal contact,
even-wear distribution
and lighter weight.
Standard fitment on
selected Alpinestars
leather suits.

xx
xx

xx

Used by Alpinestars top racers.
Constructed using an exclusive PU compound
that is durable yet allows good feel in turns.
Anatomically shaped for optimal contact, even-

xx
xx

wear distribution and lighter weight.
Standard fitment on selected Alpinestars leather suits.
Strong hook and loop contacts ensure secure
and highly personalized fitment.

WHITE
20

xx

xx

BLACK RED
13

BLACK WHITE
12

GP RAIN KNEE SLIDER HARD

SPORT KNEE SLIDER HARD

BLACK
10

GP KNEE SLIDER HARD

PROTECTION

PROTECTION

PROTECTION

SIZE: OS / CODE: 640 1013

SIZE: OS / CODE: 640 304

SIZE: OS / CODE: 640 207

Constructed from
an advanced TPU
compound for durability
and weight saving.
Ergonomically
engineered for an

xx

optimized performance
fit in wet conditions.
Strong hook and
loop contacts ensure
secure and highly
personalized fitment.

xx

xx

Constructed using a
PU compound that
is durable yet allows
good feel in turns.
Shaped for optimal
contact, even-wear

xx

distribution and
lighter weight.
Standard fitment on
selected Alpinestars
leather suits.

xx

xx

Used by Alpinestars
top racers.
Constructed using an
exclusive PU compound
that is durable yet allows
good feel in turns.

xx

xx

Anatomically shaped
for optimal contact,
even-wear distribution
and lighter weight.
Standard fitment on
selected Alpinestars
leather suits.
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TOP 475 2117 106
BLACK GRAY

TECH LAYER TOP
BASE LAYER
SIZE: S-3XL / CODE: 475 3616
xx

xx

xx

Windstopper®/artic
fleece (polyester).
Stretch/artic
fleece panels
Chest zippered

xx

xx

pocket.
Bottom zippered
pockets.
Seamless lycra cuff
with thumb loop.

BLACK
10

BOTTOM 475 2217 106
BLACK GRAY

RIDE TECH WINTER TECH LAYER TOP/BOTTOM
TECH LAYERS
SIZE: XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL / CODE:TOP 475 2117 106 / BOTTOM 475 2217 106
TOP:
Design for cold weather riding.
xx Open mesh structure on back for
comfort and breathability.
xx Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.
xx Stretch ribs on chest.
xx Jacquard logos on shoulders and chest.
xx
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PANTS:
xx Design for cold weather riding.
xx Open mesh structure on back thigh
for comfort and breathability.
xx Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.
xx Stretch ribs on front and back knee.
xx Jacquard logos on knee.

BLACK RED
13

BLACK RED
13
BLACK RED
13

RIDE TECH SUMMER TECH LAYER TOP/BOTTOM

RIDE TECH 1PC UNDERSUIT SUMMER TECH LAYER

xx
xx

xx

TECH LAYERS

TECH LAYERS

SIZE: XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL / CODE: 475 2817

SIZE: XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL / CODE TOP: 475 2517 / BOTTOM: 475 2617

Design for warm weather riding.
Open mesh structure on back and
tight for comfort and breathability.
Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.

xx
xx
xx

Stretch ribs on chest and upper back part.
Jacquard logos on shoulders, chest and knee.
Zipless opening on front and top back.

TOP:
Design for warm weather riding.
xx Open mesh structure on back for
comfort and breathability.
xx Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.
xx Stretch ribs on chest.
xx Jacquard logos on shoulders and chest.
xx

PANTS:
xx Design for warm weather riding.
xx Open mesh structure on back thigh
for comfort and breathability.
xx Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.
xx Stretch ribs on front and back knee.
xx Jacquard logos on knee.
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BLACK RED
13

LIGHT GRAY DARK GRAY
922

COOLING VEST

RIDE TECH SUMMER SS TOP TECH LAYER

xx
xx

xx
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TECH LAYERS

ACCESSORIES

SIZE: XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL / CODE: 475 2717

SIZE: S/M - L/XL - 2XL/3XL / CODE: 475 1518

Design for warm weather riding.
Open mesh structure on back for
comfort and breathability .
Compression fit design to

xx
xx

reduce muscle fatigue.
Stretch ribs on chest.
Jacquard logos on shoulders and chest.

xx

xx

xx

Cools vascular system to limit effects
of heat exhaustion on upper body.
Anatomical fit with stretch
inserts on side torso.
Strategically positioned ventilation
for airflow and breathability.

xx

xx

xx

Three-layer textile construction with
moisture-wicking fleece lining.
Innovative core cooling system slowly and
evenly releases moisture during rides.
Lightweight with a refillable water
chamber for repeat use.

BLACK
10

BLACK
10

TECH NECK WARMER BASELAYER

xx

xx

BLACK
10

NECK WARMER BASELAYER

WINTER TOURING BALACLAVA

BASE LAYER

BASE LAYER

BASE LAYER

SIZE: OS / CODE: 475 8514

SIZE: OS / CODE: 475 8614

SIZE: OS / CODE: 475 809

Super soft 4 way stretch
reversed micro-fleece.
Seam free collar edge.

xx

Embroidery logo.

xx

xx

Super soft 4 way stretch
reversed micro-fleece.
Inner open mesh.

xx
xx

Seam free collar edge.
Embroidery logo.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Warm and breathable
moisture wicking stretch
fabric for comfort.
Full face design with neck
and shoulder covering
for effective insulation
against the elements.
External waterproof and

xx

xx

windproof neck skirt for
wind and water protection.
Flat lock seam for
comfort under helmet.
Open nose panel
construction to
aid breathing.

BLACK
10

BLACK
10

BLACK
10

OPEN FACE BALACLAVA

WINTER BALACLAVA

SKULL CAP BEANIE

BASE LAYER

BASE LAYER

BASE LAYER

SIZE: OS / CODE: 475 817

SIZE: OS / CODE: 475 807

SIZE: OS / CODE: 475 827

Heavyweight and moisture
wicking material that can
be used for any season.
Open face design
with ergonomic fit.
Flat lock seams for
comfort feel.

xx

xx

xx

Strategic chin panel
design for better fit,
feel and comfort.
Extended neck length
for added protection.
Reflective printed Astar logo.

xx

xx

Warm and breathable
moisture wicking complete
stretch material.
Full-face balaclava
design with neck and
shoulder covering.

xx

xx
xx

Ergonomic fit and
flat-lock seams.
Reflective logo printing.
Open nose panel
construction for vent
and easy breathing.

xx

xx
xx

Breathable and quick
dry materials.
Mesh panels for ventilation.
Ergonomic fit from

xx

xx

top of head to ear.
Flatlock seams for better
feel and comfort.
Reflective logo printing.
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BLACK RED
30

BLACK GRAY
11

RACING ROAD SOCKS

xx

xx

THERMAL TECH SOCKS

BASE LAYER

BASE LAYER

SIZE: S/M-L/2XL / CODE: 470 3111

SIZE: S/M-L/2XL / CODE: 470 349

Warm and breathable moisture
wicking stretch fabric for comfort.
Full face design with neck and
shoulder covering for effective
insulation against the elements.

xx

xx
xx

External waterproof and windproof neck
skirt for wind and water protection.
Flat lock seam for comfort under helmet.
Open nose panel construction to aid breathing.

xx

xx

Warm and breathable moisture
wicking knit fabric.
Nostatex® , silver yarn, sole for wicking
moisture away from skin and giving an
anti-bacterial, non odour, layer which
conducts heat uniformly around the

xx

xx

skin surface to reduce hot-spots.
Ribbed design reduces bunching at the heel
and ankle and increases riding comfort.
Knee length design for ultimate
coverage and comfort.

BLACK RED
30

WHITE
20

RACING ROAD SOCKS SHORT

xx

xx

xx
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TOURING SUMMER SOCKS

BASE LAYER

BASE LAYER

SIZE: S/M-L/2XL / CODE: 470 3011

SIZE: S/M-L/2XL / CODE: 470 408

Constructed using Coolmax which
helps keep your feet cool and dry.
Nostatex sole for wicking
moisture away from skin.
Ribbed design reduces bunching

xx

xx

at the heel and ankle.
Strategically positioned mesh
areas for maximum comfort.
Ankle length.

xx

xx

xx

Constructed using Coolmax which
helps keep your feet cool and dry.
Nostatex sole for wicking
moisture away from skin.
Ribbed design reduces bunching

xx

xx

at the heel and ankle.
Strategically positioned mesh
areas for maximum comfort.
Ankle length.

xx
xx
xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

BLACK GRAY SILVER
1106

BLACK GRAY SILVER
1106

FORCE BACKPACK 25

ORBIT BACKPACK 35

BAGS

BAGS

SIZE: OS / CODE: 610 6516

SIZE: OS / CODE: 610 6616

25L capacity (approximately)
21” x 12” x 8” / 53 x 32 x 20 cm
420D Nylon / 420D Ripstop Nylon / 1050D
Ballistic Nylon / Hypalon Reinforcement.
4 external pockets (2on the front / 2 on
the sides) + 1 main compartment.
Internal removable organizer featuring 15”
laptop and 11” tablet protective sleeves.
Water bladder carrying system
on the left or right side.
Waterproof rain cover.
Built in helmet carrier.
4 x 25mm adjustable compression straps.
2 x 25mm adjustable bottom straps.
Ergonomic and free moving shoulder
belts featuring a built in grab handle,

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

an adjustable sternum strap and the
Alpinestars quick release system for a
fast and secure adjustment, preventing
the extra webbing flapping.
Ergonomic Trapeze Construction on the
bottom for a better load distribution,
keeping the bag closer from the back.
Ergonomic 15mm back padding
preventing spine pressure with ventilation
channels for an optimized air flow.
Removable waist strap featuring the
Alpinestars quick release system for a
fast and secure adjustment, preventing
the extra webbing flapping.
YKK semi auto-locking zippers
for a secure closure.
Reflective details on the front.

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx
xx

xx

xx
xx
xx

Fully expendable from 28L to
35L (approximately).
21” x 13.5” x 6” to 10” / 53 x 34 x 15 to 25 cm
420D Nylon / 420D Ripstop Nylon / 1050D
Ballistic Nylon / Hypalon Reinforcement.
4 external pockets (2on the upper
front / 2 on the sides) + 1 PU Mesh
pocket on the front + 1 main waterproof
compartment (wrapping closure).
Retractable shock cord on the front.
Internal removable organizer featuring 15”
laptop and 11” tablet protective sleeves.
Separated Water bladder pocket and full hose
routing system on the left or right side.
Built in helmet carrier.
4 x 25mm adjustable compression straps.
2 x 25mm adjustable bottom straps.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Ergonomic and free moving shoulder
belts featuring a built in grab handle,
an adjustable sternum strap and the
Alpinestars quick release system for a
fast and secure adjustment, preventing
the extra webbing flapping.
Ergonomic Trapeze Construction on the
bottom for a better load distribution,
keeping the bag closer from the back.
Ergonomic 15mm back padding
preventing spine pressure with ventilation
channels for an optimized air flow.
Removable waist strap featuring the
Alpinestars quick release system for a
fast and secure adjustment, preventing
the extra webbing flapping.
YKK semi auto-locking. zippers
for a secure closure
Reflective details on the front.
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BLACK RED
13

BLACK WHITE
12

CITY HUNTER BACKPACK

TECH AERO BACKPACK

xx
xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

BAGS

BAGS

SIZE: OS / CODE: 610 7115

SIZE: OS / CODE: 610 7717

18 to 24 Litre capacity
21.25 ” x 12.5” x 7” / 54 x 32 x 18 cm
100% polyester construction.
Sport silhouette engineered for a low profile
aerodynamic performance while riding.
Fully expandable from 18L to 24L (approx).
Built-in helmet carrier.
YKK® semi-auto locking zip to ensure
secure closure while riding.
Zipper puller.
Internal Lap Top sleeve which fits
most 15” Lap Top Computers.
Internal organizer pockets.
Internal sleeve for Nucleon KR-

xx
xx
xx

xx
xx

xx

xx
xx

2i Back Insert application.
Rain cover stored into lower zippered pocket.
Conduit for hydration hose.
Anatomical, adjustable, padded shoulder
straps with chest connection strap for
additional security and comfort.
Innovative shoulder strap adjustment.
Innovative adjustable waist strap for
security which also features builtin zippered kidney pockets.
Anatomical back padding built
with 3D vented mesh.
TPR and embroidered logo details.
Reflective printed details.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx
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Multi-material
Outershell : Lightweight 420D Nylon
/ 420D Ripstop
Nylon to reinforce
the bottom part.
25L Capacity
(approximately)
2 external waterproof
pockets on front.
Computer
compartment with full
length zip featuring
15” laptop protective
fleece sleeve.
Large main
compartment
with internal
organizer featuring
a smartphone
protective fleece
sleeve.
Built in helmet carrier.
Rain cover stored
in its pocket in the
main compartment.
Ergonomic shoulder
belts with perforated
foam padding and
mesh panels for an
optimized airflow,

xx

xx

xx

xx

adjustable and
removable sternum
strap and the
Alpinestars quick
release system
for a fast and
secure adjustment,
preventing the extra
webbing flapping.
Ergonomic 15mm
back padding
preventing spine
pressure with
ventilation channels
for an optimized
air flow.
Removable waist
strap featuring the
Alpinestars quick
release system
for a fast and
secure adjustment,
preventing the extra
webbing flapping.
YKK semi autolocking zippers for
a secure closure.
Reflective details
on the front and
shoulder belts to
improve rider’s
visibility in varying
light conditions.

BLACK GRAY
106

BLACK WHITE RED
123

STICKERS PACK
ACCESSORIES
1

662-074-00

2

663-304-00

ASSORTED COLORS - ALPINESTARS (7 CM) 100/PK
ASSORTED COLORS - ASTARS S (7 CM) 100/PK

3

664-101-00

ASSORTED COLORS - ASTARS KIT

4

664-301-00

ASSORTED COLORS - ALPINESTARS KIT

5

664-401-00

ASSORTED COLORS - CORPORATE KIT

6

665-304-10

BLACK - DIE CUT ALPINESTARS S 15CM 10/PK

6

665-401-10

BLACK - DIE CUT ALPINESTARS M 48CM

6

665-501-10

BLACK - DIE CUT ALPINESTARS L 98CM

1.

2.

3.

4.

BLACK
10

TRANSITION XL GEAR BAG
BAGS

5.

SIZE: OS / CODE: 610 1012
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

xx
xx

Sized to carry all protective gear.
Durable ballistic nylon.
Tough 600d polyester contrast.
Hard internal base with external slide rails.
Base is covered with wipe-able
finish for easy cleaning.
High durability hard bumpers at base corners.
Smooth roll wheels.
Telescoping double post handle.
Multiple heavy duty haul handles.
Top carrying strap.
Perforated tarpaulin panels for venting.
Extra venting grommets for
additional air flow into pockets.
Main compartment sized for large items.
Bottom compartment for boots
or other heavy items

xx
xx
xx

xx
xx

xx

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

xx

Top compartment for helmet.
Padded sidewalls padded compartment walls.
Compartment walls are removable
create one extra large compt.
Large external pocket with mesh organizer.
Three external pockets for gloves,
goggles and misc items.
Removable change mat made
from waterproof tarpaulin.
Lockable zippers accepts tsa approved locks.
Id window.
Contoured rubber zipper pulls.
Reflective branding.
Fully lined with alpinestars hivisibilty yellow logo lining.
88 liter capacity / 38 x 18 x
18” / 96 x 46 x 43 cm.

6.
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xx

AIRBAG SYSTEM

xx

Alpinestars’ Tech-Air™ is the world’s
most technologically advanced
electronic airbag system for street
motorcycle riders. Following years
of R&D, hundreds of thousands
of miles of road testing and a
multitude of full-scale crash tests,
the Tech-Air™ system’s innovative
design and sensor positioning
provides active safety performance
in a wide variety of situations.
Tech-Air™ is the world’s first fully

xx

self-contained airbag system to
function independently of the
motorcycle, with its sensors,
electronic control unit and
full upper body airbag system
incorporated into an airbag vest
worn with an outer jacket.
The Tech-Air™ system’s sensors
detect a rider’s impending loss
of control with the greatest of
precision and, once fired, the
airbag will fully inflate within

xx

25 milliseconds. The system’s
sensors are not required to fitted
towwv the bike, meaning Tech-Air™
can be worn in a variety of riding
situations, both on and off-road.
Interchangeable with a choice
of Alpinestars’ compatible
riding jackets for all-weather
and everyday use, the Tech-Air™
street airbag system offers you
the highest levels of protection
and versatility, combined with

TECH-AIR™ STREET VEST
TOURING / ROAD RIDING
SIZE: S-2XL - WOMEN’S SIZE: S-M / CODE: 650 8015

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Designed to be used in conjunction
with airbag-compatible outer jackets
Comprehensive inflatable upper body
protection for back, shoulders, kidney
area, chest and upper abdomen.
Electronic sensors are securely and
unobtrusively incorporated within
the system’s chassis, meaning the
vest is completely self-contained and
allows it to be worn interchangeably
between compatible jackets.
Constructed from a strong and durable
mesh main shell with stretch poly-fabric
on shoulders and torso for a compact and
secure fit that is close to the rider’s body
while allowing freedom of movement.
Removable inner mesh and elastic hook and
loop waistband to position airbag system
to customize fit and improve adjustability.
Full internal back lining constructed
from 3D mesh for optimized levels
of ventilation and breathability.
The Airbag Control Unit (ACU) of Tech-Air™
is incorporated within strong, lightweight
polymer back protector, which features
an ergonomic plate construction for
structural strength and a fit to follow
the natural contours of the back.
Tech-Air™ ACU is seal-protected within vest
to ensure its all-weather performance.
ACU has been homologated to ECE R10
04, which ensures the electromagnetic
integrity and stability of the unit.

Tech-Air™ uses an integrated, certified
lithium ion battery, with a battery life
of 25 hours and a recharge time of
approximately 6 hours. Micro USB
charger allows convenient recharging of
system, with one hour of charging time
giving four hours of riding coverage.
CERTIFICATIONS
xx Argon inflator cartridges are CE certified
to ISO 14451 standard, meaning that
they will only fire if commanded by the
electronic unit. It also certifies that
the cartridges can be safely handled,
assembled and transported.
xx System’s firmware is upgradable and
external service record will be managed
by a custom-made data portal.
xx Tech-Air™ is Category II CE Certified to
the 686/89/EEC European PPE Directive,
using a version of EN1621-4:2013, which
guarantees impact protection performance
from 25 milliseconds to 5 seconds.
xx Certified to function at -10°C and
+50°C to guarantee system’s use in
wide range of weather conditions.
xx Tech-Air™ design and manufacture is CE
certified to the 2007/23/EC pyrotechnic
directive, guaranteeing it has been
assembled following all pyrotechnic
handling and safety regulations, which
means the system can be transported
by car, ship, train or airplane.
xx

THE AIRBAG CONTROL
UNIT (ACU)
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INFLATORS

BLACK
10

xx

true convenience and usability.
Switching the system on before
your ride is as simple as zipping
up your jacket and regardless
of motorcycle or scooter type,
age or model – Alpinestars’
Tech-Air™ is there to protect
you all the time; whatever the
bike, season or surface.

TECH-AIR™ RACE VEST
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING
SIZE: M-XL / CODE: 650 8016

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

System’s firmware is upgradable and
can be configured to run the TECH-AIR™
Street airbag settings for non racing
use in road and off-road situations.
Ergonomically profiled, performance
fit airbag vest optimized for use with
compatible racing/performance
riding airbag leather suit.
Airbag Control Unit incorporated
within strong, lightweight, ergonomic
polymer back protector, specially
optimized for race and track use.
Electronic sensors incorporated in
the system’s chassis, meaning vest
is completely self-contained and
allows it to be worn interchangeably
with compatible garments.
Advanced multi-material main shell
incorporates Lycra®, 2D mesh and Cordura.
Interior comprises of perforate
Lycra, 3D mesh and comfort edging
for high levels of comfort.
Specially designed, racedeveloped back protector.
Comprehensive inflatable upper body
protection for back shoulders, kidney
area, chest and upper abdomen.
Incorporates removable inner mesh

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

and elastic hook and loop waistband
to position airbag system to customize
fit and improve adjustability.
Argon inflator cartridges are CE
certified to ISO 14451 standard.
ACU is seal-protected within vest to
ensure its all-weather performance and
the vest and componentry are certified.
ACU has been homologated to ECE R10
04, which ensures the electromagnetic
integrity and stability of the unit.
System uses an integrated, certified
lithium ion battery, with a battery life
of 25 hours and a recharge time of
approximately 6 hours. Micro USB
charger allows convenient recharging of
system, with one hour of charging time
giving four hours of riding coverage.
Color coded front YKK zippers allow
for vest to be easily and securely
attached to outer jacket.
Category II CE Certified to the 686/89/EEC
European PPE Directive, using a version
of EN1621-4:2013, which guarantees
impact protection performance between
45 milliseconds to 5 seconds.
Design and manufacture CE certified to
the 2007/23/EC pyrotechnic directive.

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
155
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MEN’S APPAREL SIZE CHART
EURO SIZE

40

INT. SIZE

42
XXS

44

46

XS

48

50

S

M

52

54

L

56

58

XL

60

62

XXL

64

3XL

4XL

66

68

5XL

6XL

U.S. SIZE

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

56

U.S. PANT SIZE

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

50

A. CHEST (cm)

78- 82

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

110-114

114-118

118-122

122-126

126-130

130-134

134-138

B. WAIST (cm)

64-68

68-72

72-76

76-80

80-84

84-88

88-92

92-96

96-100

100-104

104-108

108-112

112-116

116-120

120-124

C. HIP (cm)

79-83

83-87

87-91

91-95

95-99

99-103

103-107

107-111

111-115

115-119

119-123

123-127

127-131

131-136

136-140

D. THIGH (cm)

48-49

50-51

52-53

54-55

56-57

58-59

60-61

62-63

64-65

66-67

68-69

70-71

72-73

74-75

76-77

E. INSEAM (cm)

71-72

73-74

75-76

77-78

79-80

81-82

83-84

85-86

87-88

89-90

89-90

91-92

91-92

91-92

91-92

F. OUTER ARM (cm)

49-50

51-52

53-54

55-56

57-58

59-60

61-62

63-64

65-66

67-68

67-68

69-70

69-70

69-70

69-70

G. HEIGHT (cm)

150-156

157-163

164-167

168-171

172-175

176-179

180-183

184-187

188-191

192-195

192-195

196-199

196-199

196-199

196-199

A. CHEST (inch)

30 ¾ - 32 ¼

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

35 ⅜ - 37

37 - 38 ⅝

38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛

40 ⅛ - 41 ¾

41 ¾ - 43 ¼

43 ¼ - 44 ⅞

44 ⅞ - 46 ½

46 ½ - 48

48 - 49 ⅝

49 ⅝ - 51 ⅛

51 ⅛- 53 ⅜

53 ⅜ - 54 ⅞

B. WAIST (inch)

25 ¼ - 26 ¾

26 ¾ - 28 ⅜

28 ⅜ - 29 ⅞

29 ⅞ - 31 ½

31 ½ - 33 ⅛

33 ⅛ - 34 ⅝

34 ⅝ - 36 ¼

36 ¼ - 37 ¾

37 ¾ - 39 ¼

39 ¼ - 41

41 - 42 ½

42 ½ - 44 ⅛

44 ⅛ - 45 ⅝

45 ⅝ - 47 ¾

47 ¾ - 49 ⅜

C. HIP (inch)

31 ⅛ - 32 ⅝

32 ⅝ - 34 ¼

34 ¼ - 35 ⅞

35 ⅞ - 37 ⅜

37 ⅜ - 39

39 - 40 ½

40 ½ - 42 ⅛

42 ⅛ - 43 ¾

43 ¾ - 45 ¼

45 ¼ - 46 ⅞

46 ⅞ - 48 ⅜

48 ⅜ - 50

50 - 51 ⅝

51 ⅝ - 54 ⅛

54 ⅛ - 55 ¾

D. THIGH (inch)

19 ⅜ - 19 ⅝

19 ⅝ - 20 ⅛

20 ½ - 20 ⅞

21 ¼ - 21 ⅝

22 - 22 ½

22 ⅞ - 23 ¼

23 ⅝ - 24

24 ⅜ - 24 ¾

25 ¼ - 25 ⅝

26 - 26 ⅜

26 ¾ - 27 ⅛

27 ½ - 28

28 ⅜ - 28 ½

29 ½ - 29 ⅞

30 ¼-30 ¾

E. INSEAM (inch)

28 - 28 ¾

28 ¾ - 29 ⅛

29 ½ - 29 ⅞

30 ⅜ - 30 ¾

31 ⅛ - 31 ½

31 ⅞ - 32 ¼

32 ⅝ - 33 ⅛

33 ½ - 33 ⅞

34 ¼ - 34 ⅝

35 - 35 ⅜

35 - 35 ⅜

35 ⅞ - 36 ¼

35 ⅞ - 36 ¼

35 ⅞ - 36 ¼

35 ⅞ - 36 ¼

F. OUTER ARM (inch)

19 ¼ - 20 ⅛

20 ⅛ - 20 ¾

20 ⅞ - 21 ¼

21 ⅝ - 22

22 ½ - 22 ⅞

23 ¼ - 23 ⅝

24 - 24 ⅜

24 ¾ - 25 ¼

25 ⅝ - 26

26 ⅜ - 26 ¾

26 ⅜ - 26 ¾

27 ⅛ - 27 ½

27 ⅛ - 27 ½

27 ⅛ - 27 ½

27 ⅛ - 27 ½

G. HEIGHT (inch)

4’11” - 5’1”

5’2” - 5’4”

5’4” - 5’5”

5’6” - 5’7”

5’7” - 5’8”

5’9” - 5’10”

5’11” - 6’

6’ - 6’2”

6’2” - 6’3”

6’3” - 6’5”

6’3” - 6’5”

6’5” - 6’6”

6’5” - 6’6”

6’5” - 6’6”

6’5” - 6’6”

G

YOUTH APPAREL SIZE CHART
U.S. SIZE

HOW TO MEASURE
A. Chest - Measure around the fullest
part, under the armpits, keeping the
tape horizontal.

YEARS

22
S
6-7

24
M
8-10

26
L
11-12

A. CHEST (cm)

60.5 - 65.5

65.5 - 70.5

70.5 - 75.5

B. WAIST (cm)

54 - 58

58 - 62

62 - 66

66 - 70

C. HIP (cm)

68 - 72

72 - 76

76 - 80

80 - 84

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

28
XL
13-14

B. Waist - Measure around the natural
waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.

75.5 - 80.5

C. Hip - Measure around the fullest part
of your hips, about 20cm below waist
line, keeping the tape horizontal.

D. THIGH (cm)

40 - 42

42 - 44

44 - 46

46 - 48

E. INSEAM (cm)

51.1 - 56.5

56.5 - 61.5

61.5 - 66.5

66.5 - 71.5

F. ARM LENGTH (cm)

39 - 43

43 - 47

47 - 51

51 - 55

G. HEIGHT (cm)

109 - 120

120 -130

130 - 145

A. CHEST (inch)

23 ⅞ - 25 ¾

25 ¾ - 27 ¾

27 ¾ - 29 ¾

A
G
B
F
A
B

145 - 159

E. Inseam - Stand against a wall, ask
someone else to measure from the
crotch to the bottom of your leg.

29 ¾ - 31 ¾

F. Arm Length - Measure from shoulder (Humerus) to wrist.

C

B. WAIST (inch)

21 ¼ - 25 ¾

22 ⅞ - 24 ⅜

24 ⅜ - 26

26 - 27 ½

C. HIP (inch)

26 ¾ - 28 ⅜

28 ⅜ - 29 ⅞

29 ⅞ - 31 ½

31 ½ - 33 ⅛

D. THIGH (inch)

15 ¾ - 16 ½

16 ½ - 17 ⅜

17 ⅜ - 18 ⅛

18 ⅛ - 18 ⅞

E. INSEAM (inch)

20 ⅛ - 22 ¼

22 ¼ - 24 ¼

24 ¼ - 26 ⅛

26 ⅛ - 28 ⅛

F. ARM LENGTH (inch)

15 ⅜ - 16 ⅞

16 ⅞ - 18 ½

18 ½ - 20 ⅛

20 ⅛ - 21 ⅝

G. HEIGHT (inch)

3’7” - 3’11”

3’11” - 4’3”

4’3” - 4’9”

4’9” - 5’3”
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D. Thigh - Measure around the thigh
just below the crotch, keeping the
tape horizontal.

F

G. Height - Stand against a wall, ask
someone else to measure from the
floor to the top of your head, keeping
the tape vertical.

C
D

D
E
E

WOMEN’S APPAREL SIZE CHART
EURO SIZE

36
0
22

2
24

4
26

42
S
6
28

74-78
78- 82
58-62
82-86
50-51
72-73
50-51
157-160

78- 82
82-86
62-66
86-90
52-53
74-75
52-53
161-164

82-86
86-90
66-70
90-94
54-55
76-77
54-55
165-168

86-90
90-94
70-74
94-98
56-57
78-79
56-57
169-172

90-94
94-98
74-78
98-102
58-59
80-81
58-59
173-176

94-98
98-102
78-82
102-106
60-61
82-83
60-61
177-180

98-102
102-106
82-86
106-110
62-63
84-85
62-63
181-184

102-106
106-110
86-90
110-114
64-65
84-85
62-63
181-184

106-110
110-114
90-94
114-118
66-67
86-87
64-65
185-188

110-114
114-118
94-98
118-122
68-69
86-87
64-65
185-188

29 ⅛ - 30 ¾
30 ¾ - 32 ¼
22 ⅞ - 24 ⅜
32 ¼ - 33 ⅞
19 ⅝ - 20 ⅛
28 ⅜ - 28 ¾
19 ⅝ - 20 ⅛
5’2” - 5’3”

30 ¾ - 32 ¼
32 ¼ - 33 ⅞
24 ⅜ - 26
33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜
20 ½ - 20 ⅞
29 ⅛ - 29 ½
20 ½ - 20 ⅞
5’4” - 5’5”

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞
33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜
26 - 27 ½
35 ⅜ - 37
21 ¼ - 21 ⅝
29 ⅞ - 30 ⅜
21 ¼ - 21 ⅝
5’5” - 5’6”

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜
35 ⅜ - 37
27 ½ - 29 ⅛
37 - 38 ⅝
22 - 22 ½
30 ¾ - 31 ⅛
22 - 22 ½
5’7” - 5’8”

35 ⅜ - 37
37 - 38 ⅝
29 ⅛ - 30 ¾
38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛
22 ⅞ - 23 ¼
31 ½ - 31 ⅞
22 ⅞ - 23 ¼
5’8” - 5’9”

37 - 38 ⅝
38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛
30 ¾ - 32 ¼
40 ⅛ - 41 ¾
23 ⅝ - 24
32 ¼ - 32 ⅝
23 ⅝ - 24
5’10” - 5’11”

38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛
40 ⅛ - 41 ¾
32 ¼ - 33 ⅞
41 ¾ - 43 ¼
24 ⅜ - 24 ¾
33 ⅛ - 33 ½
24 ⅜ - 24 ¾
5’11 - 6’

40 ⅛ - 41 ¾
41 ¾ - 43 ¼
33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜
43 ¼ - 44 ⅞
25 ¼ - 25 ⅝
33 ⅛ - 33 ½
24 ⅜ - 24 ¾
5’11 - 6’

41 ¾ - 43 ¼
43 ¼ - 44 ⅞
35 ⅜ - 37
44 ⅞ - 46 ½
26 - 26 ⅜
33 ⅞ - 34 ¼
25 ¼ - 25 ⅝
6’1” - 6’2”

43 ¼ - 44 ⅞
44 ⅞ - 46 ½
37 - 38 ⅝
46 ½ - 48
26 ⅜ - 27 ⅛
33 ⅞ - 34 ¼
25 ¼ - 25 ⅝
6’1” - 6’2”

INT. SIZE

38

40

XXS

U.S. SIZE
U.S. PANT SIZE
A. CHEST (cm)
B. BUST (cm)
C. WAIST (cm)
D. HIP (cm)
E. THIGH (cm)
F. INNER LEG (cm)
G. OUTER ARM (cm)
H. HEIGHT (cm)
A. CHEST (inch)
B. BUST (inch)
C. WAIST (inch)
D. HIP (inch)
E. THIGH (inch)
F. INNER LEG (inch)
G. OUTER ARM (inch)
H. HEIGHT (inch)

H

XS

44

46

48

8
30

10
32

12
34

14
36

16
38

M

50

HOW TO MEASURE

52

XL

L

54
3XL
18
40

XXL

G
A
B
C
D
E

F

e. Thigh - Measure around the thigh just below the crotch, keeping the tape horizontal.
f. Inseam - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the crotch to the bottom of your leg.
g. Arm Length - Measure from shoulder (Humerus) to wrist.
h. Height - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the floor to the top of your head, keeping the tape
vertical.

A. Chest - Measure around the fullest part, under the armpits, keeping the tape horizontal.
B. Bust - Measure around the fullest part of the bust, keeping the tape horizontal.
c. Waist - Measure around the natural waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.
d. Hip - Measure around the fullest part of your hips, about 20cm below waist line, keeping the tape horizontal.

GLOVES SIZE CHART

HOW TO MEASURE
HAND CIRCUMFERENCE WITHOUT THUMB

IN T ERN AT ION A L SIZE

XS

MEN’S H A ND ME A SUREMEN T (CM)
WOMEN’S H A ND ME A SUREMEN T (CM)

16.5 - 17.8

IN T ERN AT ION A L SIZE

S

M

L

XL

XXL

3XL

17.8 - 20.3

20.3 - 21.6

21.6 - 22.9

22.9 - 24.1

24.1 - 25.4

25.4 - 27.9

17.8 - 19

19 - 20.3

20.3 - 21.6

21.6 - 22.9

XS

MEN’S H A ND ME A SUREMEN T (INCHE S)
WOMEN’S H A ND ME A SUREMEN T (INCHE S)

6½ - 7

S

M

L

XL

XXL

3XL

7½ - 8

8 - 8½

8½ - 9

9 - 9½

9½ - 10

10 - 11

7 - 7½

7½ - 8

8 - 8½

8½ - 9

MEN’S FOOTWEAR CONVERSION TABLE - US PRODUCED SIZES

MEN’S FOOTWEAR CONVERSION TABLE - EUR PRODUCED SIZES
EUR SIZE

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

U.S. SIZE

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

12

12.5

13

13.5

14

U.S. SIZE

3.5

4

5

6

6.5

7.5

8

9

9.5

10.5 11.5

12

12.5 13.5

14

EUR SIZE

37

37.5

38

38.5

39

40

40.5

41

42

42.5

43

43.5

44

45

45.5

46

47

47.5

48

JPN SIZE 22.5

23

24

25

25.5

26

33

JPN SIZE

23

23.5

24

24.5

25

25.5 25.5

26

26.5

27

27.5

28

28.5 29.5 29.5

30

30.5

31

31.5

26.5 27.5 28.5 29.5

30

30.5 31.5

WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR CONVERSION TABLE - EUR PRODUCED SIZES
EUR SIZE 35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

U.S. SIZE

4

5

6

7

8

JPN SIZE

22

22.5

23

24

25 25.5 26 26.5 27.5

8.5

9

10

11

32

WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR CONVERSION TABLE - US PRODUCED SIZES

44

U.S. SIZE

5

5.5

11.5

EUR SIZE 36

37

28

JPN SIZE 22.5

23 23.5 24 24.5 25 25.5 25.5 26 26.5 27

6

6.5

7

7.5

37.5 38 38.5 39

8

8.5

9

40 40.5 41

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

42 42.5 43 43.5 44
27.5 28 28.5
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NUCLEON BACK PROTECTORS SIZE CHART

CHECK

BODY MEASUREMENTS

1

BODY HEIGHT (CM)

2

WAIST (CM)

144-158

WAIST TO SHOULDER 38 -43 (CM)
3

159-163

164-167

168-171

68-76

172-175

176-179

180-183

76-88

184-187

188-191

192-195

192-195

88-100

196-199

196-199

100-116

WTS* 38-43
WTS* 43/48

WAIST TO SHOULDER 43-48 (CM)
WAIST TO SHOULDER 48-51 (CM)

WTS* 48-51

JACKET AND SUIT SIZE
EURO SIZE

42

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

44
XS

46

48

50

S

M

52

54

56

L

XL

58
XXL

BACK PROTECTORS NUCLEON KR-1 / KR-2 / KR-R - 5 sizes available ( 3 protectors dimension )
Back protector’s user has to wear a protector corresponding to his waist to shoulder body measurement*

SELECT

NUCLEON PRODUCT SIZE

XS

S

M

L

XL

WAIST BELT LENGHT (CM)

41 CM

44 CM

47 CM

51 CM

54 CM

PROTECTION DIMENSION

SIZE SMALL

SIZE MEDIUM

SIZE LARGE
WAIST TO
SHOULDERS
(WTS)*

BACK insert nucleon kr-1i / kr-2i - 3 size available
Back protector’s user has to wear a protector corresponding to his waist to shoulder body measurement*
SELECT

NUCLEON PRODUCT SIZE
PROTECTION DIMENSION

172

S
SIZE SMALL

M

L

SIZE MEDIUM

SIZE LARGE

60

62
3XL

64
4XL

NUCLEON CHEST INSERT PROTECTORS SIZE CHART

BODY MEASUREMENTS
BODY HEIGHT (CM)

144-158

159-163

WAIST (CM)

164-167

168-171

172-175

68-76

CHEST (CM)

176-179

180-183

184-187

76-88

188-191

192-195

192-195

88-100

196-199

196-199

100-116

94-114

82-94

JACKET AND SUIT SIZE
MEN

EURO SIZE

42

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

44

46

XS

48

S

50

52

M

54

L

56
XL

58

60

XXL

62

64

3XL

4XL

181-184

185-188

CHEST INSERTS KR-C / KR-CI - KR-CIR - MEN - 2 SIZES AVAILABLE
XS/S (TYPE A)

NUCLEON CHEST PROTECTOR MEN

M/L/XL (TYPE B)

TAIL BONE - 1 SIZE
OS - ONE SIZE

NUCLEON KR-TB

BODY MEASUREMENTS
BODY HEIGHT (CM)

144-156

157-160

161-164

165-168

169-172

58-66

WAIST (CM)

177-180

181-184

66-80

CHEST (CM)
WOMEN

173-176

80-94

74-114

JACKET AND SUIT SIZE
EURO SIZE
INTERNATIONAL SIZE

36

38
XXS

40
XS

42
S

44
M

46

48
L

50
XL

52
XXL

CHEST INSERTS WOMEN - ONE SIZE
NUCLEON KR-CIW

OS - ONE SIZE
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NUCLEON BACK PROTECTOR INSERT FITTING GUIDE FOR LEATHER PRODUCTS
MODELS

SIZE S

SIZE M

SIZE L

ATEM V3 2PC LEATHER SUIT

44 - 50

52 - 64

GP PRO 2PC LEATHER SUIT

44 - 50

52 - 64

MOTEGI V2 2PC LEATHER SUIT

44 - 50

52 - 64

44 - 50
44 - 50
44 - 50
44 - 50
44 - 50
44 - 50
44 - 50
44 - 50
44 - 50

52 - 64
52 - 64
52 - 64
52 - 64
52 - 64
52 - 64
52 - 64
52 - 64
52 - 64

CHALLENGER 2PC LEATHER SUIT
YOUTH GP PLUS LEATHER SUIT
GP TECH V2 LEATHER JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMP.
ATEM V3 LEATHER JACKET
GP PRO LEATHER JACKET
CORE LEATHER JACKET
MISSILE LEATHER JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMP.
FUJI LEATHER JACKET
FUJI AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET
JAWS LEATHER JACKET
GP PLUS R V2 LEATHER JACKET

S-M-L

MODELS

SIZE S

SIZE M

SIZE L

GP PLUS R V2 AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET
SP-1 LEATHER JACKET
SP-1 AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET
BRERA AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET
HUNTSMAN LEATHER JACKET
ENFORCE DRYSTAR® LEATHER JACKET
CHARLIE LEATHER JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMP.

44 - 50
44 - 50
44 - 50
44 - 50
44 - 50
S-M
S-M

52 - 64
52 - 64
52 - 64
52 - 64
52 - 64
L - 4XL
L - 4XL

CHARLIE LEATHER JACKET

XS - M

L - 4XL

BRASS LEATHER JACKET
STELLA MOTEGI V2 2PC LEATHER SUIT
STELLA JAWS LEATHER JACKET
STELLA GP PLUS R V2 LEATHER JACKET
STELLA GP PLUS R V2 AIRFLOW LEATHER JACKET
VIKA LEATHER JACKET

L - 4XL

36 - 46
36 - 38
38 - 40
38 - 40
38 - 40

XS - M
48 - 50
40 - 50
42 - 50
42 - 50
42 - 50

SIZE S

SIZE M

SIZE L
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL

XS - L
M
XS - S
XS - S
XS - S
XS - S
XS - S
XS - S
XS - S
XS - S
XS - S
38 - 40
XS - S
XS - S
XS - S
XS - S
XS - S
XS - S

XS - M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
XL - 3XL
L - XL
M - 3XL
M - 3XL
M - 3XL
M - 3XL
M - 3XL
M - 3XL
M - 3XL
M - 3XL
M - 3XL
42 - 50
M - 3XL
M - 3XL
M - 3XL
M - 3XL
M - 3XL
M - 3XL

NUCLEON BACK PROTECTOR INSERT FITTING GUIDE FOR TEXTILE PRODUCTS
MODELS

SIZE M

SIZE L

BIG SUR GORE-TEX® PRO JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMP.

S-M

L - 4XL

REVENANT GORE-TEX® PRO JACKET

S-M

L - 4XL

S-M

L - 4XL

MANAGUA GORE-TEX® JACKET

174

SIZE S

DURBAN GORE-TEX® JACKET

48 - 50

52 - 60

GUAYANA GORE-TEX® JACKET

S-M

L - 4XL

PATRON GORE-TEX® JACKET

S-M

L - 4XL

ARES GORE-TEX® JACKET

S-M

L - 4XL

ALPARAISO DRYSTAR® JACKET TECH-AIR™ COMP.

S-M

L - 4XL

VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® JACKET

S-M

L - 4XL

YOKOHAMA DRYSTAR® JACKET
BOGOTA’ V2 DRYSTAR® PANTS
VENCE V2 DRYSTAR® JACKET
ANDES V2 DRYSTAR® JACKET
VISION THERMAL LINER
T-GP R WATERPROOF JACKET
T-JAWS WATERPROOF JACKET
HYPER DRYSTAR® JACKET
GUNNER WATERPROOF JACKET
FASTBACK WATERPROOF JACKET
LEONIS DRYSTAR® AIR JACKET

S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M
S-M

L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL

LANCE 3L WATERPROOF JACKET

XS - M

L - 4XL

STRATOS TECHSHELL DRYSTAR® JACKET
SEKTOR TECH HOODIE
BRADFORD GORE-TEX® JACKET
WINSTON GORE-TEX® OVERCOAT
GORDON DRYSTAR® OVERCOAT

XS - M
XS - M
S-M
S-M
XS - M

L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL
L - 4XL

EDWARD DRYSTAR® OVERCOAT

S-M

L - 4XL

MODELS
MARSHALL DRYSTAR® JACKET
DUVAL DRYSTAR® JACKET
LUC AIR JACKET
T-GP PRO JACKET
T-GP PLUS R V2 JACKET
TECH-AIR™ VIPER LIGHT JACKET
T-GP R AIR TEXTILE JACKET
T-JAWS V2 AIR JACKET
T- GP PLUS R V2 AIR JACKET
VIPER AIR TEXTILE JACKET
AST AIR TEXTILE JACKET
STELLA ARES GORE-TEX® JACKET
STELLA TECH-AIR™ VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® JACKET
STELLA VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® JACKET
STELLA VENCE DRYSTAR® JACKET
STELLA T-JAWS WATERPROOF JACKET
STELLA HYPER DRYSTAR® JACKET
STELLA ANDES V2 DRYSTAR® JACKET
STELLA STRATOS TECHSHELL DRYSTAR® JACKET
STELLA GUNNER WATERPROOF JACKET
ISABEL DRYSTAR® WOMEN’S TRENCH
KAI DRYSTAR® WOMEN’S TRENCH
RENEE TEXTILE/LEATHER JACKET
STELLA T-JAWS V2 AIR JACKET
STELLA T-GP PLUS R V2 AIR JACKET
ELOISE WOMEN’S AIR JACKET
STELLA T-GP PLUS R V2 JACKET
ELOISE WOMEN’S AIR JACKET
STELLA T-GP PLUS R V2 JACKET

GLOSSARY
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xx

xx

xx

4-in-1 System - Interchangeable system incorporating the removable,
waterproof and breathable Drystar® liner and removable thermal
liner. The 4-in-1 system enables the jacket to be used with the
Drystar® and thermal liners together; the Drystar® or thermal liner
by themselves; or without either liner, allowing the jacket to be
configured in 4 different ways to suit any climatic condition.
Armacor™ - Product Technology it’s a patented lattice structure
with an integrated Dupont™ Kevlar® fiber core. This technology
offers extreme tear and abrasion resistance yet lighter weight.
Incorporated into a Gore-Tex® Pro Shell motorcycling jacket, it will
protect enthusiastic motorcyclists in the event of a fall. This means
safety and enhanced comfort – in ALL-WEATHER conditions.
CE certification - Protection and protectors that are CEcertified have met the strict performance standards
and requirements of the European Union.
Clarino® - This highly durable material provides great feel
for the palm. Machine washable, Clarino® remains soft
and supple even after repeated exposure to water.
Climate Control System - System of zippered air intakes
and exhausts that allow precise control of airflow while
riding for superior body temperature regulation.
Coolmax® - This unique material “wicks” moisture away from the skin
and quickly transfers it to the outer surface to speed up evaporation.
Cordura® - This textured nylon is durable,
lightweight and abrasion resistant
Denier - Denier is a measurement which denotes the
thickness and the diameter of a fiber material.

xx

xx

xx
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xx

xx

xx

xx
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Drystar - Alpinestars’ waterproof and breathable
membrane for all-weather comfort and performance.
®

Drystar® Performance - Alpinestars’ exclusive sealed triple
layer construction technology which bonds all layers in
glove, thereby affording a highly reduced material chassis
to promote good levels of sensitivity of bike controls.
E.V.A. - This comfortable and lightweight material provides
superior shock absorption and impact protection.
Gore-Tex® - This world renowned waterproof and breathable
membrane features pores that are smaller than water to keep rain
out, but larger than water vapor, allowing perspiration to escape.
Gore-Tex® Pro Shell - It is the optimum solution for outdoor
professionals and serious enthusiasts, who need to face extreme
weather and tough conditions. Made with the most rugged,
most breathable, durably waterproof and windproof fabrics.
Gore-Tex® Paclite® Shell - Combines extreme breathability and durable
wind and waterproofness with minimum weight and pack volume.
Gore-Tex® Soft Shell - Constructed with soft and warm
fabrics, they are designed for reduced layering and
improved freedom of movement in colder conditions.

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

Gore-Tex® with Gore Grip technology - Sealed triple
layer material construction from Gore-Tex® for
improved dexterity, grip and control sensitivity.
Performance Shell - Designed to provide comfort
and durable waterproof protection.
Dupont™ Kevlar® - Used as a reinforcement, this
high strength fiber is cut and tear resistant.
Neoprene - Comfortable and flexible, this water resistant
material provides great insulation in cold and damp
conditions and excellent wind stopping performance.
Outdry® - Innovative heat-bonded membrane construction
which provides an impenetrable layer with no seams,
preventing water collecting between the layers for a
lightweight improved fit, greater dexterity and comfort.
Pittards® digital leather - Supple and quick drying leather
which provides excellent grip in all-weather conditions.
Schoeller® Keprotec® - This stretchable and vented
material features Dupont™ Kevlar® reinforced thread
for maximum tear and abrasion resistance.
Sublimated graphics - Utilizing a pressure and heat
process, this system of design transfer produces fade
free graphics even after extensive washing.
Superfabric® - Flexible, ceramic reinforced fabric that is extremely
abrasion, puncture and cut resistant making it ideally suited for
application on exposed areas such as knees and elbows.
Taped seams - Seam tape is applied along the
stitch line of the garment, which prevents water
intrusion at these small but critical areas.
Taslan - Durable and water repelling nylon fabric.
Thinsulate® - Lightweight, breathable, moisture
resistant and quick drying, Thinsulate® provides
superior insulation for cold weather riding.
Primaloft® - A lightweight, breathable insulation that repels
moisture to offer superior performance for cold-weather riding.
PE - Polyethilene. Thermoplastic material composed
of polymers of ethilene. It is light, strong, water
resistant and flexible at low temperatures.
PU Polyurethane. Polymer containing urethane
used in plastics, rubber, foam, etc.
PU Coating - A thin layer of film applied to the backside of the
fabric to give strength, structural integrity and water resistance.
TPU - Thermoplastic polyurethane. A hybrid
material - a mixture between hard plastic and soft
silicone. A very dense and smooth rubber.
Windstopper® - Laminated membrane offering total windproof
performance and maximum breathability for complete comfort.
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KEY FEATURES

RACING

REMOVABLE THERMAL
VEST LINER

ALL SEASON JACKET

TEXTILE PALM
CONSTRUCTION

ADJUSTABLE
WRIST

SPORT

REMOVABLE THERMAL
JACKET LINER

REMOVABLE
STORM COLLAR

SYNTETHIC PALM
CONSTRUCTION

ADJUSTABLE
CUFF

TOURING

REMOVABLE THERMAL
PANTS LINER

FOUR JACKETS
IN ONE

TEXTILE / LEATHER
PALM CONSTRUCTION

THERMAL
INSULATION

CITY

REMOVABLE THERMAL
THIGH WARMER

FIT ADJUSTMENT

LEATHER / SYNTETHIC
PALM CONSTRUCTION

CONDUCTIVE
FINGER

REMOVABLE MEMBRANE
LINER

FIT ADJUSTMENT

TEXTILE / SYNTETHIC
PALM CONSTRUCTION

VISOR WIPER

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE

REMOVABLE MEMBRANE
LINER

PATENTED CALF
EXPANSIONS POCKET

PU KNUCKLE

CE CERTIFIED
HIP PROTECTOR COMPATIBLE

REMOVABLE
WINDBREAKER LINER

SEAMLESS
CONSTRUCTION

MOLDED KNUCKLE

GORE-TEX® WATERPROOF
BREATHABLE INTERNAL
MEMBRANE

CE CERTIFIED
HIP PROTECTOR INCLUDED

REMOVABLE
WINDBREAKER VEST LINER

BIONIC NECK SUPPORT
COMPATIBLE

CARBON FIBER
KNUCKLE

ALPINESTARS EXCLUSIVE
WATERPROOF / BREATHABLE
INTERNAL MEMBRANE

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE

REMOVABLE WASHABLE
COMFORT LINER

DUPONT™ KEVLAR® FIBER
REINFORCED PANELS
ON SEAT AND KNEE

TPR KNUCKLE

ALPINESTARS EXCLUSIVE
SEALED AND BONDED
TRIPLE LAYER CONSTRUCTION

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE

REMOVABLE WASHABLE
COMFORT LINER JACKET

ADJUSTABLE
KNEES PROTECTORS
INCLUDED

FOAM PADDING
KNUCKLE

WINDPROOF BREATHABLE
LAMINATED MEMBRANE

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE

REMOVABLE WASHABLE
COMFORT LINER PANTS

PU FINGER
FINGER SLIDERS

OUTDRY® HEAT-BONDED
MEMBRANE CONSTRUCTION

LEATHER TOP
CONSTRUCTION

CARBON FIBER
FINGER SLIDERS

WATERPROOF

BACK PROTECTOR
SNAP LINKAGE SYSTEM
AERODYNAMIC BACK HUMP
BASED ON THE ALPINESTARS
MOTOGP® PROFILE

REMOVABLE
BRACES

TEXTILE
TOP CONSTRUCTION

PU FINGER
FINGER SLIDERS

WATER RESISTANT

AERODYNAMIC BACK HUMP

DETACHABLE
SLEEVES

SYNTETHIC
TOP CONSTRUCTION

FOAM FINGER
SLIDERS

VENTILATED

ALPINESTARS PATENTED
EXTERNAL PU SLIDERS

DEVICE COMPATIBLE

TEXTILE / LEATHER
TOP CONSTRUCTION

HIGH
FINGER BRIDGE

WINDPROOF

ALPINESTARS PATENTED
EXTERNAL PU SLIDERS

REFLECTIVE
INSTERTS

LEATHER / SYNTETHIC
TOP CONSTRUCTION

PATENTED
FINGER BRIDGE

MESH PANEL
VENTILATION

ALPINESTARS PATENTED
EXTERNAL PU SLIDERS

INTERNAL CHEST
WATERPROOF DOCUMENT
POCKET

TEXTILE / SYNTETHIC
TOP CONSTRUCTION

PALM SLIDER

VENTILATED
OPENINGS

REMOVABLE
PROTECTOR LINER

DOWN FILLING

LEATHER PALM
CONSTRUCTION

PU
CUFF
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